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Abstract 

This thesis proposes an English translation of the Romanian short story “Ivan” by Mircea 

Eliade. Eliade is a renowned scholar and author, best known for his work A History of 

Religious Ideas (1978-1985). Part of his literary repertoire is the short story “Ivan” (1968), 

one of the fewif not the onlyshort stories by Mircea Eliade that have been translated 

into French, but not into English. The initial purpose of the French translation by Alain 

Paruit (1981) was to act as a relay translation for the defence committee. However, during 

the process of translation and commentary, the French version started acting like a first 

translation for my English retranslation. Mainly using Antoine Berman’s “Esquisse d’une 

méthode” (1995) as a theoretical framework, the commentary draws parallels between the 

process of translating “Ivan” into English and retranslation. As advised by Berman, the 

commentary presents the literary work and the people involved: it includes biographies for 

the author and the two translators, with focus on their literary horizons. The commentary 

focuses on three major translation categories, as identified during the process of 

translation, namely, the translation of proper names, the translation of the mots 

clefswords that Eliade favoured in his Romanian original, and an analysis of the 

characters of the short story, which illustrates the importance of proper representation of 

the protagonists as directed by the original story’s themes.  
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Introduction 

 As the title illustrates, in the present work, I will be presenting an English 

translation of the Romanian short story “Ivan”, whose French translation I used as a 

reference point. Mircea Eliade’s popularity as a writer earned him translations in several 

languages, leaving a limited amount of works untranslated. “Ivan” is one of the few—if not 

the only—short story yet to be translated in English. However, above all, it is the French 

translation of this story that made the project possible, since the French translation of 

“Ivan” by Alain Paruit could act as relay translation for my defense committee, who are not 

Romanian speakers. Yet, during the process, I discovered that the French translation 

could also act as an anchor, thus connecting me to retranslation practice and theory.  

In spite of being pushed into exile, Eliade was fond of Romanian culture and 

literature. Much of his literary production is set in Romania or handles topics related to 

the Romanian people. The short story “Ivan” was first published in 1968 and republished 

in 1977 as part of the collection of short stories În curte la Dionis (In Dyonisus' Court). It 

opens with three Romanian soldiers finding a wounded man, whom they nickname “Ivan” 

due to his Soviet uniform. They are between cornfields in Ukraine, in the summertime, 

during World War II. Since the beginning, the atmosphere is tense; two of the Romanian 

soldiers, addressed as Zamfira and Iliescu1, are fairly devoted Christians and they insist on 

carrying the dying Russian soldier to the nearest village. They are convinced that bringing 

“Ivan” along with them to a village is the perfect opportunity to receive the blessing of a 

dying man, which would bring them luck in their escape from Ukraine. The third man, 

cadet second lieutenant Constantin Darie, who appears to be the story’s protagonist, is 

opposed to it, yet he does not pull rank to stop them. This difference in mentality shapes 

the story. The Romanians, determined to have the Russian soldier bless them in his final 

moments, are at a loss when it comes to communicating with him. To get their point 

                                                        
1 The names used in the story are surnames currently in use in Romania. 
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across, they use a variety of strategies, from simple words (“Christ”) and gestures (making 

the sign of the cross), to complex philosophical ramblings in Romanian and other 

languages. As expected, Ivan dies soon after he is found and it remains unclear whether he 

gave them his blessing. The religiously inclined Zamfira and Iliescu, again, insist on 

following the religious custom of burying the body. Thus, they begin the risky task of 

digging a grave in enemy territory. As Darie is on the verge of falling asleep, he notices that 

Zamfira and Iliescu are digging a hole that was considerably larger than what can be 

expected for a single-person grave. At this point in the narrative, time and space 

constraints start to disappear: for the rest of the short story, the setting and the 

participants change back and forth in a distracting series of clashing episodes. The action 

is interrupted by Darie’s conversations with seemingly different interlocutors—who turn 

out to be figments of his imagination—in which he shares his perspective on the initial 

encounter with Ivan. Troubled, he analyzes various aspects but focuses on the unpolished 

philosophical claims that he proposed to the dying Russian soldier. While the shift 

between the main story and the conversations are first introduced in new paragraphs with 

the help of an asterisk, the distinct sequences begin to collide and fuse, impeding the 

reader from differentiating between narrative levels2, and between dream and reality. 

Even though Darie never becomes the auto-diegetic narrator, his fever infects the third-

person omniscient narration. As new episodes unfold, Darie discovers clues that lead him 

to finally discern the present reality. Thus, although unclear for a large part of the story, 

the opening sequence turns out to be real. The events in Iaşi3 in the wintertime and those 

in Piatra Craiului4 during a warm season are dream settings that Darie put together from 

memory. The participants in these episodes are inspired from reality, yet they are largely 

productions of Darie's imagination as well. In his last return from dream to reality in the 

Ukrainian cornfield accompanied by Zamfira and Iliescu, Darie is gravely injured. Having 

lost a lot of blood, he is barely able to walk or even just to remain conscious. The story 

                                                        
2 Narrative levels, also referred to as diegetic levels, is an analytic notion developed by Gérard 
Genette (1972) that describe the relations and boundaries between diverse narrating instances 
within a narrative. In “Ivan”, the contamination of the narration relies on a crossing of boundaries 
(a concept analyzed by Marie-Laure Ryan (1991)). 
3 Large city located in the north-west of Romania. 
4 Mountain peak in central Romania. 
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closes with the image of Darie attempting to return from death to give his blessing to his 

loyal fellow soldiers Zamfira and Iliescu.   

In translation, the similarities between Romanian and French are much greater 

than English with either of the two. “For languages having the same origin, it is impossible 

to assert that there are literary forms that cannot be rendered into another language” 

(Durdureanu 54). This is true in the case of Romance languages, which share a strong 

bond, but it is not the case for English and German, although they are both considered 

Germanic languages. Romanian inherently translates better in French than in English and 

there are several major changes needed for the English version. As it often happens in 

translation and, of course, moreso between languages whose "kinship" is not as strong, the 

English translation had to simplify by cutting down detail, thus causing a qualitative and 

quantitative impoverishment. As a translator, as many others, I avoided adding any new 

information into the text, which sometimes led to cutting out certain subtle nuances 

present in the original. For example, to indicate who is speaking in dialogue, the English 

translation often used the verb “to say”, while the Romanian original uses “a spune” (to 

say), “a zice” (to say), “a vorbi” (to speak) and “a face” (to do). Similarly, the English “to 

grumble” is a simplification of three distinct expressions “a izbucni printre dinți” (to burst 

out through teeth), “a repeta printre dinți” (to repeat through teeth) and “a șuiera printre 

dinți” (to whistle through teeth). English cannot render the verbs and simplifies them into 

a mere “to say” in the manner of “printre dinți” – to say through their teeth, to grumble. 

Instances of this shortcoming are listed later in the commentary, in the section entitled 

“Mots Clefs”. Moreover, English lacks certain distinct verb modes (gerund, supine) and 

tenses (imperfect), which resulted in having to rely on other tenses to fill those gaps.  At 

times, this lack of diversity weighed quite heavily on recreating the temporal axis and it 

forced me to rearrange elements to reproduce the elegance of the original. In that respect, 

unlike Romance languages, English does not enjoy endless chains of subordinate 

sentences which meant that I had to not only reorganize but prioritize elements within a 

sentence, and rework entire paragraphs, often drastically changing the punctuation. As 

Mona Baker asserts: 
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English generally prefers to present information in relatively small chunks and to 
signal the relationship between these chunks in unambiguous ways, using a wide 
variety of conjunctions to mark semantic relations between clauses, sentences and 
paragraphs. […] English also relies on a highly developed punctuation system to 
signal breaks and relations between chunks of information.  

(Baker 192) 

Nevertheless, these are not just elements expected to change between Romanian and 

English, but these modifications happen in all translation, modifications that Antoine 

Berman called “deforming tendencies” (Berman 1985: 280). Indeed, these tendencies are 

inevitable in all translation to varying degrees, some “linguistic-cultural systems”, as 

Berman calls them, are more susceptible to deformations than others (Berman 1985: 278). 

The present translation, as expected, displays a greater majority of Berman’s 

deformations. Rationalization—the reorganization of elements via punctuation, 

qualitative and quantitative empoverishments, as mentioned, are quite prominent in the 

English translation as opposed to the original. Yet, even more deformative, are elements 

that are dicussed in the following sections, namely, the destruction of underlying 

networks of signification—failure to transfer the author’s word obsessions, their mots 

clefs, and the effacement of the superimposition of languages—“the relation between 

dialect and a common language” (Berman 1985: 287). These last two bermanian categories 

are especially important for the symbolism in Eliade’s prose. 

Aside from the unavoidable linguistic differences between Romanian and English, 

the short story presents a number of thematic issues. First, there is the obvious temporal 

difference between the original audience and the current one. The vocabulary of the 

translation cannot be too current; above all, colloquial expressions must allude to the 

middle of the twentieth century, rather than the second decade of the twenty-first. Second, 

important historical details about the past events mentioned in the story are not readily 

available for a non-European audience. On the one hand, WWII, the Germans versus the 

Russians, and the Ukranian front are part of an international collective memory. On the 

other, there are markers that may not be picked up by a current audience that is not part 

of one of the parties involved. For example, the story must take place during a 3-year 
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window, between 1941 and 1944, when the Romanians fought alongside the Germans 

before changing alliance, a fact that, not only is not readily available, but that also does not 

carry the same emotional weight for a non-European audience. The timeline can be 

narrowed down to the summer of 1943 once the Battle of Stalingrad is mentioned. The 

emotional value that comes with this detail will be lost in translation. Third, since the 

names used are specifically Romanian—and are part of Eliadean symbolism, as I will show 

in my commentary on “Proper Names”—a non-Romanian audience will have trouble 

putting a character together. Having spent my childhood in Romania, I am able to draw 

fairly specfic portraits of each of the soldiers just by looking at the names of the characters. 

Of course, my knowledge may not be completely accurate, as it was not in regards to Cadet 

Lieutenant Constanting Darie, yet, this knowledge gives me the peace of mind to plunge 

into the story without struggling to imagine the characters. Lastly, the topics that the short 

story tackles—God, afterlife, the Christian Orthodox religion—may be uncomfortable for 

certain audiences. To better understand these issues, and thus to make educated choices 

in the English translation, I dug into Eliade’s person and scholarship, looking at his 

literary corpus as well as his theoretical work; of course, I was only able to scratch the 

surface of the latter, considering the vast amount of work that he produced, as well as the 

specificity of his theory on religion and spirituality.  

Although a Romance language itself and, thus, quite similar to Romanian, French 

was very uselful in combating lexical dilemmas. During my first draft of the translation 

into English, I went back and forth between the three languages; it was  a tedious process, 

which did not manage to cover all the holes in my translation. Yet, during this process, the 

original purpose of the French translation  changed. Indeed, I had initially thought of the 

French version above all as a relay translation—an informal translation into a third 

language that could serve as a connection between the original and target-language 

translation for speakers unfamiliar with the source language (St. André 230).  Of course, 

the French translation of “Ivan” is not a mere informal rendering of the original, but part 

of a Gallimard-published volume of short stories produced by esteemed French-Romanian 

translator, Alain Paruit. It was clear, from the onset of this project, that this relay 
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translation would exert a power that a traditional relay translation cannot possess. I was 

aware and embraced the idea of using Paruit’s work as a reference point but I had 

underestimated the influence of the French version, since, as I later discovered, it 

completely shaped this project. The presence of the French translation conditioned 

avenues of reflection both figuratively and literally. It acted as a two-sided mirror: on one 

side it would reflect my difficulties with the original, sometimes emphasizing a detail I had 

overlooked and occasionally answering questions that arose from my process. On the 

other side of the mirror, the French translation’s own difficulties surfaced. Conclusively, 

the combined findings from both sides of the mirror resulted in problematics that I did not 

initially identify: this sort of triangular translation is at the heart of retranslation, a 

concept we have always considered it as involving only two languages, the original and the 

target. In fact, it is very possible that the bilingual approach to retranslation has become 

outdated. Globally, we are growing out of bilingualism and growing into multilingualism; 

dialects are likely causing most of this change, yet, having met many polyglot scholars, I 

can attest to the fact that many bilinguals are using their laguage-learning skills to expand 

their language repertoire into other major languages. That said, I can only imagine that 

literary translation is already being produced in retranslation conditions, although not 

being regarded as such. For the translation studies field it can only be a problem: 

underestimating these retranslation practices as relay can impede new translation theory 

and methods that could help better exploit the riches of multilingual translation—a 

translation process that proposes a collaboration between the original and translations of 

the original, not excluding translations in languages other than the two that are referred to 

as source and target.  Through this work, I want to present my process in translating the 

Romanian short story “Ivan” into English while using the French translation as a reference 

point, in order to emphasize the value and importance of translating literary works from a 

multilingual stance rather than a bilingual one.  

I am uncertain whether it was Antoine Berman’s “Esquisse d’une méthode” that 

influenced my discovery of the concept of retranslation or if my intention of using the 

French version in such a manner that led me to Antoine Berman, yet his input had a major 
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effect on how I treated the French translation. While we have not considered Berman’s 

work in his Pour une critique des traductions: John Donne as having any sort of value for 

retranslation, it is clear that the technique he proposes for evaluating a translation can be 

a technique for producing a retranslation.  In his chapter titled “Esquisse d’une méthode”, 

Berman enumerates his steps in producing a translation critique, a process that cuts very 

close to how to produce a retranslation. Berman proposes beginning with the translation, 

contrary to the natural tendency of starting with the source text, and reading the original 

after, to notice details that perhaps eluded the translator. Next, while reading the original, 

he suggests paying close attention to words and expressions that seem typical to the 

author—their mots clefs—words that are indispensable to the original text and that should 

have appeared in the translation in question. These steps illustrate how the critic must 

trace the outline of their own translation of the original text in order to evaluate the 

existing translation, thus retranslating the original. Berman’s process starts with getting to 

know the author—their literary production and the criticism attached, as well as “recourir 

à de multiples lectures collatérales, d'autres oeuvres de l'auteur, d'ouvrages divers sur cet 

auteur, son époque” (Berman 1995: 58), thus building the “author’s horizon”. Berman did 

not consider it an impossible task, given that a translator should already be a well-read 

individual who has an idea where to start this not-impossible-yet-still-difficult task. 

Berman repeats this process in his evaluation of the translator. He searched to uncover 

any interference of the translator's personal self with the author's (Berman 1995: 58). 

What Berman may have unknowingly achieved is a method—or a starting point—for 

retranslation. In reversing the order, that is, starting with the existing translation and 

moving on to the original, and then investigating the translator as well as the author, 

Berman set the stage for a retranslation.  

The creation process of the English translation of “Ivan” was much more intricate 

than the traditional language equivalence found in the dictionary. It came to be under the 

careful surveillance of more complex parties, as Berman would suggest: the original story’s 

sublayer provided by Mircea Eliade’s personal history and acedemic work, the French 

translation by Alain Paruit and Alain Paruit himself, and, finally, my own history. In the 
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present work, I will show the most important aspects of my process in retranslating 

Eliade’s short story “Ivan” into English, by considering the French version as a first 

translation. It will be a trilingual comparative approach, as informed by Antoine Berman’s 

“Esquisse d’une méthode”, my commentary will start with the Author’s Horizon: Eliade’s 

bio, literary style and the themes in the short story as dictated by his theoretical work. I 

will move on to the Translators’ Horizons for Alain Paruit and myself: biographical details 

and significant work that could affect our respective translations. Lastly, in terms of 

practical examples found during my triangular translation process, I will focus on three 

major elements. First, I will discuss the translation of proper names, which I identified as 

one of the main issues in translating this short story into English. Second, I will extract 

and discuss terms that I have identified as Eliade’s mots clefs. And, third, I will create 

profiles for each of the three main characters, to point out characteristics that are vital in 

the development of the story and that must be transferred in translation. In my 

conclusion, I will draw a comparison between the two translations, French and English, to 

illustrate how the translation pocess that I underwent is very similar to that of a 

retranslation.  
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Chapter 1 : Mircea Eliade, the Author 

Biography 

Mircea Eliade remains, to this day, not only one of the most celebrated novelists of 

Romania, but also a very common name in philosophy, theology and theory. This 

dichotomy tells the story of a man living parallel lives; famous as a scholar and a novelist, 

he occupied two distinct scenes: Romanian and global. Yet, in spite of fulfilling a different 

role in a different context, his philosophy and theory of myth informed his prose and vice-

versa. Born in 1907, Eliade witnessed both World Wars. The first one, which he 

interpreted as a story, inspired him to create and marked the start of his career as a fiction 

writer. Two years into WWI, as a nine-year old whose bourgeois life was reduced to sewing 

paper shirts for the Romanian soldiers, young Eliade gave into the propaganda spread in 

schools. He was fascinated by the soldier narrative, and craved to be part of it. When “Boy 

Scouts were ready to retreat with the troops, he suffered deeply for not yet being ten years 

old” (Eliade 1990: 26). Eliade was nothing short of a prodigy, considering that, in 1925, at 

the age of eighteen, he was already celebrating one hundred articles published (Eliade 

1990: 94). Not only was Eliade extremely prolific but he also published in various 

languages early in his career: Romanian, French, English, Italian and German, as 

illustrated the annotated bibliography compiled by Douglas Allen and Denis Doeing. He 

started out as an avid reader, developed an active imagination, which led him to writing. 

He kept a journal his entire life, and, although some of his records were lost when he was 

forced into exile, he re-documented his recollections into his work—fiction and non-

fiction. He pursued his post-secondary studies at the University of Bucharest in the 

Faculty of Letters and Philosophy where he completed first, a master’s thesis surveying 

Italian Renaissance Philosophy from Marsilio Ficino to Giordano Bruno, and second, a 

doctoral thesis outlining a history of Yoga techniques. For the former, he spent two 

months in Italy, and for the latter, he spent a little less than two years in India, studying 

under Surendranath Dasgupta, an accomplished professor at the University of Calcutta, 
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and under several yogins in the Himalayas. His experience in India was the onset of his 

scholarly research and, implicitly, inspiration for his literary prose. Daniel L. Pals 

enumerates the three discoveries in India that changed Eliade’s philosophy: 1) “life can be 

changed by what he called “sacramental” experience”, 2) “symbols are the key to any truly 

spiritual life” and 3) there is “a deeply felt form of spiritual life that had been in existence 

since time beyond memory” (195). These conclusions completely and single-handedly 

shaped Eliade’s world- and life-views, “persuad[ing] him of the relativities of the absolute 

and the absolute’s presence in history and through culture” (Cave 9). Upon his return to 

Romania in 1931, he taught courses in relation to his discoveries in India at the University 

of Bucharest and published a great deal of articles. He also became the research assistant 

of his idol, Professor Nae Ionescu. Eliade venerated Ionescu for teaching him “the 

importance of structures, intuition and broad experiences for understanding religious and 

historical phenomena” (Cave 7). This admiration and friendship, however, had Eliade 

imprisoned as World War II broke out. Ionescu was a Legionary, a partisan of the Iron 

Guard (previously known as the Legion of the Archangel Michael)—“a mass nationalist 

movement, anti-Semitic and xenophobic, differing from other versions of European 

Fascism only in that it had a strong religious, Eastern Orthodox, component” (Călinescu 

2010: 105). Ionescu’s death shattered him; Eliade recalled feeling “spiritually orphaned”. 

Yet, he also felt liberated, claiming that his affiliation to the Iron Guard was now severed 

(Eliade 1988: 6). Immediately after, in 1940, Eliade’s connections made it possible for him 

to escape, first to London and then to Lisbon, as a cultural attaché. Fearing for his life, 

Eliade never returned to Romania after 1942. As the Nazis plunged through Europe, anti-

Nazi movements sought out and expunged their local associates—the Iron Guard included. 

Partisans and sympathisers of the Iron Guard were followed, questioned, detained, and 

risked being assassinated. As Eliade explains, King Carol II and the Iron Guard had 

started a trend of killing each other’s associates as early as 1933 (Eliade 1988: 6). Even 

further on in his life, Eliade did not advertise his Romanian roots “so much that his 

readers and and even many of his students, ignored his ethnic origin or considered it 

irrelevant” (Călinescu 2010: 107). In exile, Eliade felt ever more determined to live a 

scholarly life; Andrei Pleșu quotes Eliade’s diary: 
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Since I belong to minor culture in which dilettantism and improvisation are almost 
fatal, I entered scholarly life full of complexes, permanently terrified at the thought 
that I do not dispose of “up-to-date” information. 

(Pleșu 67) 

He first found refuge in Paris, along with other Romanian literary figures—Emil Cioran, 

Eugène Ionesco, Monica Lovinescu, Virgil Ierunca, etc. In Paris, he continued to teach, 

but, his focus was to publish and, in turn, polish his philosophy of myth. He became a 

“French” philosopher and theoretician, a renowned historian of religions. Yet, while his 

scholarly work was generally written in French—at least originally—, he continued to write 

his prose strictly in Romanian, reinforcing his Romanian identity (Călinescu 2010: 125). 

His English translator explains, “[t]he lack of success in France of the French translations 

of Maitreyi (La nuit bengali) and Noaptea de sânziene (Fôret interdite) in the 1950s 

discouraged him from promoting himself in the French literary world” (Linscott Ricketts 

1988b: xvii). In addition, contributing to Romanian literature was central to Eliade’s 

prose. He did not trust that Romanian literature under communism could produce 

anything worthy enough to be seen abroad. He argued that “a nation of peasants” needed 

not produce a literature for peasants (Maftei 80, my translation)—he was determined to 

set higher standards. Eliade published most of his short stories and essays in literary 

journals for exiled intellectuals unable to return to the motherland: Destin (destiny), 

Revista scriitorilor români (magazine for Romanian writers), Cuvântul in exil (the 

[written] word in exile), Ființa românească (Romanian being), Caete de dor (notebook for 

longing), Românul (the Romanian [person]) etc. In spite of his geographical situation, he 

quickly became “chief of the young generation” in Romania (Călinescu 2010: 104). This 

generation of intellectuals crafted their own flavour of existentialism that they called 

“trăirism” from the verb “a trăi” meaning “to live”. “Trăirism” has been defined as: 

[U]n courant de la pensée roumaine d’entre-deux guerres qui proclamait la 
primauté des instincts et de l’inconscient sur la raison et qui soutenait qu’on ne 
peut parvenir à la connaissance des différents aspects et phénomènes de la vie que 
par le biais de l’expérience mystique […]. 

(Dorobanțu and Kretz 115) 
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Eliade elaborated this concept of the mystical source giving meaning to human existence 

in his scholarly work, a concept that became ever more obvious in his post-World War II 

prose, including the short-story “Ivan”. To name a few works that illustrate this concept: 

Le Mythe de l’éternel retour: Archétypes et répétition (1949), Traité d’histoire des 

religions (1949), Images et symboles. Essais sur le symbolisme magico-religieux (original 

French: 1952), Naissances mystiques. Essai sur quelques types d’initiation (English 1954, 

original French: 1959), Le sacré et le profane (German: 1957, English: 1959, original 

French: 1965), Mythes, rêves et mystères (1957). In 1956, he left Paris for the United 

States, responding to an invitation to teach at the University of Chicago Divinity School 

within and represent the Department of the History of Religions. He was appointed 

Professor and Chairman of that department in 1957. He spent the rest of his life at this 

university, in spite of being offered similar positions with more renowned universities 

(Linscott Ricketts 1988b: xi). His scholarly work eventually crowned him as “the world’s 

foremost interpreter of myth and symbolism” (Allen and Doeing vii) and his prose 

enriched Romanian literature. He died in 1986.   

 

Literary Style 

Having always kept a journal, Eliade eventually published his autobiography, 

Amintiri (published as Autobiography), in 1966—recounting his life from 1907 to 1960. 

He created a habit of recording his activities in adolescence and he constantly weaved 

these memories in his prose; from personal events to historical milestones, Eliade’s epic 

universe generally coincided with reality. While most works contained only a few 

biographical details, some of his novels were clearly autobiographical, most memorably 

Romanul adolescentului miop (Diary of a Nearsighted Adolescent)—a memoir of his early 

adulthood, and Maitreyi (Bengal Nights)—a love story between him and the daughter of 

his professor in India. To his dismay, much of his early journaling was lost, as mentioned, 

when he started moving around to escape imprisonment and even death. As a prolific 

writer, he continued journaling for the rest of his life. Since he always wrote with the 

intent to publish (Cave 8), he regarded “the diary as a literary form”, thereby showing 

great interest in “the novel based on authentic facts” (Valmarin 197).  
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During his adolescence, Eliade suffered “prolonged attacks of melancholy” (Eliade 1990: 

7) whose origin was a truly spiritual discovery. As a small boy, no more than four years 

old, he experienced a sort of trance while visiting a room in the house that was generally 

locked, reserved only for entertaining guests. This room was quite particular; it felt like “a 

fairy-tale palace”. As soon as he stepped in, “he was transfixed with emotion” (Eliade 

1990:6). He couldn’t put into words what he had just experienced at the time, yet, the 

pure, tangible details of this episode marked him. His interest in discovering the self on 

the other side started here: 

Această experiență descrie una dintre primele experiențe ale sinelui, experiență 
case se centrează în jurul descoperirii lui dincolo, a trecerii unei limite care, odată 
lăsată în urmă, conduce la o inițiere într-o taină.  

[This experience describes one of the first experiences of the self, an experience 
that is centred around its discovery on the other side, experience of crossing a limit 
which, once abandoned, leads to initiation into a mystery]  

(Gheorghiu 10) 

Subsequently, during these “attacks of melancholy”, he was transposed back to “the golden 

light of that afternoon” (Eliade 1990: 6). The practice of remembering details to repaint 

the events at a later time fuelled his imagination and he became able to expand into 

endless realms; this style—endless descriptive passages—is quite easy to achieve and 

common in Romanian. In translation, however, in addition to the usual struggle for 

semantic equivalence, conjunctions and syntax become the translator’s worst enemy. 

Eliade’s prose is categorised as “definitely modernist” (Lincott Ricketts 1988a: viii). Since 

he was an adept of the fantastic, descriptive passages fulfill a key role in his prose work; 

they create and maintain that eerie atmosphere. 

 

The Formula 

Exploring “the ways in which the supernatural both hides and reveals itself in 

everyday reality” (Linscott Ricketts 1988a: ix), Eliade usually starts with an unpretentious 

situation: A man in a hotel room eaves dropping on the conversation happening in the 

other room in Noaptea de sânziene (The Forbidden Forest); a piano teacher on the 
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tramway on a hot summer’s day in “La țigănci” (“With the Gypsy Girls”); three soldiers 

finding a wounded man in a cornfield in “Ivan”. Distortions become noticeable in these 

simple settings and the story turns into an allegory of death. Most importantly, before 

meeting their end, the protagonists experience something out-of-this-world – they escape 

the confines of historical time. Especially in his short prose, Eliade explored the 

“unpredictable fantastic” (Călinescu 1988: x). For Eliade, there are two sides of reality: the 

sacred and the profane5.  

The profane is the arena of human affairs, which are changeable and often chaotic; 
the sacred is the sphere of order and perfection, the home of ancestors, heroes and 
gods.  

(Pals 199) 

Eliade explains the concepts underlying his prose in his scholarly work. The Sacred and 

the Profane6 is the work where Eliade outlines his “concept of religion” and, which is 

pertinent to Eliade’s literary work. The sacred and the profane are two sides of the same 

coin: while people live in the profane, the sacred lives in people. “The person encounters 

the sacred through symbols” (Cave 17), and these symbols are, for the most part, universal; 

they are “transspatial” and “transtemporal” (Cave 39). The sacred is a spiritual concept 

rather than a religious one and, as Eliade adds, “at one time or another in their lives […] 

most people encounter something truly extraordinary and overwhelming” (Pals 199). This 

is precisely the journey of his protagonists, a journey to encountering and accepting the 

sacred because, “without the sacred, human existence is meaningless” (Cave 68). Eliade’s 

protagonists are often city folk, who do not feel tied to the land and who no longer believe 

in destiny, yet they are destined to die.  

Eliade truly masters his literary style after 1945 as Sorin Alexandrescu points out. 

Sorin Alexandrescu reviews Eliade’s most renowned short-story, “La țigănci” (“With the 

                                                        
5 Eliade explains the concepts underlying his prose in his scholarly work. Le sacré et le profane 
(The Sacred and the Profane) is the work where Eliade outlines his “concept of religion” and, which 
is pertinent to Eliade’s fantastic and, implicitly, the short-story “Ivan”. 
6 The Sacred and the Profane was originally written in French, yet the French version was not 
published until 1965, after the German (1957) and English (1959), which were translated from the 
French manuscript. 
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Gypsy Girls”), in his preface entitled “Dialectica fantasticului” (the dialectic of the 

fantastic) in 1969. He evaluates Eliade’s short-story style pre- and post-World War II and 

signals a significant shift in his post-WWII short prose. Whereas pre-WWII the fantastic 

explodes in mundane reality—the supernatural violently imposes on the natural—post-

WWII, the intrusion becomes subtle. The supernatural no longer overwhelms logic and 

reason because it disguises itself in the real and mundane. Thus, the sacred is 

camouflaged in the profane. As a reader, Alexandrescu continues, one notices the 

presence of the supernatural not because the events recounted are strange, but because of 

a lingering and, eventually, an agonizing ambiguity. The connection to what is real fades 

slowly and quietly. Eliade is keen on releasing the supernatural little by little, in turn 

creating an awkward gap between the reader and the story. Matei Călinescu points out a 

similarity to Carl Gustav Jung’s theory: “modern rationalism […] has managed to push 

[myth] out of the sphere of consciousness”, but it has been “unable to eradicate myth from 

the human psyche” (Călinescu 1988: xv). Eliade, as opposed to Jung, is interested in the 

large scale effects of denying the sacred.  

His post-WWII short stories adhere to a particular style, a universe that Eliade 

created for his short stories in particular: 

The novellas of the fantastic that followed [WWII] are mostly, if not exclusively 
peopled by Romanian characters [....]. The historical time frame in which their 
action is set is that of the twentieth century, with insitent returns to the 1930's and 
with frequent extensions well into the postwar period (many take place in 
Communist Romania). Reading attentively, one can discover in them hidden 
puzzles, very subtly and carefully put together, puzzles that contain other puzzles, 
ultimately unsolvable, amphibologies, plausible allegorical meanings.  

(Călinescu 2010: 124)  

In his autobiography, Eliade remembers that, while recounting the plot of the story he was 

working on at the time, he realized that “any kind of summary would betray it, annulling 

that which constituted the essence of the story” (Eliade 1988: 71). The story that he is 

referring to is Nuntă în cer (Marriage in Heaven), yet this can be said about all of his 

fiction. A summary of the story cannot do justice to the intricate manner in which he 

communicates the message. For Eliade, how the plot develops is most important: the 
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setting of the plot, the characters, the way it is written, are all secondary to the order of 

events. He creates a world where elements from different physical locations and times 

intertwine, and the result is a discomfort between the profane and the sacred. Reality 

starts to be questioned when, time after time, events fail to follow a linear way and 

protagonists teleport from one landscape to another. The shifts have to be subtle, so that 

the reader sets them aside, or the ignores them. As changes continue happening, the 

scenery starts looking severely altered—this is where his stories end. 
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Chapter 2: “Ivan”, the Short Story 

The short story “Ivan” made its second appearance in the collection În curte la 

Dionis (In Dyonisus' Court) in 1977, but it was first published in 1968 in Destin, the 

Madrid-based publication for exiles. It was written in Romanian and translated into 

French by Alain Paruit in 1981.  

As mentioned in the biography, Eliade was a child during World War I. He was 

fascinated with the narrative of a boy becoming a soldier as WWI reached Romania. In his 

Amintiri, he explains that, in addition to living in a military family, the streets were always 

crowded with Boy Scouts wearing a red cross on white armbands. He was proud of his 

father and the meaning behind his captain’s uniform and he yearned to be a Boy Scout 

too—sometimes even pretending to be one. In his journalistic style, he enumerates his 

impressions of the incidents in the fall of 1916, when Romania entered the war. News of 

the disastrous Battle of Turtucaia (also referred to as Tutrakan) reached young Eliade’s 

household at the time when a woman from another city was staying with them.  

[S]he had just lost her husband, a retired colonel. Her son, recently made second 
lieutenant, was at the garrison in Turtucaia. One day, the news came that he was 
dead. […] She stayed with us for a few more weeks, then she moved to the other 
side of Bucharest. But she often came to see us and she continued talking about her 
son, the second lieutenant: “Now he would have been twenty-four. Now he would 
be on leave. Now he would have found a girl, he would have been engaged. Now he 
would have been promoted to the rank of lieutenant…”  

(Eliade 1990:24) 

As Matei Călinescu remarks “Eliade's novellas retained only rudiments of 

autobiography [that he treated] as points of departure for unpredictable fantastic 

(symbolic) developments” (Călinescu 1988: x). From the story of this young officer-to-be, 

Eliade draws the portrait of second lieutenant Darie.  

The day after the news of the Battle of Turtucaia, the Austro-German troops 

marched into the capital of Romania. The Romanians did not support this in spite of the 

fact that Romania, at the time, was ruled by a King of German descent, Ferdinand I. Eliade 

was furious. 
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That afternoon, I discovered that I could be consoled and could even get revenge. It 
happened this way. I imagined that a few Romanian soldiers were hiding in a 
cornfield near Bucharest. At first they were unarmed, or nearly so: they had a 
single carbine, a few bayonets, and a revolver. But I soon gave up this image, and I 
armed them to the teeth. In the beginning, there were only three or four soldiers 
and an officer. But very quickly I discovered that in the same cornfield others were 
hiding too. I started to bring them together, to organize them. […] I kept 
discovering hidden soldiers, making their way with great care toward the place of 
assembly […] and they were becoming better and better equipped. The former 
second lieutenant was now captain; and a few other young officers had come to 
help him.  

(Eliade 1990: 27) 

Obviously, Eliade, in his late fifties, at the time of writing the short story, had shed 

his nine-year old self’s naiveness. While using these vivid memories to illustrate the 

setting, he does not improve the situation of his heroes by assigning them more guns or 

more people; instead, Eliade gives them invaluable knowledge of rural surroundings. 

Moreover, the Romanian soldiers are not planning an offensive, but they are retreating 

from a failed attack in enemy territory, a situation more vulnerable and more realistic. 

Eliade also brings the story closer to his audience7; now in the 1960s, his readers would be 

personally marked by World War II, thus, it would only be fitting that he modernize his 

childhood story and have his soldiers fight in this more recent war.  

 

Themes 

Eliade's fantastic, as described by Sorin Alexandrescu, depicts the unacknowledged 

presence of one world into another, that is, the sacred within the profane (Alexandrescu 

1969: vii). Eliade's work on the topic encompasses years of study and theorization, which 

he compiled and condensed into the 1959 publication The Sacred and the Profane. As it 

was "one of his life's purposes to point out the sacred sense that is camouflaged in the 

profane" (Linscott Ricketts 1988b: xi), he devoted his prose to illustrating it. His post-

WWII literary production is characterized by a subtle presence of the fantastic. The 

supernatural does not make a grand entrance, as it is already present in mundane reality. 

Matei Călinescu summarizes Eliade's work: 

                                                        
7 It is evident that the story takes place in WWII because of the fact that the Romanians were 
fighting alongside the Germans, the mention of the Battle of Stalingrad and the type of mortar—
Brandt, invented in the 1930s,  
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The mixture of myth, folktale, and reality is always there, and the logic of 
coincidentia oppositorum is used to bring about unexpected but often intriguing, 
reversals of situations, mysterious changes of identity, magical metamorphoses, 
sudden ruptures and displacements in chronological time, irruptions of the 
supernatural in the banality of day-to-day life. Astronomical symbolism, 
numerology, and esotericism play a major, if rarely obvious, role in their 
construction.  

(Călinescu 2010: 124)  

This is precisely the landscape in “Ivan"—the sacred disguised in profane and revealed 

through a paradox.  

 

The sacred 

Eliade's fantastic is his definition of reality. This reality is very similar to that 

depicted by magical realism—a realism that "encompass[es] the burden of unreality 

behind the reality" (Arargüç and Asayesh 34). What is uncovered by reading and 

interpreting the external physical world, as the "inner structure of things" (Arargüç and 

Asayesh 27) yet not tangible is unreality. Unlike magical realism, however, Eliade's 

fantastic is not just a literary genre but an empirical theory where the magical and the 

mystical are real and they are designed to prove that human beings are literally more than 

meets the eye: 

Pentru Eliade fenomenele oculte, fie magice sau mistice constituie o evidență 
inconturnabilă, o dovadă experimentală de cea mai mare importanță pentru 
relevarea adevăratei naturi umane. Ființa umană este mai mult decât biologia și 
psihologia care sunt vizibile. 

[For Eliade, occult phenomenae, whether magical or mystical, constitute an 
undeniable certainty, an empirical proof of the utmost importance for revealing 
the true human nature. Human beings are more than the biology and psychology 
that are visible.] 

 (Gheorghiu 241) 

In Eliadean terms, reality is composed of the profane—the world that we see, which can be 

physical, but most importantly, that which is logical, and the sacred, the irrational, likely 

spiritual and impossible to prove in the confines of the profane. But, in spite of the fact 

that the sacred cannot be proven, it is the sacred that “provides humans with meaning and 
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order” (Cave 34). The sacred is a “source of conscience”8 (Gheorghiu 20), intangible, yet 

real and clearly observable from the outside in. The sacred universalizes identity and 

unifies humankind—the residents of the profane (Cave 17). It surfaces in the profane 

through symbols, which are established through hierophanies9—"manifestation[s] of the 

sacred whereby meaning and perception of the cosmos breaks into everyday existence" 

(Cave 35). Once observed, hierophanies create these symbols that are then passed down 

from generation to generation through rituals. Symbols, as "modes of knowledge and 

vehicles of meaning" (Cave 34), help humans “orient themselves and acquire meaning in 

the universe” (Cave 33). Symbols cannot be eradicated; they disseminate quickly and they 

continue to be rediscovered through the profane occurrences that initially produced them. 

Symbols are drawn from paradoxical events within the profane, signs that there is an 

intangible side to the world—the sacred. Thus, symbols tie the sacred to the profane and, 

for Eliade, anything in the profane can become a symbol at the right time (Pals 204). 

Consequently, the sacred and the profane are mutually dependent and mutually 

complementary (Valk 33). Their relationship is not dualistic but paradoxical (Valk 33). 

The sacred negates the profane, since humans assign a superior value to the profane (Valk 

34); yet, despite its value, the intangible nature of the sacred cannot be rendered tangible 

in the profane. Through paradox—the fact that the sacred only appears as a rupture of 

palpable existence—it is implied that "the sacred [can] never [be] fully revealed, nor [can] 

the profane ever [be] completely transformed into the sacred: the profane never becomes 

the sacred" (Valk 40). As Matei Călinescu points out, Eliade uses the (non)logic of 

coincidentia oppositorum (coexistence of opposites) to create symbols and to call upon 

the sacred. The instance of coincidentia oppositorum is "one of the most archaic manners 

by which the paradox of divine reality expressed itself" (Valk 32), where divine does not 

necessarily refer to the universal God as observed by any one religion. It is an instance 

where elements of the profane clash, summoning that intangible side of the world to 

explain the irrational occurrence of opposites. Instances of coincidentia oppositorum 

condition the understanding that the world that we see cannot be as logical as we expect. 

The sacred creates two opposing situations. First, given its unexplainable and unexpected 

nature, its emergence or appearance can be powerful enough to negate the profane, but 

this can have an opposite result: "when reason is prioritized over intuition, the totality and 

paradoxes of symbol[s] are compromised" (Cave 46).  

                                                        
8 The original Romanian reads “izvorul conștiinței” , which literally translates to “the river of 
conscience” (Gheorghiu 20). 
9Hierophany is composed of the Greek hieros and phanien: “sacred appearance” (Pals 201) 
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Eliade autorul și Eliade naratorul sunt amândoi convinși că lumea funcționează 
astfel, că metrafizic lumea apare și dispare în acest joc al identitaților și 
contrariilor. 

[Eliade the author and Eliade the narrator are both convinced that the world 
functions this way, that the world metaphysically appears and disappears in this 
game of identities and opposites.] 

(Gheorghiu 126). 

In his short prose, Eliade illustrates instances where the modern character's 

existence is disrupted by an instance of an archaic symbol whose vocabulary they no 

longer possess. In essence, according to Eliade, discovering the sacred involves an archaic 

symbol that connects the sacred to the profane being imported into a modern landscape. 

The sacred is finding the truth, a truth that can only be translated to the modern man by 

an archaic man (Gheorghui 10). 

 

The Ambassador: The Archaic Man 

The archaic man of Eliade's writing is not necessarily part of a distant past, but 

someone whose mundane reality is pierced by symbols, which coordinate their 

correspondence with the sacred. Archaic, in modern times, is a “structure of the mind” 

(Cave 71) that subscribes to the same archetype as prehistoric people. People “who live 

today in tribal societies and rural folk cultures” (Pals 198), with occupations tied to nature, 

like hunting, fishing, farming, read symbols the same way and follow the same rituals. The 

archaic man is a free man, who never stops growing, readjusting.  

Este omul cel mai liber, omul care se regăsește neîncetat pe sine și regăsește lumea 
ca pe o lume a sa.  

 

[[The archaic man] is the freest man, a man who is always rediscovering himself 
and rediscovers the world as his own world.]  

(Gheorghiu 30) 

Freedom for Eliade is truth and escaping time or history (Gheorghiu 11). Eliade "focuses 

mainly on the implied rejection of all that is profane, including time and history" when he 
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evaluates the “archetypal lifestyle” (Valk 37). The archaic man considers the profane evil 

and believes that “human history prevents full apprehension of the sacred” (Valk 40). 

Archaic people imitate gods because they want to live among them in the sacred. They 

yearn “to return to the realm of the supernatural,” they feel a deep “nostalgia for paradise” 

(Pals 203). The archaic man has a “hopeful and optimistic view of existence: death is a 

provisional change” (Cave 50); the archaic man is eternal, indestructible.  

In contrast to the archaic man, the modern man is a slave to modernity and needs 

to resolve his issues with freedom by discovering the sacred (Gheorghiu 23). The modern 

man must strive to reach the archetype. Eliade's theory of the archetype is close to that of 

Carl Gustav Jung, that the archetype is experienced in the collective unconscious, yet, for 

Eliade it is a product of reality itself (Gheorghiu 591). Eliade's archetype is ever-growing, 

always adjusting to the changes in the profane world via ritual (Gheorghiu 591). The 

modern man's journey to achieving the archetype is really a “restoration” of “the perfect 

form”10 (Gheorghiu 592). To do so, Eliade's protagonist, a modern man, "must step out of 

modern civilization, […] and enter the world of the archaic man” (Pals 198). 

 

Portrait of Eliade: The Modern Man 

[V]ocile lor sunt fragmente din prezența autorului, o prezență autoritară, care își 
impune ideologia, spaimele, angoasele.  

[[T]heir voices are fragments of the author’s presence, […] who imposes his 
ideology, fears, anxieties.]  

(Gheorghiu 56)  

 Eliade’s protagonists are prominently tied to his own personality; at first, they are 

“weak”, yet the omniscient narrator behind them acts as a guide to finding their way into a 

space that is completely surreal. Ștefan Viziru, protagonist in Noaptea de sânziene, is a 

34-year old married man who is unsure of his life choices. He laments loving another 

woman that he claims he loves in parallel to loving his wife. Having realized that they are 

destined to love one another, he meets this other woman in the forest where he first 

encountered her. They find a car that had disappeared twelve years prior, marking their 

exit from historical time; they drive this car into a truck and likely to their death. The story 

                                                        
10 The original Romanian reads: “restaurarea formei perfecte” (Gheorghiu 592). 
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ends before or during the moment of collision. In La țigănci, Gavrilescu is an unachieved 

49-year old music teacher. Discovering that he has forgotten his briefcase, he tries going 

back to the residence of the student he tutored, yet, along the way, he is hypnotized by the 

aura of a gypsy brothel. The three prostitutes that he is assigned taunt him into a guessing 

game, which he loses as he is not able to identify the gypsy girl. When he wakes up, he 

discovers that twelve years have passed and everyone that he knew had moved away, 

including his wife. He returns to the brothel where he can only enter if he pays for a girl. 

The young girl that shows up happens to be the one he loved in his youth while studying in 

Germany, who had been waiting for him to show up at the brothel.  

"For the modern person, the sacred has become lost or meaningless. [They] are too 

often "swallowed up" by the multiplicity and diversity of human unfolding in time and 

history" (Valk 39). Yet, as established, humans yearn for what is true and what is real, 

"[t]hey cannot cease from questioning life's mysteries and narrating stories about them" 

(Cave 66). According to Eliade, at one point in their lives, humans do experience 

"something truly extraordinary and overwhelming [as if] they are gripped by a reality that 

is wholly other than themselves" (Pals 199) and it is these "existential" encounters that 

"illustrate the meaning of being a human being" (Cave 17).  

People become aware of the sacred through their own concrete (profane) situation. 
But the sacred mode is not an additional dimension, nor is it distinct from or 
unrelated to one's "ordinary" way of being in the world: life 'is not merely human, it 
is at the same time cosmic"  

(Valk 33) 

Coincidentia oppositorum invite the Eliadean Man, a modern man, to investigate 

the sacred. All of Eliade's protagonists search for meaning on the other side, through the 

archetype. The Eliadean man is someone who always returns to the archetypal, to the 

original (Gheorghiu 29). 

 

Mirroring Reality: Dreams 

Eliade's preoccupation on April 17, 1966 was an experiment carried out in several 

universities analyzing sleep physiology and psychology. The study entailed preventing 

subjects from reaching the Rapid Eye Movement phase during sleep, thus deterring them 
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from dreaming. They were dream deprived for as long as the researchers deemed 

necessary and, as soon as they were allowed to dream again, participants engaged in a 

prolonged and amplified REM phase. In cases where participants were prevented from 

dreaming for long periods of time, they felt increasingly irritable and melancholic (Eliade 

1982: 279). “Ivan” first appears in 1968, thus a connection between the two is probable 

considering this timeline. Moreover, while Eliade's friendship to and fascination with 

Jung, the most famous dream philosopher, undoubtedly contributed to his interest in 

dreams, but Eliade drew most of his conclusions prior to meeting Jung in 1950 (Cave 69). 

Eliade associates dream to mythology. 

What fascinates me in these experiments is the organic need that man has to 
"dream," that is, for mythology. For whatever judgement one makes on the 
structure and content of dreams, their mythological character is indubitable. On 
the oneiric level, mythology signifies narrative, that is, viewing a sequence with 
epic or dramatic episodes. In any case, it seems that man needs to be present at 
these narratives, to view them, to listen to them. 

(Eliade 1982: 280) 

Eliade considers all human imagination as having a mythological structure, as in a 

narrative built with real representations of reality, that seeks to uncover real meaning. 

Unlike Jung, who believes that "the collective unconscious, the collectivity of human 

creations since the beginning of time, gives rise to myth" (Cave 69), Eliade claims that 

"mythic consciousness antecedes human history itself and, hence, the collective 

unconscious"; "[m]yth is informed by the cosmos" (Cave 69).   

A combination of the two aforementioned definitions corroborates the storyline in 

“Ivan”, where the episodes are marked in dreams; it is in dream that the sacred starts 

extending into the profane. Ultimately, as the borders between episodes collapse and the 

dream becomes reality, it becomes obvious that the dream announces imminent death. A 

death that is revealed by dream is the kind of death that is slow and punishing, where the 

human body decomposes, humiliating the spirit (Gheorghiu 27). Yet, as mentioned, Eliade 

believes that in the world of the archaic man death has a positive connotation as it 

announces a new beginning.  
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Protagonists at First Glance 

Eliade, the novelist, looks to illustrate the human condition, archetypes, long-lost 

root through symbols and epiphany (Gheorghiu 100). A “stubborn exchange” between the 

modern—the “rationalistic, suspicious, authoritarian,” and the archaic—“creative, 

meaningful, imaginative” (Cave 65), takes place in much of Eliade's fantastic. This is the 

case in “Ivan,” where the modern way of living of the academically educated urban 

dweller, Darie, clashes with the wild rural landscape native to Zamfira.  

Darie is a twenty-two-year-old recent graduate of philosophy, who speaks four 

languages—Romanian, French, German and English. He has a rigid personality as he is 

trapped in literature. He speaks not from experience in the natural world but in the safe 

universe of books. His academic background makes him seem somewhat arrogant and 

suspicious, claiming that he understands life and he does not fear death while the reality 

presented is quite the contrary. He likes speaking about himself but he is not devoid of 

respect for his peers; he reflects on the actions that he knows would have affected them. 

All in all, he fits the description the modern Eliadean man, someone who is confident in 

theory, yet completely lost in practice. Darie prioritizes reason, which has him stuck in 

profane and, while the sacred can exist without the profane, the profane cannot exist 

without the sacred. Although not clearly stated in the story, it is evident that his rank of 

cadet second lieutenant has not been granted to him on account of his leadership skills. 

According to the lieutenant, in one of the dreams, the battle that the three protagonists 

had just survived was Darie's first experience on the battlefront—he had been 

commanding only for six days. Moreover, Darie himself asserts that his command of the 

platoon is what ultimately caused its failure, that is, his poor decision-making resulted in 

three survivors and thirteen casualties. While he yields to reason, he too has an 

unexplainable belief in fate. He claims that his inability to obtain positive results as a 

leader is due to the fact that “bad luck” and “evil spirits” pursue him, therefore 

endangering the safety of those around him. He initially fully trusts Zamfira and Iliescu 

because the two already have a year of war experience on the front and because they seem 
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to know their way around the surrounding landscape. As reality collapses, he begins to 

lose trust in their instincts and gives in to his own; this is his personal narrative and they 

are mere participants.  

Zamfira appears to be Darie’s opposite. Zamfira is unspoiled by the modern city 

life, he only follows what he understands by experience in nature. His replies describe 

someone honest and innocent to the point of immaturity. As he laments the fact that Ivan 

cannot understand him and his peers, or when Darie stumbles into a hole in the ground, 

his reactions are candid and exaggerated. He is completely devoted to his faith and insists 

on honouring it. He almost begs his commanding officer, Darie, to allow the completion of 

the ritual to commemorate the soul of the dying Ivan. For his devotion, he is granted the 

ability to interpret signs in nature and to use the tools that nature has to offer. He 

understands the rural landscape and can adapt to the region. It is unclear what part of 

Romania he comes from, yet, he is able to say with confidence that he knows herbs and 

roots that can help them survive. Considering that Romania has such a diverse climate, his 

comfort within the cornfield is proof of an existing strong relationship with the natural 

world. Out of the three, Zamfira is the most intuitive. His ability to read subtle signs 

ensures their survival. This is not to say however that he refrains from using reason all-

together. He too uses his experience on the front to predict what the Russians will do next, 

and it is he who points out that they will have changed direction after the German air 

strike in the cornfield.  

Iliescu is in between the two extremes Darie and Zamfira.  He can acknowledge 

and sometimes read symbols, yet, he does not do so with the same ease, naturalness and 

dedication as Zamfira. Often, he does not initiate the interpretation of a symbol, but rather 

supports Zamfira's. He shares some of Zamfira's knowledge of the rural landscape, in 

addition to the experience on the front. He is the strategist of the group, thus he looks for 

optimal ways to achieve his goals. Although Darie is the commanding officer, it is Iliescu 

who decides when to keep quiet, how they should proceed through the cornfield, or how to 

approach the enemy. He uses Zamfira’s knowledge to make the best decision for the 
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group. In combination with Zamfira, Iliescu completes a survival team, whose purpose in 

the story is to guide and protect Darie.  

Initially, the role of the archaic man can be assigned to Zamfira, and that of the 

modern man to the protagonist, cadet second lieutenant Constantin Darie. Iliescu, as 

established, is in between the two but he leans more towards Zamfira archaic world skills 

and belief system. Zamfira and Iliescu are not looking for signs, but the symbols 

connecting the profane to the sacred are always present and at their reach. Reading them 

gives meaning to their lives and provides them with the strength to survive. As 

representatives of the archaic, Zamfira and Iliescu translate symbols for Darie, therefore 

familiarizing him with the sacred, a world to which he had not had access prior to this 

encounter.  Zamfira and Iliescu do not have a logical explanation for their beliefs, nor does 

it seem to their advantage to honour them, but they adamantly insist on obtaining the 

blessing of the dying man for a stroke of good luck and then on burying the body to protect 

it from alteration—symbols are indeed internalized in time. While Darie eventually comes 

to terms with these symbols, he retains a great part of his disbelief in the sacred because 

he relies on reason only. Darie does indeed adopt the sacred but he does so gradually. The 

sacred first becomes clear when Arhip tells Darie that this time he is neither dreaming nor 

is he about to wake up from a dream; this, after a drastic, swift and unexplainable change 

of scenery from a mountain hike to a city apartment. This episode ends with Darie 

chanting "nous sommes foutus," which leads him to return to the profane—in the cornfield 

with Zamfira and Iliescu. Ivan, once they finally meet, bearing his seemingly true identity, 

confirms more than his resemblance to both Procopie and Arhip: he clearly identifies 

himself as Procopie and Arhip. Darie, completely blinded by his own rigmarole of 

remembering and philosophical logic, ignores the association and ends up returning to the 

profane only to find himself gravely wounded. As he crosses through a limbo of dreams, he 

eventually reaches a point where there is no more discernable reality, and, although not 

fully convinced by the sacred, he embraces it. When he reaches the bridge of light to go 

home, he has accepted the connection Ivan-Procopie-Arhip, a connection suggested to him 

both by Arhip and Ivan, and he re-establishes the archetype. The story ends with Darie 

trying to return to the profane to bless his companions for good luck, thus reinforcing the 

archetype that he has just restored.  

Ceea ce lipsește unora dintre nuvelele lui Eliade, în bună măsura, deși atât de 
fascinante uneori prin subiect, prin fabulă, prin forța unei anume ideații, este 
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capacitatea de a interesa numai prin desfășurarea logicii interne, prin dizolvarea 
tezei in substanța epică și intelectuală a prozei [...]. Din acest punct de vedere  [...] 
[unele] ratează deplina corespondență între scenariuil mitoco-fantastic și epică.  

[What some of Eliade's short stories wholly lack, although so fascinating in subject, 
in imagination, in the force of a certain ideation,  is the capacity to interest solely 
by unfolding the internal logic, by dissolving the thesis in the narrative and 
intellectual substance of the prose. [...] From this point of view, [...] [some] fail to 
create a full correspondence between the mythical fantastic and the narrative.] 

(Gheorghiu 157) 

Eliade's determination to illustrate his theory in his prose sometimes hinders 

complete literary mastery. "Ivan" is such an example, an exercice de style where the focus 

on the theoretical message eclipses the plot. Since the story does not sustain itself fully 

through the storyline, the symbolism is vital, a symbolism accessible only through Eliade's 

theory. In addition, another factor that severely affects the ability to follow the plot is the 

level of comfort the reader has to this type of fantastic—a world that is almost real yet far 

from it. The Romanian reader, unlike Gabriel García Márquez's Colombian reader for 

example, is not accustomed to this type of magical realism. As Lucian Strochi points out: 

Pentru un sud-american, obişnuit să-i traverseze camera un peşte înotând leneş 
prin aer, Ivan poate fi o povestire perfect realistă. 

[For a South American, accustomed to having a fish lazily swimming through air 
across his room, “Ivan” can be a perfectly realist story.] 

 (Strochi 163) 
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Chapter 3: English Translation of “Ivan” 

by Alexandra Guyot 

 

 The first person to see him was Zamfira11. He transferred his rifle to his left hand 

and approached the man. He poked him with the tip of his boot. 

“He’s dying,” he said, without turning away.  

 The wounded man was looking at them with his eyes wide open. He was young, 

fair-haired and full of freckles. His lips were trembling, as if he were forcing himself to 

smile. Zamfira let out a deep sigh and kneeled beside him.  

“Ivan!” He yelled. “Ivan!” 

 He took out his flask and brought it to the wounded man’s lips. Darie12 stopped in 

front of him. He took his helmet off to wipe his forehead with the sleeve of his shirt.  

“He’s dying. It’s a waste of water.” 

 In a sudden, frightened movement, the wounded man’s arm broke away from his 

body and struggled in the air as if he were looking for something. It fell to the ground, 

lifeless, and his fingers clenched on to a clod of earth. It had fallen too far from his pocket. 

Zamfira reached into the pocket, fetched a revolver and smiled. 

“It’s for you, sir. Maybe you can keep it as souvenir…” 

                                                        
11 "Zamfira" is a surname currently in use in Romania, derived from the word zamfir, which is an 
old mispronunciation of safir. Safir is the word for the precious stone sapphire. Safir is also a 
Muslim name meaning ambassador, mediator, intercessor in Ahmed, Salahuddin. A Dictionary of 
Muslim Names. New York: New York University Press, 1999. 
12 "Darie" is a surname derived from Darius the Great, considered the first of the true Zoroastrian 
leader. Zoroastrianism is an ancient Iranian religion worshiping the spirit of good, Ahura Mazdhā, 
as preached by the prophet Zarahustra. Zarahustra’s revelation as opposed to other religions built 
around Ahura Mazdhā was that man is free to choose between good and evil. See Eliade, Mircea. A 
History of Religious Ideas. Volume 1. From the Stone Age to the Eleusinian Mysteries. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1978, and Moulton, James Hope. “Preface”. Early Zoroastrianism. 
Lectures Delivered at Oxford in London. February to May 1912. London: Constable & Company 
Ltd, 1936. 
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 Darie had put his helmet back on. He grabbed the revolver and weighed it in his 

hand.  

“It’s out of bullets. It’s good for nothing.” 

 He was getting ready to throw it in the cornfield, but changed his mind. He went 

on weighing it in his hand, undecided. Iliescu13 had caught up with them.  

“He’s dying,” he said slowly, shaking his head. “Without a candle, like a dog. Like 

the others,” he added in a low voice.  

 He turned to the side and spat. Darie looked at the revolver one more time before 

letting it drop. The sound was muffled by clods of earth near the wounded man’s arm. 

“If you pity him, better shoot him, to end the pain…” 

 He took a few steps towards the cornfield and looked around as if to find shelter 

from the drought to rest. He turned back, disappointed, with an unlit cigarette in the 

corner of his mouth. 

“Let’s get going,” he said to the others. 

Zamfira had stood up, but his eyes were still locked with the wounded man’s. 

“If we knew Russian, we’d ask him to bless us,” he said in a low voice, as if he were 

speaking only to himself. “That’s what they say where I come from, that it’s good luck to be 

blessed by someone who’s dying.” 

“That’s what I heard too,” interrupted Iliescu. But it’s only good luck if you’re 

blessed with a good heart… and this guy’s a Bolshevik…”  

“Whatever he might be, he only needs to bless you by his own faith, in his own 

language…” 

                                                        
13 "Iliescu" is a combination of Ilie and –escu). Ilie is a the Romainan Elias or Elijah, and the ending 
-escu is son of.  Eliade writes that Elijah represents a period of transition during the first century 
B.C., when Israel was about to accept the existence of multiple religions. Elijah opposed and and 
maintained that Yahweh is the only God of Israel as he is the only one that could end the draught 
and fertilize the soil. See Constrantinescu, Nicolae A. Dicționar onomastic romînesc. Bucharest: 
Editura academiei republicii populare romîne, 1963, and Eliade, Mircea. A History of Religious 
Ideas. Volume 1. From the Stone Age to the Eleusinian Mysteries. Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1978. 
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He turned towards Darie. 

“Maybe you, sir, you know so many languages…” 

Darie had lit his cigarette. He shrugged, discouraged, while trying to force a smile 

in vain.  

“I don’t know. Now I feel bad about it. I should have studied Russian…” he stopped 

suddenly. He looked at the wounded man and took a long drag from of his cigarette. “But 

maybe he understands, maybe he speaks other languages…” 

 He hesitated for a couple of moments, and then he shrugged again. 

“Try it, sir,” he heard Zamfira whisper. “Try it, maybe he gets it…” 

Darie flung his cigarette, approached the wounded man and searched for his eyes. 

Still in doubt, he burst out in a rigid, muffled voice: 

“Nous sommes foutus, Ivan! Nous sommes des pauvres types! Save our souls! 

Bless our hearts, Ivan! Car nous sommes foutus!...”14 

The wounded man let out a soft moan and, in that moment, his face lit up as if he 

were smiling. He gave each of them an inquisitive look. 

“Blagoslovenie!”15 Zamfira shouted, kneeling beside him. “Boje16, Christu! Bless us, 

Ivan…” 

 He made the sign of the cross, as slowly as he could, then he looked at the sky, put 

his hands together and closed his eyes for a moment, as if he were praying. Then he gave 

the man a long, anticipative look.   

“Do like me, Ivan!” he shouted. “Make the sign of the cross! Boje, Christu!” 

He stopped talking and the three stared, silently, at the wounded man. They 

waited.  

                                                        
14 Italicized, in French and in English in the original.  
15 Italicized in the original. From the Russian “blagosloveniye” (“blessing”).  
16 Italicized in the original. From the Russian “boge” (“God”). 
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“He doesn’t understand,” sighed Zamfira. “If only we could talk to him in his 

language…” 

“This damn Bolshevik!” Grumbled Iliescu. “He’s pretending he can’t understand 

us…” 

 Darie turned around, forcing a smile. 

“How is he going to bless you if you curse him?” 

“It doesn’t matter. Dying men don’t understand anything and forgive everything.” 

He kneeled and bent down to the man’s ear. “Forgive, Ivan, forgive!” He whispered. 

 He realized that the wounded man was not looking at him anymore and, when he 

turned his head, he saw the dog a few meters away, by the edge of the cornfield.  

“He’s from the village,” said Iliescu. He got up and whistled the dog over in a 

friendly way. “The village has to be close.” 

 It was a weak, scrawny dog, his copper pelt discoloured by dust. It slowly 

approached them, without wagging its tail. The wounded man had been looking at him, 

waiting. His lips had stopped trembling all of a sudden and his face was different now, 

frozen.  

“If he’s a Bolshevik and nobody taught him, he can’t know,” said Zamfira getting 

up. “But he must’ve heard of God and of Jesus Christ and it can’t be that he doesn’t know 

how to make the sign of the cross.”  

 He took a step back and called out to him: “Ivan!” Then he put his arms out as far 

as he could and stayed like that, motionless, looking straight at the wounded man.  

“Christu!” he yelled again. “Christ on the cross. Make the sign of the cross. Lift up 

three fingers and bless us…” 

 The wounded man’s face had lit up again, softened by a big smile. The dog had 

come closer and he was licking the wounded man’s hand, the hand that was clenched 

around the clod of earth.   
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“He’s pretending he can’t understand us,” said Iliescu while angrily spitting to the 

side. 

 Zamfira had gone in the cornfield and come back with two corn cobs just moments 

before.  

“Ivan!” he yelled, searching for the man’s eyes. “Look over here, Ivan!” he 

continued, placing the corn cobs one on top of the other in the form of a cross. “Look here 

and remember. This is the cross of Jesus Christ, our savior; Christ who was crucified. You 

understand?” He asked, approaching the man with the cobs. “Do you remember?” 

 The wounded man had followed his movements with an unexpected interest yet 

still with fear. He tried to lift his head but the moaned in pain and closed his eyes. He 

opened his eyes a few moments later and smiled at the sight of Zamfira with the cobs 

crossed together in front of him.  

“Christu! He said a good while later. Christu!” 

“My God! It’s a miracle,” whispered Zamfira. He kneeled beside the wounded man 

and laid his hand on the man’s forehead. “You understand what we asked you. Bless us!...” 

“Bénis-nous, Ivan!” cried Darie with passion. “Bénis-nous! Bless our hearts! Tu 

t’envoles au ciel. Au Paradis, Ivan, auprès de Dieu Père. Auprès de la Vierge; Virgin Mary 

full of grace,” he added in a suddenly unexpected tired voice.  

 The wounded man listened to him, shivering slightly. Then he stared at them one 

by one. He did not dare to lift his head again but he was moving his fingers as if he were 

trying to point at something.  

“Maria!” he managed to finally say. “Maria…” 

“He understands,” whispered Iliescu. He followed the man’s eyes and saw the dog 

slowly walking away with his head down. “Maybe he knows the dog,” he added. “Maybe 

he’s from the village.” 
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 The wounded man started to whisper, nervously wiggling his fingers, closing his 

eyes from time to time, then opening them suddenly. Each time, he seemed more 

frightened to find them there, beside him. 

 “I think we should try to take him to the village,” said Zamfira. 

Darie, taken aback, gave him a long look. 

“He’s got to be heavy. He’s dying.”  

“It’d be a pity, now that he understands,” said Iliescu, “and if he makes it another 

hour or two till we get to the village, maybe he’ll bless us…” 

 The dog had stopped a hundred metres ahead, by the cornfield; he was waiting for 

them.  

* 

 They were carrying him on their rifles. Darie took their knapsacks and hung them 

on each end of his rifle, which he rested across his shoulders. The wounded man shivered 

and moaned, constantly closing and opening his eyes. Once in a while, Zamfira would yell: 

“Bless us, Ivan, we’re taking you home!... We didn’t leave you for dead on the side 

of the road.”  

“Just say “Christ,” suggested Iliescu. “Christ! Maria!” 

 After a hundred metres, they stopped to catch their breath but they didn’t drop the 

load. The wounded man, whimpering, was tossing about. His imploring gaze locked with 

Zamfira’s.    

“You talk to him, sir. Tell him something, we want what’s best for him…”  

 Darie, frustrated and hopeless, repositioned the knapsacks on his shoulders. 

“What can I tell him? And in what language? I don’t speak Russian; how is he 

going to understand me?” 
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“Say anything,” encouraged Zamfira, “so he can see that we’re trying hard, that 

we’re not letting him die like a dog. Talk to him in whatever language, because you, sir, are 

a philosopher…”  

 Darie could not help but sigh and pulled his helmet forward.  

“A true philosopher!” he exclaimed, trying to force a smile. “Ivan!” He turned 

toward the wounded man and searched for his gaze. “Do you remember Faust?” 

 Habe nun, ach! Phisolophie, Juristerei und Medicin. 

 Und leider! Auch Theologie Durchaus studiert…17 

“This is me, Ivan, talking to you now. The philosopher. Can you hear me?”  

“Keep talking to him, sir,” encouraged Iliescu as they started walking again. “Talk 

to him, he’s listening, and that’s enough.”  

“If he’s listening to you, he’s not dying,” added Zamfira.  

“…I could tell you many stories, Ivan, like any other fresh graduate of philosophy. 

How many thoughts cross through our minds.  How many adventures in two or three 

books, even twenty-two – Proust, for instance, has twenty-two books, does he not? Maybe 

I’m mistaken, maybe I miscalculated and counted his early works; you know what I mean, 

Pastiches et mélanges and the others…” 

“Keep talking, sir, it’s going good,” encouraged Iliescu, before he turned to the side 

and spat vigorously towards the cornfield. 

“Ivan!” shouted Darie excitedly. “I could talk to you all night about the proof 

against God’s existence! And about Jesus Christ, whom you probably haven’t heard about 

since grade school, yours and our Saviour, everyone’s Saviour, and about his enigmatic 

historic presence, or about his political inefficiency, I could talk to you for days. Only the 

two of us, no officers or theologists; because you can feel it too, Ivan, nous sommes foutus, 

nous sommes tous foutus! Our people and your people too. But ours more than yours, 

we’re descendants of good ol’ Trajan… And if I were to regret dying now, soon after you or, 

                                                        
17In German in the original. 
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maybe, before you, at the age of twenty-two, it would also be because I won’t get to see 

your people build a statue of good ol’ Trajan. He had the bright idea to spawn us here, at 

the end of the world. It’s as if he knew specifically that, one day, your people would show 

up, tired of wandering through the prairie, and come across these beautiful, smart and rich 

people that we are, and that you’d be hungry and thirsty like we are now…” 

“Keep going, sir, he’s listening,” encouraged Zamfira seeing that Darie had stopped 

mid-sentence and was uncontrollably wiping his cheek with the sleeve of his coat.  

“And how much more I could tell you. I wonder if I would ever dare tell you about 

the events of March 13th and November 8th and everything after that? These events are too 

intimate, Ivan, they made me and unmade me and remade me again, as you see me now, a 

wandering philosopher, keeping you company for as long as God and your Brandts18 will 

allow it, car nous sommes foutus, Ivan, il n’y a plus d’espoir. Nous sommes foutus! Like in 

a famous short story that hasn’t been written yet but that will surely be written one day. 

Because it’s too real, if you know what I mean; it’s too much like what’s been happening in 

our times and what’s happening to us right now. And I wonder how will the author be able 

to face his wife and his children, even his neighbours, how will he manage to go out on the 

street? Because, you know what I mean, every one of us will identify with the main 

character of that short story. And how can anyone live after that, how can they enjoy life 

after understanding that he is doomed19, that there is no escape, that an escape cannot 

exist because every one of us has had an emperor Trajan exist long before him, whatever 

his name may have been, a Trajan in Africa, one or more in China; anywhere you look, you 

can only see people, who are doomed because some emperor Trajan, long before them, 

thousands and thousands of years before them, decided to spawn them in wrong place…” 

 He stopped all of a sudden and ran his trembling hand across his face.  

“Keep talking to him, sir,” whispered Zamfira, “but slowly, slowly so that he 

understands you.”  

                                                        
18 A Brandt Mle 1935 is a type of mortar invented by French designer Edgar Brandt.  
19Italicized in the original. 
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 Darie smiled at him, as if he had suddenly recognized him. In a spur of youthful 

hopelessness, he repositioned the knapsacks on his shoulders.  

“...So let’s start from the beginning, Ivan. Let’s start with March 13th because that’s 

where the whole beginning began. Had I died on March 12th, I’d have been a happy man, 

because I’d have gone to heaven, au Ciel, Ivan, auprès de la Sainte Trinité, where you’ll 

soon find yourself with the help of a priest—if there’s any left. But if I’m meant to die 

today, tomorrow, or the day after, where will I go? In any case not to heaven because, after 

March 13th, I found out that heaven simply does not exist. It doesn’t exist anymore, Ivan! 

From the moment you start to understand, like I understood on March 13th, that heaven is 

just an illusion, it’s over. There is no heaven anymore, not above, not below. Because the 

Universe is infinite; it has no beginning and no end. And so, I ask you, what about me, 

where will I go? I know it’s pointless to ask you, because you have decided not to answer. 

But I’ll answer for you. And I’ll answer with November 8th, with the second beginning. 

Because on November 8th, I think you figured out what happened; I understood something 

perhaps even more important, I understood that there is no need to go somewhere 

because you are already there. Against infinity, Ivan, I raise another infinity. Because, 

listen closely, I, like you and everyone else, I, we, people, are indestructible. Neither your 

Brandts, nor the German planes can destroy us. We’ve been around since the beginning of 

the world and we’ll persist even after the last star in the last galaxy dies. And then, you 

realize, Ivan, nous sommes foutus, et sommes foutus pour l’éternité. Because, if I am 

indestructible, where can I go, today, tomorrow, the day after, if it’s my turn to go? I can’t 

go anywhere because I’m already there, and I’m everywhere at the same time. But it’s 

terrifying to be everywhere and, still, in a way, to not be because you’re no longer alive. It’s 

terrifying to never be able to rest like our fathers and forefathers were able to rest. Because 

they went where they were destined to go, some up there, some down underground, others 

at the edge of the Earth. And, you see, they were able to rest. But what about us, Ivan, what 

will happen to us?...” 

 He repositioned the knapsacks on his shoulder and picked up the pace again. 
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“…And now, if you were to finally decide to break your vow of silence, surely, you 

would ask me: but, after November 8th, what happened after November 8th? And, because 

the laws of war demand that we be honest and open with each another, I would be 

compelled to answer. But will you understand me? Because we suddenly run into a series 

of mutually contradicting certainties, so to speak …”  

 He heard someone calling him and turned around only to realize that he was 

advancing alone, with the dog by his side. After dropping off the wounded man in the 

sparse shade of a black locust tree, the other two took off their helmets to wipe their faces. 

Darie came back embarrassed, forcing a smile.  

“He’s been mumbling in his language, in Russian,” said Iliescu. 

“It’s like he’s asking for water,” clarified Zamfira, “but we don’t have any more. And 

when I showed him the sugar cubes, he closed his eyes, he doesn’t want any”.   

He grabbed a cube and started sucking it. 

“He may look young and slender, but he’s heavy,” continued Iliescu, “and we got 

tired. We thought we should rest here, in the shade. We still can’t see the village.”  

“Maybe he’ll get his strength back,” added Zamfira.  

 Darie dropped the knapsacks on the burnt, dusty grass and kneeled next to the 

wounded man. Listening to the man’s heavily laboured breathing made him tense. 

“I wonder how he’s still alive, he said a good while later. He’s barely catching his 

breath…” 

 He reached out to grab a knapsack and started looking for something. The 

wounded man followed him with his eyes. He would shiver from time to time, as if he were 

taken over by a cold.  

 Darie turned towards Zamfira and asked in a low voice: 

“What are we going to do with him? We can’t carry him any longer and it’s getting 

late. Should we leave him here to suffer or should we help him die?” 
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 Zamfira hesitated and looked away.  

“We worked so hard to bring him all the way here… Maybe God will take pity and 

give him the strength to bless us. Because, I’m thinking, now he wants to bless us…” 

“I heard him too,” interrupted Iliescu. “I heard him say Christu. If we keep talking 

to him, maybe he’ll last another hour. The village isn’t far.”  

 Darie lit a cigarette and smiled at all three of them.  

“You can’t see anything,” he said. “Wherever you look, only cornfields, corn 

everywhere…” 

 The dog had stopped a few metres away. He yapped at the sight of the sugar cubes. 

Zamfira sighed.  

“Let’s tell him more about us. Maybe he understands more of that. As long as we 

rest here, let’s keep talking to him. Let’s tell him about the village.” 

 Iliescu turned towards the wounded man and said, in a new voice that he had never 

used before, as if he were talking to a sick child. 

“Ivan, it won’t be long now till we get to the village. And it’s going to be great in 

your village, just like in our villages.”  

“Tell him about what we’ll give him,” interrupted Zamfira. “Fresh water, plenty of 

it…”  

Iliescu went closer to his face and continued. 

“Ivan, in your orchards, there’s all sorts of fruit trees, prunes and pears and many 

others, and we’ll get you as many as you want…” 

“And girls will wash your face and lay you to bed,” interrupted Zamfira.  

 The wounded man closed his eyes. His lips trembled increasingly faster, yet with 

great effort, it seemed.  

“But don’t forget about us and what we asked you,” he added. 
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“He’ll remember,” said Iliescu, “there’s no way he’ll forget. We broke our backs for 

him, like for a friend. Comraditch Ivan, comraditch!” He shouted, smiling with his whole 

being. “You’ll remember, Ivan, and you’ll lift your arm towards us and you’ll bless us.”  

 The dog started to whimper all of a sudden. Frightened and trembling, it looked 

around, raised its hackles and took off on the side of the road. The wounded man opened 

his eyes but did not have the strength to turn his head to watch him go. He now stared 

straight at the sky, with such determination that nothing could disturb him, not even the 

harsh light of that August afternoon, nor the fine powder that floated above them like an 

endless cobweb. They were quiet for a moment. Darie approached the wounded man, 

placed his hand on his head and looked deep into his eyes.  

“I’m afraid he’s died,” he whispered. “May God rest his soul,” he added, struggling 

to get up.   

 Zamfira put his hand on the wounded man’s forehead, pat his cheek and shook his 

hand.  

“May God rest his soul,” he said while making the sign of the cross. “God will rest 

his soul because he blessed us and it’ll bring us luck.”  

“That’s what he was doing just now, when he was moving his lips,” said Iliescu. “He 

was blessing us…” 

 Darie picked up his knapsack. Weary, he looked in the direction the dog took off. 

“Let’s get going,” he said. “We’re late as it is.”  

“Please sir, just a tiny bit longer,” whispered Zamfira shyly while untying a small 

shovel off of his knapsack. “We can’t leave him here for the ravens to butcher him. We’ll 

have his grave made by the time you finish smoking another cigarette.”  

 Darie looked at him, astonished, as if he could not understand him.  

“Please, sir,” added Iliescu, “the earth is barren; the grave will be done in no time.”  
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“Fellas, are you crazy?” Said Darie a good while later. “You’re crazy for sure, but 

that’s my fault too,” he said, more for himself than for the others. He turned towards the 

cornfield and repeated: “It’s my fault too…” 

 He turned around after a while and saw them digging. They were moving quickly, 

breathing heavily, without saying a word. And, in that moment, he felt as if he was 

dreaming because they were shoveling at a distance of more than two metres away from 

each other, as if they had decided to dig a grave for several bodies. At the same time, he 

heard the sharp whistling of German aircraft flying very low. And behind him, past the 

cornfield that they dove into that morning, perhaps off the road where their whole 

company had retreated the night before, he heard the short, muffled pops of Russian 

Brandts.    

* 

“…Evidently,” he continued while opening a new pack of cigarettes, “that’s when I 

realized that I was dreaming and I woke up. But I’ll tell you one more thing, even if you 

may not believe me: what struck me the most, what woke me up, were neither the German 

planes, nor the Brandts, but that inconceivably large grave that Iliescu and Zamfira had 

started digging. Essentially, what I’m wondering is: what were they thinking? Digging a 

grave like that. As I told you, we were all thirsty, hungry and exhausted. Why did they 

want to complicate things?” 

“In any case,” interrupted the lieutenant, looking at him with compassion, almost 

with warmth, “the fault was yours to begin with. You shouldn’t have let them take him. 

You were retreating; any wasted moment could have been fatal. If they pitied Ivan, they 

should have shot him on the spot…” 

“You don’t think he could have been saved?” Asked Laura. 

“No. As I said, when we found him, he was already dying. I wonder how he 

survived for as long as he did. Evidently, in a dream state, things happen differently…” 
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“After six days of fighting,” interrupted the lieutenant, “you had enough 

experience. You couldn’t use the excuse anymore that you couldn’t order around some 

soldiers, who had been fighting at the front for a couple of years.”  

“That’s true,” said Darie, smiling absently. “But on the other hand, every order I 

dared to give during those six days, didn’t work out. We left with a platoon and, some 

orders later, there were three of us left.”   

“I know what you’re alluding to,” interrupted the lieutenant, “but it was not your 

fault. Ukraine was swarmed with partisans and well-camouflaged special squads. As soon 

as a unit separated from the division, they risked being surrounded and decimated. You 

were lucky that three out of sixteen got away.” 

“In any case,” continued Darie, “this time I didn’t want to take responsibility for it. 

Now, since we’re among friends, I’m going to tell you something else. Since I believed that 

I was ridden with bad luck and evil spirits, and I was afraid to lose them too, the last two, I 

had decided to give them one last order: to part ways. I wanted us to head to the village on 

different paths—the two of them together and I, alone… Perhaps, that’s why I fell into the 

temptation of their absurd hope, that Ivan, while dying, would bless us and that this would 

bring us luck…” 

 Mrs. Machedon came out from the kitchen with a large plate, still steaming, 

followed by Adela, who carried a tray of small glasses and a bottle of brandy20.  

“Grab them while they’re hot,” whispered Mrs. Machedon, having stopped in the 

middle of the group. 

“I keep thinking,” started the judge, “who was Ivan really? What type of man was 

he? And, especially, I keep wondering, did he understand what you wanted from him? And 

did he end up blessing you?”  

“There’s no doubt about it,” continued Laura, “he understood and he blessed them. 

That’s why they had the luck to survive.”  

                                                        
20 The original “țuică”, is a common plum eau-de-vie in Romania. 
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“There have been even more extraordinary cases” said someone leaning against the 

wall, a man Darie hadn’t noticed up until then. “Soldiers who managed to escape 

Stalingrad and got back into the country on foot after so many months. And I wonder if it 

wasn’t some other dying Ivan who blessed them…” 

Darie had listened very closely, examining him with a surprised look on his face.  

“I don’t believe we’ve met,” added the guy, a bit embarrassed, as if he were trying 

to apologize. “My name is Procopie. I’m a doctor, but I had a taste of philosophy back in 

the day, when I was a student. I liked philosophy…” 

 The lieutenant looked at them both surprised, almost revolted. 

“But how is it that you two never met? You were in the same regiment…” 

 Darie turned towards Laura and gave her a peculiar smile, as if he were waiting for 

her to encourage him to continue. 

“What’s more interesting,” he started all of a sudden, “is that, since the beginning, 

I've had the impression that we've met before.  But I didn’t dare admit that this impression 

came from the event that I've just recounted. Indeed, the more I look at you, doctor, the 

more I realize you resemble Ivan…” 

 A few people burst out laughing and looked at both of them, acting surprised. Darie 

continued to smile.  

“It’s interesting in any case,” exclaimed Laura, “because this is not how I pictured 

Ivan. I saw him as a young blonde, freckled boy, eighteen or nineteen years of age. And the 

doctor is, as you can see, dark-haired, no freckles and with two boys already in school.”   

 Darie started to rub his forehead as if he were trying to remember some detail that, 

in that moment, seemed critical.  

“But, anyway, this doesn’t matter,” continued Laura. “What matters is that you 

think he resembles Ivan. So, then, we can ask him what was going through Ivan’s mind as 

you were carrying him on your rifles. Do you think he blessed them, doctor?” 

 Procopie, taken aback, shrugged. 
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“How can I put this? From what I can tell, I’d say yes and no. It’s hard to imagine 

that Ivan couldn’t figure out what they wanted from him. That’s why he said the word 

Christu. So then, he probably said, in whisper, words that they didn’t understand because 

they didn’t speak Russian. But these words were most probably words of friendship, 

maybe even of love, Christian or otherwise, anyway, of love between humans. Evidenly, 

that’s not what Zamfira and Iliescu were expecting from him; essentially, it wasn’t a 

blessing in the true sense.” 

 Darie suddenly raised his head and looked around in a frenzy. 

“I just remembered!” He exclaimed. “I just remembered why, at one point, I 

implored him “Bless our hearts, Ivan! Save our souls!...”21 Rattled by Zamfira’s faith and 

confidence, I told myself: if it is true, if Ivan, as he is, paralysed, unable to talk, dying on 

the side of a road, if Ivan can truly save us, then he holds a mystery, impenetrable and 

astounding. Because, in a way that I cannot fully comprehend, he represents, or expresses, 

the Unknown God, Agnostos Theos, that Saint Paul talked about. But I’ll never know 

whether that was the case or not because I’ll never be sure whether his blessing or his love 

had an impact on our existence…” 

 Mrs. Machedon went to the wood-burning stove and opened it carefully to throw 

what was left of the log they had chopped that afternoon.  

“It got cold all of a sudden,” she said.  

“The bathroom window is open,” explained Adela. “There was too much smoke and 

I opened a window…” 

“Don’t interrupt us!” Yelled Laura, turning her head. “Let’s see what the doctor has 

to say. This idea of the Unknown God brings about a new element, one that we hadn’t 

considered until now. What do you think, doctor?”  

 Procopie shrugged again and covered his mouth as if he were trying to hide a smile.  

                                                        
21In English in the original. 
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“Interestingly, I, too, was wondering what this whole occurrence resembles. 

Because it resembles something that I know, but I can’t remember what. In any case, if it 

were a new epiphany of the Unknown God, it couldn’t be Agnostos Theos from Saint Paul’s 

Athens. It doesn’t resemble at all the God imagined by the Greeks.”  

 Darie impatiently shook his head.  

“Certainly. Certainly. But there are all sorts of unknown gods and divinities…”  

“Enough of that,” interrupted Laura. “I only regret one thing – that you didn’t get 

the chance to explain to Ivan what you meant by that mysterious expression: “a series of 

mutually contradicting certainties…”” 

 Darie snapped out of it and gave her a smile hiding a great fervour.  

“I think that it was the most profound, but also most unforgiving self-analysis of all 

that I had attempted in my life. I felt then that I had intuited something that had always 

been out of my reach. I had figured out – how should I put this? – the very principle of my 

existence; maybe even beyond my own,” he added lowering his voice. “I felt that I had 

figured out the very mystery of any human existence. And that approximate formula – “a 

series of mutually contradicting certainties” – was the first attempt to translate that 

mystery that I had just unlocked and I was on the verge of analysing and defining it. But, 

evidently, as it almost always happens with dreams, now I cannot remember anything…” 

 He looked around and felt that except for Laura and Procopie, people listened 

more out of politeness. They had been called to the dinner table just as Laura was asking 

her last question and they were compelled to listen – most were standing and some were 

by the living room door. He should have stood up as well, to clearly mark the end of the 

discussion, but a weird yet pleasant fatigue pinned him there, in the armchair. He was 

smiling absently, trying to understand what was happening to him. He felt Laura’s hand 

on his arm: 

  “Let’s go, we’re the last ones,” she whispered. “It’s late…” 

* 
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He got up only when he felt his arm being pulled vigorously. 

  “It’s late, sir,” said Zamfira with a smile. “It’s getting dark…” 

 Darie looked around in a daze and rubbed his eyes. Then he looked again, blinking 

fast, trying to wake up. They were in the cornfield. He felt that he had never heard so many 

crickets at the same time. Above them, the sky had turned pale, but there were no stars 

yet.  

“Where’s Ivan?” He asked.  

“He’s resting in the ground,” answered Zamfira. “We just didn’t have a cross for his 

grave.”  

“He brought us luck,” added Iliescu. “What a show you missed! Worse than the day 

before yesterday, by the bridge. You were fast asleep. And we were going about our 

business…” 

 Zamfira pointed above the cornfield. 

“The German planes were flying so low that I was scared they’d get their wings 

caught in the corn. They were shooting the cornfield because they thought the Russians 

were hiding in there. They left us alone, to get the work done… Maybe they thought we’re 

burying one of our own.” 

“And over there,” interrupted Iliescu as he pointed in the other direction, “the 

Russians started with their Brandts. Lucky, they didn’t get up to here. They dragged it on 

for a while but then we couldn’t hear them anymore. Maybe they got shot down by the 

hunter planes – there were about twenty – or maybe they changed direction. Because, if 

the Germans sent so many planes, surely, what’s left of their division's retreating through 

here too… It would’ve been better to send them the day before yesterday, by the bridge, he 

added and spat angrily. There wouldn’t have been such a slaughter...” 

Darie leaned over and grabbed his knapsack.  
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“And now, we’re at God’s mercy,” said Zamfira while helping him put it on, 

“because if the Russians changed direction, they'll cut us off and we have to sneak behind 

them again till we run into our battalion.” 

“Don’t you be worried,” interrupted Iliescu, “we’ll manage to get through this 

too…” 

 They came out onto a wide rough path that seemed to go on forever through the 

cornfield.  

“I dreamt,” started Darie without looking at them, “I happened to be in Iaşi, it was 

winter, and I was telling my friends about Ivan…” 

“That’s a beautiful dream,” said Iliescu noticing that the silence persisted.  

“If you dreamt about Ivan, it’ll bring luck,” added Zamfira.  

“What's funny is that the lieutenant was saying that we were wrong to carry Ivan, 

that we wasted too much time. Because, if we pitied him, we should have shot him, to put 

him out of his misery. We shouldn’t have taken him with us.” 

“That’s how the orders are,” said Iliescu. “But you saw it too, sir, he brought us 

luck.”  

“To be fair, we broke a sweat,” interrupted Zamfira. “We talked to him, we told him 

stories.”  

 Darie stopped suddenly and looked at them both, one after the other. 

“Fellas, is it just me or are there millions of crickets here? They’re killing me…” 

“They’re just crickets, sir,” answered Zamfira. “There’s a lot of them but that’s how 

it is around this time of year… Maybe you haven’t been in the countryside during the 

summer in a while,” he added smiling.  

 Darie had taken his helmet off and looked at them for a while, undecided. Then, all 

of a sudden, turned around and started walking again.  
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“Interesting dream,” he started again after a long silence. “I can't make sense of it. 

Why did I think, in the dream, that what I was about to tell Ivan a few hours ago, here, 

when you guys called me, was so important? It’s interesting, isn’t it?” He asked, turning 

towards Zamfira. 

“The dreams,” answered Zamfira, “who can figure them out?” 

“Dreams have a message if you know how to read them,” said Iliescu. 

Darie nodded, still contemplating, and picked up the pace.  

“No, I was thinking about something else; that’s why I said it’s interesting. It’s 

interesting because, in the dream, on the one hand, I was convinced that the few words 

that I had started to tell Ivan entailed something truly profound that I did not get to say 

because you guys called me; on the other hand, still in the dream, I could not remember 

those ideas that were so important. I could only remember the beginning: ‘a series of 

mutually contradicting certainties.’ What an extraordinary revelation this expression 

entailed, but it now seems quite trivial and stylistically problematic! Because I know very 

well what I was referring to. And if you guys hadn’t called me, I’d have given Ivan a few 

instances of ‘mutually contradicting certainties’. For instance, Laura, that girl from Iaşi, 

had, and still has, her own way of being obvious. But it wasn’t just her. There was, for 

instance… There was… There was, for instance, let’s say, my passion for philosophy…” 

 He stopped talking all of a sudden, combed his hair back and started rubbing his 

forehead absently.  

“It’s hard,” started Zamfira, “philosophy’s hard.” 

“It’s the hardest,” added Iliescu. “It’s the hardest because you can't figure it out."  

Darie put his helmet back on, absently, and continued on a serious tone, almost 

severe:   

“What’s stranger, is that, then, in the dream, I was right. I forgot. I forgot what I 

was about to tell Ivan. What probably inspired me was, to put it this way, his presence, his 

extraordinary agony, as he was withering away, walled in, absolutely alone. Ivan’s case 
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probably revealed to me my own human condition; although, evidently, I didn’t see this at 

the time. I wanted, simply, to do what you guys had told me – to keep him talking, to tell 

him anything really, to keep him from dying…  

 He stopped abruptly, realizing that he had left the path and was now struggling to 

get through the corn. He turned towards Zamfira, who was a few steps behind.  

“Fellas, do you know where we’re going? We're diving back into the cornfield.” 

“This is the way, sir,” confirmed Zamfira. “On the path, we might run into a 

Russian patrol. We’ll keep going through the cornfield till midnight; and only after that, 

God willing, we’ll get out on the road behind the Russians. We’ll follow them till daylight. 

After that, we’ll drive back into the cornfield and rest.”  

 Iliescu stopped a few metres away on the left and signaled them by raising his arm. 

“We better watch out,” he whispered. “Let’s spread out so we don’t shake the corn 

too much. At least till it’s really dark. After that we can loosen up a bit… Sir, you stay in the 

middle, between us.” He added getting closer to him. “Look to your left and to your right 

to see how the cornstalks move. When you want to stop and rest a bit, whistle softly; we’ll 

stop to wait for you…” 

 Here, Darie noticed that there weren’t as many crickets. Or maybe they had 

stopped as they felt something near. It was getting dark, yet, there was no breeze piercing 

through. The air was still hot and the dry corn leaves that he touched emanated a 

suffocating, bitter dust. He was trying to sneak around the cornstalks without shaking 

them too violently, but his knapsack and rifle were getting tangled. He kept running into 

clods of dry earth, and when his boot got caught in a weed, thin and twisted in many stems 

on the ground, he would yank it out of its roots with his foot. Rattling the corn dispersed a 

bitter dust that enveloped him and small dark moths kept running into his face.  

 After about a quarter of an hour, he heard a whistle and he stopped. He looked to 

his right and to his left but could not distinguish anything. He took a deep breath and 

leaned his head back. He found a starry, bright sky. He waited, taking deep, slow breaths. 

Then he heard that whistle again and Iliescu's voice: 
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“Let’s get going, sir.”  

* 

“We walked till after midnight. It didn’t matter so much that we were tired, hungry 

and thirsty, I couldn’t stop wondering what was going to happen to us in the morning, or 

the following day, or, at best, the day after that. As soon as we stepped into the cornfield, I 

had a feeling that we were walking backwards, that we were returning to the bridge where 

we miraculously got away the day before. I understood that going into the village was no 

longer an option if Zamfira’s hypothesis was correct – that the Russians had changed 

direction after the German attack. The bigger part of the Russian army had left the main 

road and scattered into the villages nearby. But I didn’t understand why we had to go back 

to the bridge. Evidently, I trusted their sense of direction. They were both sure that we 

were going the right way. Zamfira had warned me that we had to sneak behind the 

Russians, but, instead of following their trail, I felt that we were going in the other 

direction… Should we wait for the others or keep going?” he asked as he glanced towards 

the pine trees that had grown freely along the cliffs. “I don’t see anybody.” 

“I say we wait for them,” said Arhip, resting his head on his backpack. “To be 

honest, this last wall wore me out. I haven’t been this way for a few years now. I hike 

Piatra Craiului22 through Omul. I forgot how steep this climb is… But I’d like to hear the 

end of your story, he added. You've sparked my interest…” 

 Darie looked for his pack of cigarettes.  

“Obviously, Laura’s convinced that, in some way or another, Ivan blessed us and 

his blessing brought us luck.”  

“Don’t light that,” interrupted Arhip. “Wait a minute. You’re still tired. The climb 

tired you out too.”   

 “What’s stranger,” continued Darie as he complied and placed the cigarettes back 

in his pocket, “is that not even once did I wonder what Ivan was doing there, so badly 

wounded, alone in the middle of a cornfield, where there hadn’t been any fighting, and 

                                                        
22Mountain peak in central Romania. 
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which German planes hadn’t had the chance to shoot. Who wounded him so badly that he 

could no longer move and barely talk? And how did he not lose more blood? The ground 

around him was barely moist. And where was his rifle, where was his knapsack? He only 

had a revolver in his pants’ pocket, and even that was empty. Nothing else; Zamfira 

searched him. He was hoping to find some identification papers, a letter, a photo. Since he 

was sure that Ivan had blessed us, he wanted to find out his name and let the family know 

and tell them where we buried him. But he didn’t find anything. And, he added after a 

short pause to pull out his pack of cigarettes again, none of us wondered: What was Ivan 

doing there? How did he get there?”  

“Every world has its own structure and logic,” said Arhip. “As you well know, sir, 

there are two kinds of contradictions, or inconsistencies: those that are obvious even from 

the inside of their system of reference and those that unravel as such, those contradictions 

or inconsistencies that reveal themselves only when we look at them from outside the 

system.”  

 Darie listened to him, lost in thought, smoking absently.  

“It’s interesting,” he added a good while later, “now that I look at you better, I 

realize how much you resemble Ivan. Although, at first glance, you share nothing with 

Ivan. But, let me be clear: only at first…” 

 Arhip lifted his head off his backpack. As if for the first time, he was serious and 

captivated. 

“I could say I was expecting this remark”, he started with a smile. “In a way, you 

are still obsessed with Ivan’s mystery. Consciously or not, you try by any means to uncover 

his secret, to decipher his message. But, since Ivan is out of your reach – not because he 

died, but because, while alive, he could barely speak and the few words he said were sealed 

with seven seals because you didn’t speak Russian – since Ivan is out of your reach, you try 

to find him in every new person you meet. The last person you met recently, some five-six 

hours ago, is me. So I understand very well: you were about to ask me what I think went 

through Ivan’s mind. I don’t mind. Ask me and I’ll try to answer.” 
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 Darie let out an awkward laugh and shrugged, then turned to find a rock to put out 

his cigarette.  

“You technologists, sociologists, psychologists are odd people. But I don’t think 

things are always as simple as you see them, sir.  To be quite honest, when I told you that 

you resembled Ivan, what troubled me more in this sudden discovery, wasn’t the hope 

that, through you, sir, I could figure out what went through Ivan’s mind, but the hope that 

this symbolic homology of you and Ivan would allow me to recreate the context of that 

mysterious formula: “a series of mutually contradicting certainties”. The formula that I 

had given Ivan to explain what happened to me after November 8th. It seemed to me at the 

time that I had discovered the secret of the human condition in this simple first degree 

equation…”   

“Are you two still talking about Ivan?” Laura asked, as she came up from behind 

them. “How far did you get?” 

“But where did you come from?” Replied Darie, surprised. “How is it that I didn’t 

see you?” 

“We went shopping,” answered Laura. She sat down with a sigh of relief. “I’m 

completely drained…” 

“But the others, where are they?” He asked. 

“They’ll be here in a minute. Adela stopped by the kiosk to get papers, while the 

doctor with mother and the others are going from door to door to see if anyone can spare 

some more firewood. It got cold and it looks like it's about to snow.”  

 Darie noticed that he was stroking both armrests of the chair and smiled in secret.  

“You’ll have to tell me the story of this armchair one day. I’m under the impression 

that every time I remember Ivan, or, more precisely, every time I remember him in this 

armchair, I’m either dreaming or waking up from a dream…” 

“This time, it’s neither,” replied Arhip.  

“What do you mean?” Asked Darie staring at him with a troubled look on his face.  
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Arhip shrugged. 

“How else can you put it? You tried the expression “a series of mutually 

contradicting certainties”, but you didn’t seem too enthusiastic about it. So let’s keep 

looking,” he said while leaving.  

 As Darie watched him disappear, he was both upset and angry that he could not 

add anything else. 

“Alors, nous sommes foutus! He whispered. Il n’y a plus d’espoir. Foutus pour 

l’éternité !...” 

* 

“Nous sommes foutus!” He grumbled just as Zamfira signaled them to go. “Foutus 

pour l’éternité!” 

  They came out onto a side road that winded through the cornfields. It was rough 

and riddled with holes. The noise of the crickets was loud again and it blasted from all 

sides. Now that they were out of the cornfield, they could take off their helmets; Darie was 

holding his helmet in his hand, while the others hung them on their knapsacks. Stars had 

started to appear but they couldn’t feel the night’s chill yet. 

“You shouldn’t be talking, sir,” said Zamfira. “You got to be worn out…” 

“Now that it’s past midnight, we can speak more freely,” added Iliescu. “Till we run 

into the main road. There, we’ll have to be careful again…” 

 Darie found his handkerchief in the top pocket of his coat and, absent-minded, he 

started to wipe his face. 

“Fellas,” he said a moment later, “are you sure this is the way?” 

“This is the way,” said Zamfira. “Look at the stars. We went around so that we don’t 

end up in the village, but we’re on the right track. We’re behind the Russians…” 

 Darie glanced at the phosphorescent face of his watch.  
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“It’s twelve thirty-five. If we get to the main road soon, and everything works out, 

we can march till around four. After that, as you were saying, we have to go back into the 

cornfield. But what if, in ten, twelve kilometres, we run into wheat fields, or oat fields, or 

rape, or whatever else… how are we going to hide there?” 

“Don’t be worried, sir,” said Iliescu, “I passed by here in the spring, when the 

grains were sprouting. All of Ukraine is as you see it, corn for a few kilometres, wheat or 

rye or whatever else further on. And then corn again.”  

“It’s water that’ll give us trouble,” added Zamfira. “Maybe we won’t find any, in an 

abandoned well or a puddle in the field. Maybe we won’t find any for a couple of days. It’ll 

be hard at first, but with God’s help, we’ll make it. I know some weeds and there are roots 

too, and now and then maybe we’ll even run into raw milky corn… We’ll make it, don’t be 

worried.” 

“As for food,” added Iliescu, “we’ll eat what we ate tonight – corn. Too bad it’s a bit 

stale and we can’t smoulder it. But it’s good just the same. It calms the hunger.”  

 Darie was tucking his handkerchief back in his pocket when he stepped into a hole. 

He was about to fall, his knapsack pushing into his neck. Zamfira grabbed him by the arm. 

“Oh my God, if you twisted your ankle just now, wouldn’t be good.” 

“When you slip in a hole and not fall, they say it’s a good sign,” remembered 

Iliescu.  

Darie stuffed his handkerchief back in his pocket.  

“Speaking of holes,” he started with a smile on his face, “I’ve been meaning to ask 

you two why you struggled so hard to dig Ivan such a sumptuous grave, I mean – so big.” 

“It wasn’t big sir,” said Zamfira, “it was a Christian grave like all graves.” 

“When you started digging,” interrupted Darie, “you were at least two metres apart. 

You’d think you were trying to bury a whole patrol…” 
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 Suddenly in a good mood, he started laughing as if the thirst and exhaustion had 

miraculously disappeared. The others had a good laugh too but Darie understood that they 

laughed only to please him.  

“God forbid,” started Zamfira a good moment later, “but you know it wasn’t two 

metres long…” 

“Come to think of it,” continued Iliescu, “you wouldn’t have been able to see it, sir, 

you were already in the cornfield.” 

“That was later, when we saw that the German planes were getting close. As soon 

as I saw them in the yonder and heard the Russian Brandts, I saw you two digging. I 

remember it very well.”  

“Zamfira will tell you,” said Iliescu a good moment later. “He'll tell you how it was. 

We had barely started shoveling, and when we saw the German planes, we signaled them, 

because they had started to shoot the edge of the cornfield. We looked for you to make 

sure you didn’t get hit. We found you right there where we woke you up later. We let you 

rest. And only after that, we came back and dug the grave. When the second wave of 

planes passed, a quarter of an hour later, the grave was almost done. We signaled them 

from afar, with our shovels, but they had seen us too and shot around us… Isn’t that right 

Zamfira?” 

“That’s right; just like Iliescu told you,” confirmed Zamfira.  

 Darie started laughing again.  

“That’s even better. That means that I started dreaming before I even fell asleep. 

That happened to me before,” he added.  

 Then he stopped talking, walking absently. A quarter of an hour later, Iliescu ran in 

front, bending over slightly because the corn stalks here were shorter and spread out.  He 

signaled them to approach carefully.  

“We reached the open field,” whispered Zamfira. “The main road must be right in 

front of us, and not too far. Let me go first, sir…” 
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 For two hours they walked, spread out, through the field. They had found the main 

road quickly. They crossed in a hurry because they could hear an endless row of Russian 

trucks behind them, advancing with their headlights off. The night was clear and cold 

here. The sky seemed suddenly too close, sparkling with stars, with a single transparent 

cloud, floating afar towards the west, in front of them.  From time to time, they felt a slow 

breeze carrying the scent of burnt grass and fuel.  

 He saw the lonely tree from afar and whistled them over to rest there, but Zamfira 

signaled him to continue following them.  

“Nous sommes foutus!” Grumbled Darie. 

 He wanted to spit, like Iliescu, but his mouth was dry and in that moment, all of a 

sudden, he felt a surprising and almost frightening chill. He tried to pick up the pace but 

he almost couldn’t tell how fast he was going anymore. He found himself running, holding 

his rifle in his right hand and using his left to hold down his knapsack on his back. He 

stopped, exhausted, and took a few deep breaths.  

“What were you afraid of, Philosopher?” Whispered someone. 

 He turned around in a panic and saw Procopie. He was waiting by the tree with the 

dog by his side. He was smiling.  

“What were you afraid of?” He repeated seeing that Darie was just staring at him. 

“But what are you doing here, doctor? How did you get here?” 

 He was suddenly no longer exhausted; even more so, he was rejuvenated. He 

rushed over to Procopie.   

“Where’s your unit?” he asked again, as he got right in front of him. At that 

moment, he realized that he had confused him. Embarrassed, he tried an awkward 

apology. “It’s dark, I didn’t recognize you. I know you are Arhip. But I still don’t 

understand what you are doing here. You’re still looking for the formula? Are you still 

looking?” 

 The other guy was looking at him with the same smile, friendly yet ironic.  
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“I asked you a question, Philosopher, and I see that you don’t want to answer. You 

said that we are indestructible. So then, what were you afraid of?” 

“Ivan!” whispered Darie.  

“That’s not my name, but I don't mind. Call me what you wish; call me Ivan.”  

 Darie took a step forward.  

“So then, you knew Romanian and you didn’t say anything. You let us torture 

ourselves…” 

“Now, we can understand all languages,” interrupted Ivan. “But it doesn’t matter; 

we don’t need them anymore… Still, you said that we’re indestructible. You shouldn’t have 

been afraid.”  

 Confused, Darie started rubbing his forehead. 

“I wasn’t afraid. I got cold all of a sudden and I didn’t know why. So I started 

running… That’s all…”  

 Ivan gave him a long and friendly look and smiled again. 

“You spoke to me kind words just now, yesterday, the day before, whenever that 

was. I liked, above all, that you understood – at such a young age! – that we are 

indestructible.”  

“So then, you understood everything,” whispered Darie. 

“What I didn’t understand,” added Ivan, “was your disbelief, Philosopher, your fear 

that you will never rest again. But why would you want to rest? We’ve only just started. 

What do we have behind us? Maybe not even a million years. If we start counting from 

Homo Sapiens, only a few thousands of years. And look at what’s to come: Billions and 

billions of years!” 

 Taken aback, Darie listened to him attentively.  

“Billions of years,” he repeated in whisper. “I know, I know, but what can we do 

with them, with the billions of years?” 
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“We breathe life into the Earth, then into the solar system, and into the galaxies, 

and everything else that’s out there that we don’t know of yet. To breathe life into them is 

to say to bring them to life, to awaken the soul that rests in any life, alienated; to bless the 

entire Creation, as some of you like to call it.”  

“So then, Zamfira was right. You blessed us.” 

“Yes and No. As doctor Procopie said very well…” 

“But how do you know of doctor Procopie?” Interrupted Darie.  

 Ivan gave him a strange look, almost surprised, then he smiled and shrugged.  

“Now we know everything; more exactly, everything we want to know. And you 

interest me because you took pity on me and you spoke to me. And Zamfira and Iliescu 

interest me too because they went through the trouble of carrying me to the village and 

then they buried me. Not that I care about being buried but I was moved by their 

intention.” 

 Darie started rubbing his forehead. 

“The guys!” He whispered. “Where could they be?” 

“They’re a bit farther away, in the field, waiting for you. Don’t worry, they’re just 

resting. In any case, I’m not going to keep you long; soon, I must be on my way. But I 

wanted to chat some more. We haven’t been seeing each other a lot lately – at the edge of 

the cornfield, but we didn’t recognize each other then so we couldn’t talk, at Mrs. 

Machedon’s place, hiking Piatra-Craiului… There were times when we would see each 

other more often…” 

 Darie could not help but laugh, confused by the statement. 

“I’m sorry to contradict you,” he started, “but I’m sure that you’re wrong. I only 

met Procopie and Arhip recently; and you, I’ve only met yesterday or two days ago at the 

edge of the cornfield, as you said.”  

“We’ve known each other for a long time,” Ivan interrupted, “I can’t even tell you 

how long. But we always recognize each other when it’s too late.”  
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 Darie listened closely, focused and, as usual when a discussion piqued his interest, 

he automatically reached in his pocket to look for his cigarettes. This time, the gesture 

sufficed.  

“I think I understand what you are trying to say,” he whispered while nodding. “As 

a matter of fact, life, a complete human existence can develop and fulfill itself in a few 

months; maybe even less.”  

“And, interestingly, the same topics always resurfaced in our discussions, added 

Ivan. For instance, the series of mutually contradicting certainties. How many times and 

in how many different languages you spoke to me of that…” 

“What’s worse,” added Darie melancholically, “what's worse is that I don’t 

remember what I wanted to say with that. More precisely, I don’t remember what 

followed. I had started this sentence and I was about to uncover a whole system but the 

guys called me and I lost my trail of thought.” 

“You said what needed to be said. What needed to be said for now,” he 

emphasized. “You’ll say the rest later. You said it to me before and you're going to like it 

too when I discover it again…”  

Darie looked at him with warmth, yet not without an almost provocative irony.  

“When I listen to you Ivan, I have the impression that I’m listening to Arhip. The 

last time I spoke to him…” 

“When was this?” Interrupted Ivan. “Some hundred years ago, or months? In what 

life?”  

 “Don't take this the wrong way,” he added seeing that Darie was starting to frown, 

confused, “it’s not time but the intervals between the mutually contradicting certainties, as 

you like to call them. I apologize for interrupting you,” he added a good while later, seeing 

as Darie was silent. “I’ve interrupted you before, you may not remember now; the interval 

between these certainties is far too long. I interrupted you as you were about to explain 

how you use the expression Agnostos Theos. You saw it in front of you, like through an 
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internal projector, the image of Ivan somehow buried inside his own body. And you meant 

to say that this is how God appears sometimes, the Supreme Spirit, captured and closed 

within Matter, blinded and alienated, ignorant of its own identity. But what God was this? 

In any case, not the God of Paul, nor the Greek one. You were thinking of the gnostic 

myths, of the Hindu conceptions of Spirit and Matter.” 

“Certainly. Certainly. That’s what Procopie remarked as well.”  

“And, still, there was some truth in your comparison but only if we adopt a new 

perspective. The Spirit is always camouflaged in Matter but its purpose there – if it’s a 

prisoner or it’s there temporarily because it’s active and so on and so forth – its purpose 

you’ll understand later. This is, in fact, the Enigma – Enigma with an uppercase – the 

Enigma that confronts us all. This is the riddle that arises relentlessly in every man: How 

can I recognize the Spirit if it’s camouflaged in Matter? That’s to say that it’s 

unrecognizable? And that’s how we all are, Philosopher: Not only indestructible, as you 

said, but also unrecognizable… But I see that they’re waiting for you,” he added looking 

behind him. 

 In the twilight that announced the sunrise, Darie saw a familiar silhouette about 

twenty metres away, in the field. Somewhere very far away, towards the main road that 

they had crossed that night, he could discern scattered groups, advancing slowly, as if 

hesitating.  

“And I have to go too,” Ivan added. “They are waiting for me too, there.”  

He pointed east. Darie searched the yonder but couldn't discern anything. The dog 

had started walking away, in no rush, with his head down, and Darie recognized him. He 

smiled with happiness and pointed to him. 

“He recognized you,” he whispered. “He was the only one to recognize you…” 

“You try it too, Philosopher,” said Ivan looking Darie straight in the eye, severely. 

“Try it next time – when will this be? And where? In some parlor in Iaşi, in Tokyo, in the 

mountains, or in a hospital, or on another planet? If I were to recognize you first, I’d let 

you know, but I won’t recognize you either. But if I do recognize you and I let you know, 
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you won’t understand. That’s the truth, Philosopher, we’re unrecognizable to ourselves 

and to others…”  

 He was slowly walking away, as if lost in thought, but stopped suddenly, having 

realized that Darie was following him.  

“No, he added with a smile. That’s our way. Your way is in the opposite direction," 

said Ivan pointing west. “Hurry. They are waiting…” 

 He waved a short goodbye and he turned around to head towards the open plain, 

advancing slowly with the dog in front of him.  

* 

 He suddenly remembered Zamfira and Iliescu and picked up the pace. He sensed 

that daylight was fast approaching because the plain was fairly visible. It was endless in all 

directions. The sky was murky, without stars, looking more like a mountain fog. Suddenly, 

as he approached the tree, he ran into the lieutenant.  

“I didn’t recognize you just now, lieutenant, sir,” he stammered. “It was still dark.”  

“I’m not in a hurry. I was listening to your conversation because it interests me. 

You learned a lot from Ivan. He might've also been a philosopher once, he added with a 

smile. But now we have to hurry, the others are waiting.”  

 They started walking towards the main road. 

  “Indeed, why was I afraid?” he said out of the blue. “I’ve known for a while that 

we’re indestructible. And still,” he added after a pause, lost in thought, “and still…” 

  At that moment, he recognized his platoon and stopped, afraid that his emotions 

might take over.  

“So, you’re coming too, sir?” Started Manole with a smile. “As you can see, we’ve 

gathered almost everybody…” 

 Suddenly, he remembered Iliescu and Zamfira and turned around.  

“The guys!” He whispered in a panic.  
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“They’re in front,” reassured the lieutenant. “Everyone’s returning home as best 

they can,” he added melancholically. “We’re going to the river first, that’s where we’re 

gathering…” 

 Darie realized that they had been walking for a while, but he couldn't remember 

when they had started. He shrugged, in a good mood, and picked up the pace. He found 

himself at the front of the platoon. He couldn’t hear their voices, but he knew that they 

were talking because he could understand what they were saying. The sky was still murky, 

but there was enough light that he could see wherever he looked: in front of him, on the 

left, on the right and behind him, he could see more scattered groups, advancing quietly, 

at the same steady pace, whichseemed unusually fast to him. He stopped several times to 

look behind. The field stretched out as far as he could see under the foggy and murky sky, 

with a few solitary trees here and there. Suddenly, it felt strange that there were no birds 

or planes, not even the muffled rumble of the Russian trucks that he’d recently seen 

passing on the road.  

“That’s Ukraine for you,” he heard the lieutenant say. “Must be beautiful to them 

because it’s their country. But you’ll see how it’ll look when we arrive.” 

“Is there still a long way to go?” Asked Darie.  

He realized it was a pointless question because he knew, in some way, that they 

were already there. He would have wanted to laugh and apologize, but he was interrupted. 

“It’s a long way and still quite close. It’ll be hard to reach the river, that’s what they 

say. But, you know, our division is Oltenian23. People want to go home, each to his 

village… to rest,” he added with a smile.  

“But what about after that, lieutenant, sir”, he asked with an uncontainable 

passion. “What happens when we get home? Some in Iaşi, others in Bucharest, in Oltenia. 

I told you, we’re indestructible. I was telling Ivan and he was agreeing with me. And I told 

Zamfira, and Zamfira, in his own way, Zamfira and Iliescu…”  

                                                        
23 Oltenia is the western half of Wallachia – historical province of Romania; located in the 
southwest of Romania.  
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 He stopped all of a sudden, seeing them about twenty metres away marching 

slowly, with great difficulty, as they were carrying the wounded man on their rifles. And 

the road by the edge of the cornfield was riddled with holes and the hot dust of summer 

afternoon was choking them. He ran after them and yelled: 

“Fellas, you’re nuts, completely nuts! You're starting over? Wasn’t Ivan enough; 

you found another one?” 

 He got closer and froze, seeing himself hanging off their rifles. He had a bloody 

handkerchief on his face and his shirt was torn and bloody under his open jacket.  

“What happened?” He whispered. “What’s happened to me?” 

 They stopped and set him down carefully on the side of the road. Zamfira made the 

sign of the cross.  

“Thank God, you’re coming to, sir,” he whispered under a heavy breath.  

“It’s as I predicted,” interrupted Iliescu, “it's Ivan’s vodka…” 

“A stroke of good luck,” continued Zamfira. “We ran into them while they were 

asleep, drunk. We took everything we could: water, vodka, tobacco…” 

“But what happened to me?” Whispered Darie, frightened. “Did someone hurt 

me?” 

“In an evil hour,” added Zamfira, “you tripped and fell on your rifle. It went off and 

the bullet went straight through your underarm. No big deal but you fainted and by the 

time we found you, you had lost a lot of blood.  If we tied up your arm on the spot, it would 

be like nothing happened…”  

 Darie looked around. They were between cornfields on the side of the road. The 

same fine, harsh, suffocating dust floated atop. It felt like he had known this dust since 

forever, but it burned more than ever. Using his able hand, he reached inside his pocket 

for his pack of cigarettes. He found it torn and flattened. Iliescu held out the Russian ones 

to him, waited for Darie to choose one and lit it for him.  
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“Fellas,” he started after a few drags, “you’re good people, devoted, but you’ve gone 

through enough trouble for me. Now, you have to follow my order; you have to follow it 

because it’ll be my last order…” 

 He stopped abruptly and took a drag, quickly, so that he could hide his emotions.  

“We’re soldiers,” he continued, “we’ve all seen death. I, for one, can say that I saw it 

with my own eyes. I mean it when I say: I’m not afraid of death. On the other hand, I have 

to confess: I’m not lucky, I’ve never been. I've always been ridden with evil spirits.”  

“Yes,” interrupted Laura, “it was enough for him to talk about bad luck and evil 

spirits so that they both stop him, arms flailing, as if he’d just blasphemed. And they were 

right to do so,” she added while turning around to look at him. “We had met one another 

three years earlier and we were, in a way, engaged. If our dear Philosopher here calls that 

bad luck…”  

“The truth is,” continued Darie, “they didn’t want to listen to me when I asked 

them to shoot me or to load my rifle and give it to me. I told them that if they really 

wanted to, I’d give them my permission to dig me a grave like they did for Ivan. And many 

other things I proposed: To talk till sundown and I’d explain what to do in Iaşi, whom they 

need to speak to first… all in vain. And then, I’m afraid, I lost my cool and started 

threatening them.”  

 He had grabbed a second cigarette, which Iliescu lit for him, humbly, with tears in 

his eyes.  

“The court-martial will eat you alive,” he started in a surprisingly stern voice.  “If 

we catch up to the battalion, I will ask that you two be court-martialed immediately for 

disobeying an order and insulting a superior officer.” 

“In God's command,” said Zamfira, too afraid to look up. “There are good people at 

the court-martial. We’ll tell them we just did our duty.”  

“That you had lost a lot of blood and you had a fever and maybe you asked us to 

reload your rifle because you are out of it and you were weakened and hungry and tired.” 
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 Darie looked at them in a silent desperation. He threw his cigarette and went to the 

lieutenant, determined. 

“What are we going to do with them, lieutenant, sir, now that they’re not following 

orders anymore?...” 

 The lieutenant gave him a long look, as if he were trying to recognize him. He then 

shrugged and walked away. Darie picked up the pace to catch up to him.  

“It’s Darie, sir, cadet second lieutenant Constantin Darie from your company. You 

know me well. We even had a chat last night in the field, after I saw Ivan.”  

 The lieutenant stopped. He gave him a warm yet stern look. 

“Darie,” he started slowly, emphasizing every word, “after six days of fire, you 

should already know what an order is.”  

“And this is the hardest line to understand, I think,” intervened Laura once more. 

“What did he mean that you should know what an order is?...” 

* 

“…Toamnei Street Number 11, Iaşi. Toamnei Street Number 11! How many times I 

repeated this address, afraid that they’d forget it, or confused it with so many other 

addresses that other wounded men, dying men, whispered to them in the last few months. 

Because they were in their second year on the front and had been part of countless 

platoons that were decimated one by one until July. That’s when the platoon that I 

commanded was formed from the remnants. This one was decimated after only 6 days of 

fire, as the lieutenant mentioned. Iaşi, Toamnei Street Number 11, Number 11.” 

“That’s Miss Laura’s place, said Zamfira smiling and nodding. Don’t worry, sir, if 

we get there before you, that’s the first place we go to. And we’ll tell her that you’ll be 

coming back soon, soon, and that you’re coming back with second lieutenant stripes.”  

“Don’t tell her that,” interrupted Darie, “don’t tell her about the stripes. Tell her 

what I’ve asked you,” he added.  
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 He suddenly felt completely drained of strength and looked at his wounded arm. It 

felt like it was constantly bleeding. At times, it felt like the wound had been hemorrhaging 

for a while and that he was soaked in blood under his coat. And he kept expecting to see 

rivers of warm blood pouring on the ground.  

  “If you don’t remember everything,” he started later, almost whispering, “tell her 

the essential at least. That, even though we only met three years ago, we’ve known each 

other forever and we were happy since the beginning of times and we will continue to be 

happy until the last star in the last galaxy dies off. Remember what I tell you now because 

this is the most important: tell her that the linden tree we know, the one in Iaşi, that 

linden tree was enough for us. The first night that we stopped there stayed with us and it 

will forever be our night till the end of times. The linden tree will never lose its flowers. It 

cannot lose them anymore. It’s ours and nothing of ours is tied to time." 

  “We’ll tell her, sir,” said Zamfira dampening his handkerchief and carefully wiping 

off his mouth, his face, his forehead. "But now you rest because the stars are lighting up 

and soon after midnight we have to get going again…” 

 As usual, they were hidden in the cornfield with the bitter dust floating above, 

smelling like smoke. They were whispering, only allowing themselves to raise their voices 

when the noise of the crickets would become too loud.  

“It’s extraordinary how they survived so many days,” intervened Laura. “And it's 

unbelievable how they managed to tip toe around Russian troops, how they managed to 

find water, even vodka to wash the wound, and they always had food…” 

  “Dry corn, roots, a few crackers,” started Darie. “On the fifth day, a chocolate that 

Iliescu found in the pocket of a dead German soldier. Convoys of prisoners were passing 

on the main road and a lot of them were wounded. Some would fall on the side of the road 

and would wait until God or some sentinel from the next convoy would take pity on them 

and end their suffering. Iliescu learned where to look for useful things: water, crackers, 

matches and tobacco. He just couldn’t find bread.” 
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“How did they not get lost?” Exclaimed Laura.  “How did they manage, for so many 

days, to avoid bumping into people from the village? The corn harvest had started.”  

“We were lucky, of course,” answered Darie, “but Zamfira had the instinct of a wild 

beast. It’s like he could feel people getting close and we would hide on the spot. We even 

spent a whole day in a haystack, listening to some women working not even a hundred 

metres away… But what bothered me most was my accident. I don’t know how they 

managed to carry me so many nights. Sometimes on their rifles, or in a Russian cape. I 

can’t remember. I’d probably faint or, since I was so exhausted, I’d be completely out of it. 

But I'd think of Ivan, of our discussion, which left such an impression on me. Where was 

his blessing? They carried him for less than an hour, but they carried me night after night 

following the luck that Ivan’s blessing brought us. I remember asking myself once if maybe 

Ivan willed the accident on me so that he’d be able to meet me and tell me what he had to 

say. But what fault did Zamfira and Iliescu have in this whole philosophical controversy?” 

“It wasn’t philosophy, sir,” whispered Zamfira. “It was in an evil hour…” 

* 

“Ravens are starting to gather again, said Iliescu after a while. What sort of omen is 

that?”  

 Darie shielded his eyes to take a look. The sky was burning and the sun's glare was 

blinding. 

“Those are planes,” he said.  

“There are planes too; but they fly high, very high,” added Zamfira. “The ravens are 

here, close by…”  

 Darie got lost in a thought and smiled.  

“In a way, that’s what we’re doing. We’re following them, our guys, but from afar, 

getting farther… How many hundreds of kilometres away do you think the front is? 

Because, for a few days now, we haven’t heard the Russian Brandts, nor our artillery…” 
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“If the German counter attack breaks out,” said Iliescu, “we’ll find ourselves in the 

middle of the front in a day or two.” 

“Nous sommes foutus!” Grumbled Darie. “Foutus pour l’éternité!”  

 He tried to fall asleep again, but the intense heat felt more suffocating than ever 

and, no matter how he laid between the corn stalks, his wounded arm throbbed, flooding 

his wound with blood, and the blood throbbed in his temples as if to burst into his ears. 

The others had fallen asleep, handkerchiefs covering their faces, holding their rifles. They 

woke up often, one after the other, just for a few moments to visually check on him. Later 

on, after sundown, Darie figured out why he couldn’t sleep. They were in the same 

cornfield where they had gone a few days earlier; he couldn’t remember how many. They 

were a few hundred metres away, or even less, from where they had buried Ivan. He had 

recognized it at dawn, when they cowered into the cornfield, exhausted, short of breath, 

making their way through the corn with great fear. He recognized it, but he was too 

exhausted to speak. That night, he had tried walking for the first time. He held himself up 

using a sort of a cane, a piece of a strong tent pole that Iliescu had found. He walked with 

difficulty, on the side of the road, afraid of the following step. From time to time, one of 

them would help him and they stopped every five, ten minutes. In almost five hours, they 

had not even walked ten kilometers; but that was still more than what they had walked the 

previous nights, when they carried him.  

“We’re back where we started,” he whispered as quietly as he could, not to wake the 

others. “We’re back with Ivan.”  

 He almost wanted to laugh; their adventure suddenly felt so absurd. If he could be 

sure that he wouldn’t wake them, he’d sneak through the field and wait for them at Ivan’s 

grave.  

“Anyway, it’s not important,” he continued whispering. “Nothing matters. Nous 

sommes foutus! From every point of view. I knew this from the beginning. Everything that 

happened after November 8th.”  
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 Another evening in the cornfield – but when: when? –  He was startled by Zamfira 

asking: 

“What happened after November 8th, sir?”  

“All sort of things,” he answered with a smile. “Things that put me together and 

pulled me apart and then put me back together again…”  

“Admit it, you were afraid to tell them about me. You spoke to them about 

Petrarch’s Laura and, I wonder, what did they understand from that long and laborious 

phenomenology of the Muse, especially since you had a fever. Not that they couldn’t 

understand but why would they care about some romance at the beginning of the Italian 

Renaissance? Had you spoken of me, of Iaşi, of Toamnei Street number 11, it would’ve 

been different. They’d have cared because, very likely, that was their story too…” 

  “Let’s get going, sir,” whispered Zamfira. 

 He had trouble getting up, even with Iliescu's help but, although he felt more tired 

than ever, he was determined—almost impatient—to walk. Right in front of him, Zamfira 

was clearing his way through the corn. For the first time there were no stars in the sky and 

you couldn’t tell one cloud from another. An ashy breeze floated atop, high in the sky. And 

for the first time, they couldn’t hear the crickets. From time to time, the corn leaves, 

rustling, made dull, metallic sounds, as if they were startled by a light wind that the 

soldiers could not feel.  

 Determined, Darie rushed towards a clearing in the cornfield marked by two lonely 

trees.   

“Not that way, sir!" said Zamfira seeing that Darie was rushing with determination 

towards a clearing in the cornfield marked by two solitary trees. That leads into the side 

road we were on this morning.” 

“That’s what I wanted to show you,” he answered without stopping, “that we’re 

back where we started ten, twelve days ago or whenever that was. Look ahead, a few 
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metres to the left, by the tree, that’s where you dug his grave, Ivan’s grave,” he added as he 

felt Zamfira’s strong grip on his arm.  

“That’s not the grave, sir,” he whispered. “Ivan’s resting kilometres away, east of 

here, at least forty kilometres.” 

“And still, that’s where I saw you digging,” added Darie. “Come with me, I’ll show 

you, it’s not far.”  

A few metres away, they all stopped. The hole was shallow, as if those who dug it 

realized it was too big and gave up on it. Or maybe they had run out of time. 

“This is not a grave, sir,” whispered Zamfira a good while later. “This was dug for 

something else. I can’t tell for what. But, can’t you see, it’s longer than three metres; and, 

over there, there’s another one. But that one doesn’t seem straight; it’s like it’s turning into 

a cross. And there are others that we can’t see from here”. 

“Let’s get going,” whispered Iliescu, looking to the sky. “Let's not get caught in the 

rain.”   

* 

 It only started to drizzle when they reached the main road and crossed it so that 

the Russian trucks wouldn’t catch up to them. They started walking on a narrow road that 

ran parallel to the main road about two hundred metres away.  

“If it starts raining harder, we won't need luck finding some water,” whispered 

Iliescu when they stopped. “But if it rains for a few days in a row, the waters grow and it’ll 

be harder to cross the river.”  

 The rain was in no hurry, drizzling lightly, calmly, and Darie was advancing slowly, 

clenching his teeth to hold back the moans. Zamfira was beside him and Iliescu, about 

twenty metres away. Late in the night, at around three, he signaled them to stop. He 

turned around in a rush and ran back.  

“We’re going in the village. We have to cross the main road again and try from the 

other side,” he whispered as he was pointing in that direction.  
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 Darie allowed himself to take deep breaths but he continued holding back his 

moans with a furious will.    

“We’ll tip toe to the main road,” continued Iliescu, “and we'll wait for the right 

moment. There’s a turning point behind us. When it’s our turn, between two trucks, we’ll 

run across the road. I’ll go first, he added as he walked away.”  

 They were on their knees, waiting, under the rain, a few metres away from the 

road. They were hiding in some stunted shrubs. In front of them, trucks passed with their 

headlights off, seemingly less and less. About ten minutes later, all of a sudden, Iliescu 

rose from the ground and ran across bent down. They lost him in the darkness.   

“Be ready, sir,” whispered Zamfira, “it’s going to be your turn. Let's wait for this 

truck to pass… Now!” he whispered again a couple of moments earlier. “Now! Jump, 

sir!...” 

 With great effort, moaning in pain, Darie got up quickly and started running as fast 

as he could towards the main road. He clenched his cane in his hand, ready to lean on it if 

need be, but he soon dropped it, realizing that he could run and he took off at full speed 

across the field. He saw the river from afar and he would have continued running had he 

not heard the lieutenant calling his name. He stopped to turn around and saw the 

lieutenant.  

“We’ve arrived, lieutenant, sir,” he said as he walked towards him. “We’ve arrived 

just in time. But where is the bridge?”  

 The lieutenant smiled and pointed at the river. The river was peaceful, majestic, 

quiet, and it was a couple of hundred metres away. You couldn’t see the other shore 

because the drizzle weaved a curtain of fog that the hesitant pale light of morning couldn’t 

pierce. Behind them, scattered groups kept appearing, standing still for just a moment, 

then heading towards the shore. The convoys that formed stood by the river as if they were 

waiting for the signal to cross. 

“Where is the bridge?” asked Darie again. “I can’t see anything…”  
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 The lieutenant shrugged.  

“Look closer, Darie. There are many kinds of bridges in the world. The one that’s in 

front of you leads us us home.”  

“Home,” repeated Darie. “It leads home. And after we arrive home, what will 

happen to us, sir? I asked you before and you didn’t answer. What happens after we arrive 

home? It would be horrible if we could never rest again…” 

 He went down to the shore with the lieutenant where he realized that the silent 

crowd whose conversations he could hear, the convoys that seemed to be waiting for a 

signal, were already walking across the river, at a fast pace even, as if on an invisible 

bridge. He was now on the bank of the river.  

“Are you coming, Darie?” Asked the lieutenant.  

 He then walked towards a group that was waiting for them. They did not try to hide 

their impatience although they greeted them with warmth and excitement, smiling. The 

first ones started to cross and, right then, the sun seemed to rise from every direction 

because he was blinded by light. He saw the bridge that they were advancing on, a bridge 

seemingly made of the golden light that had blinded him. At the same time, he heard an 

unnatural vibrant explosion of sound, as if made up of gigantic crystal bells, and cymbals, 

and flutes, and the buzz of the crickets.  

 He felt Laura’s hand on his forehead and he heard his name called but he didn’t 

open his eyes.  

“Don’t wake me, Laura,” he whispered. “Let me see them, let me see them crossing 

the bridge…” 

“It’s not miss Laura, sir. It’s Iliescu and Zamfira from your platoon.”  

“So then it’s real?” asked Darie with his eyes closed. “This time it’s real?...” 

“It’s real, sir,” whispered Zamfira choking with emotion. “What should we tell miss 

Laura?” 
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“Tell her not to be afraid. Because everything is as it should be, and it’s beautiful. 

Tell her it’s really beautiful. There’s so much light. It’s like on Toamnei Street…” 

 He got up suddenly and, without looking at them, he started walking away again, 

almost running. The golden light from the bridge had disappeared and the river did not 

seem so close anymore, but he could see it, he could perceive in front of him far away 

towards the west. He was running with a childish happiness that he had forgotten about. 

He felt overwhelmed with a total and unexplainable euphoria. And then, he remembered: I 

didn’t bless them… 

 He stopped, but not without feeling regret. He felt his heart beating faster and 

faster. He looked towards the river one more time and it seemed to have started melting 

into the fog. He stood there for a moment, then turned back with determination and 

rushed into the cornfield where they had hidden – but when? When? In what life?... 
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Chapter 4: English Translation Commentary 

Antoine Berman’s Esquisse d’une méthode 

It is often said about translation that it is the most thorough form of editing—it 

exposes instances where the message is intentionally or unintentionally unclear. This, 

along with understanding the limitations of both languages in play, constitute the 

translator’s task at the micro level. The first attempt always somewhat clarifies the blurry 

edges, correcting peculiar sentences and adapting foreign references. “Ivan”, as Mihai 

Gheorghiu points out, is not a literary story that can sustain itself only on literary tropes; 

on the contrary, the story on its own fails to captivate the reader (Gheorghiu 157)24. Thus, 

in translation, the Eliadean theoretical sublayer proves ever more important for the 

process of interpretation. Faced with the task of evaluating not only my own translation, 

but the French version as well, I turned to Berman’s proposed list of the key elements 

about the translator’s person that can—and, very likely, will—influence a translation. 

 

À la recherche des traducteurs 

As it is first in Berman’s list, it can be assumed that it has the most potential to 

affect the translation. Are the translators authors as well? And what kind of literary texts 

do they produce? Naturally, the kind of creativity that an author imposes on a text is 

dangerous for translation, especially during the production of the first draft. While I am 

not an established writer, I do engage in poetry and short prose as a leisure activity, which, 

did, in fact, have an impact on my first rendition. As mentioned previously, I planned on 

using Berman’s “Esquisse d’une méthode” as a guideline prior even to my first draft, yet, 

this first draft was unavoidably visceral. As someone who enjoys creative writing, I had the 

tendency to use more intricate and sonorous terms. Having Berman in mind, conscious of 

                                                        
24 Gheorghiu enumerates exceptions: “La țigănci” (“With the Gypsy Girls”), “Pe strada Mântuleasa” 
(“The Old Man and the Bureaucrats”), Les trois Grâces, Un om mare (“A Great Man”) (Gheorghiu 
157). 
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the risks of contaminating the text with my personal creative preferences, I tried taming 

my impulses in subsequent drafts. Therefore, any semantic choice that could not be 

readily justified by the context had to be reverted to the most direct equivalent. Ultimately, 

whether I wholeheartedly agree with the product, the probability of translator interference 

was diminished. 

Next, Berman proposes the argument that a translator’s affinity to a certain 

language will have a tremendous impact on the translation process. He asks for an 

inventory of languages at play: What languages does this translator use? And what is their 

relationship with these languages? While it may seem common sense, it is important to 

point out that a translator’s personalized approach to language indubitably affects their 

semantic choices. This personalized approach to language is largely conditioned by the 

language-specific relationships between signifiers and signifieds: 

The diversity of languages often thought to indicate a falling away from one 
original language (as in the story of Babel) indicated to Saussure not a story but a 
principle: the principle of the “arbitrary” (purely conventional) nature of sign. […] 
Saussure went on, but language is not a nomenclature. Rather than the world 
consisting of things that need names (the Adamic conception), each language 
brings into being, by describing, a world that it then knows as external. To be sure, 
the external world exists—but its reality remains quite nebulous until language 
articulates it. The way lines divide concepts and phrases, the way even concrete 
items are viewed, is specific to each language; each covers all that needs to be said, 
but in its different way.  

(Leitch 957)   

Multilingual speakers can certainly attest to the shortfall of signifiers in one language as 

opposed to another, yet, what is truly important for a Bermanian translation production 

and critique, is the importance assigned to some target-language signifiers as opposed to 

others that are possible equivalents to the source-language original. While the “kinship of 

languages”25 is explainable in structural linguistic terms, the sociolinguistic aspect of 

translation is translator-specific. Between four languages, I often find that it is not only my 

native language, or even my strong one, that can best illustrate a concept. In my case, 

                                                        
25 The “kinship of languages” is an expression coined by Walter Benjamin to describe the 
similarities between words and modes of expression (Benjamin 77).  
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Romanian has the benefit of the first language, acquired as I spent the first eighteen years 

of my life in Romania. However, I spent my formative years in English, which I currently 

consider my strongest language. While English provides me with the comfort a native 

tongue, Romanian’s musicality permits my English to be more colourful, as Romance 

languages tend to do; French and Spanish further reinforce the Romanian influence.  

Berman proposes that the critic find prefaces and articles that might contain 

statements of the translator’s ambitions, their vision of translation. This is precisely what I 

tried to achieve to discover the French translator. Alain Paruit appears in several sources 

as the most prolific Romanian-to-French translator (Adameșteanu 2002 and 2009, 

Anghelescu, Mușlea, Nicolaev). In Romania, his fame was due to his “unmistakable 

voice”26 (Adameșteanu 2009, first paragraph, my translation) from several talk shows on 

the Romanian branch of Radio Free Europe in Paris. Many Romanian intellectuals were 

exiled in Paris during the Communist rule of, first, Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, and then 

Nicolae Ceaușescu; among these: Mircea Eliade, Emil Cioran, Eugène Ionesco, Monica 

Lovinescu, Virgil Ierunca, Paul Goma, Dumitru Țepeneag etc. Still, the community was 

small enough that they managed to keep close contact and condition the integration of any 

newly expatriated anti-communist Romanians. Alain Paruit returned to France in such 

conditions, at the age of thirty, after a twenty-year stint in Romania. He was born in 

France in 1939 to a French mother and a Romanian father. Expulsed from France, his 

father moved the family to Romania when Alain was ten years old. He learned Romanian 

perfectly (Mușlea, third paragraph), maintaining his proficiency in French thanks to his 

mother, a French teacher by trade. He did not state having studied it, yet, his mother did 

try her hand at translation as a way to learn Romanian (Mușlea, third paragraph). He 

started translating in Romania, but was able to pursue this career only after his success in 

translating Paul Goma’s Ostinato (La cellule des libérables) for Gallimard. From his 

translation corpus, we gather that: 1) out of the 78 titles in his repertoire, 5 seem to be 

reprints or revised translations, 2) his earliest published translation appears to be Paul 

Goma’s Ostinato in 1971, 3) he translated from Romanian to French exclusively, works of 

                                                        
26 The original Romanian reads: “vocea sa inconfundabilă” (his voice unmistakeable). 
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20 Romanian authors, 4) Eliade’s work is clearly his primary focus having translated 26 

works (5 reprints or revised editions can be added to this total). He translated every type 

of writing that Eliade produced: fiction (novels, short-story collections), non-fiction 

(diary) and scholarly (philosophical and theoretical). The short story “Ivan” is part of his 

first translation of Eliade’s work, a compilation titled Uniformes de général in French 

published in 1981. Not surprisingly, a composite commentary of the French translation 

has not been made or, at least, has not been published.  

 

Les horizons des traducteurs 

Next on Berman’s list are “la position traductive” and “le projet de traduction”, 

which consitute the “horizon du traducteur”. Berman envisions “la position traductive” to 

be a combination of the translator’s appeal to translation and the societal norms in place. 

As Gideon Toury asserts, translation norms are “a prerequisite for becoming a translator 

within a cultural environment” (205) because they ensure “social order” (207). Yet, 

pinpointing them proves to be much more difficult—norms can change, no matter their 

importance—and it is quite possible that they are not even written. Translators, as 

persons-in-the-culture, abide by what they know to be “right”, as they are experts in what 

their audience considers to be familiar. Still, Toury recognizes a choice in direction: 

“adequate” source-oriented or “acceptable” target-oriented (208). Currently, translation 

norms demand that the translator “strike a balance between accuracy and naturalness” 

(Baker 196)—i.e. adequacy and acceptability in Toury’s terms. Parallel to this practical 

stance, Berman has a more philosophical outlook: the “projet de traduction” is not 

something that is pursued, but something that is discovered: a compromise between the 

“position traductive” and the difficulties imposed by the text.  

[L]a traduction, n’est jamais que la réalisation du projet: elle va où la mène le 
projet, et jusqu’où la mène le projet. Elle ne nous dit la vérité du projet qu’en nous 
révélant comment il a été réalisé (et non, finalement, s’il a été réalisé) et quelles ont 
été les conséquences du projet par rapport à l’original.  

(Berman 1995: 77) 
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The present English translation of “Ivan” subscribes more to Baker's definition. My 

goal for the end-product was to achieve that balance between adequacy and acceptability 

as much as the two languages in play allowed; yet, it is unlikely that I managed to ignore 

the true purpose of the translation, namely that this project prioritizes the process to the 

result. The project is to demonstrate my ability to translate, reflect and research. Part of 

the process was evaluating the French translation to a certain degree, which contributed to 

my “pulsion de traduire”, the Bermanian concept for “ce qui “pousse” [le traducteur] à 

traduire (1995: 74). I believe that many bilinguals—students, in particular—find 

themselves at an eerie crossroads of meaning that inspires us to seek equivalence between 

languages. My interest in translation started from interpreting for others, translating 

songs—to know what they said—and, ultimately, from writing. As multilinguals, we are 

always forced to make compromises, but, the desire to achieve equivalence does not 

disappear. 

In Paruit’s case, although having not declared it, it is very likely that he loved his 

career as a professional literary translator. While I cannot confirm his “position 

traductive” from the information that I have gathered, I can assume that he too felt a 

“pulsion de traduire”, which led him to this career without him having consciously chosen 

it. On the one hand, the sheer amount of Romanian texts he translated points in that 

direction; he invested more than forty years into translating more than seventy titles. On 

the other, he took pride in his competence in both languages. He described his choice to 

pursue French as his focus in Romania as a “convenient solution”27 (Adameșteanu 2002, 

section “Liceul ‘Caragiale’ în anii 50”, first paragraph, my translation), since he mastered 

them both so well. Paruit’s translation practice was strictly literary. His early success with 

Goma’s Ostinato, demonstrated that he was a reliable and productive translator, thus 

putting him on the map for other publishing houses to find him—Folio, Albin Michel, 

Julliard, Robert Laffont etc. In 1981, when Uniformes de général was published, Eliade 

was mostly known for his academic work—as he is still today—yet, translations of his 

fiction into French had already appeared: Maitreyi/La nuit Bengali by Alain Guillermou 

                                                        
27 The original Romanian reads: “soluția de facilitate” (solution of convenience). 
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in 1950, Noaptea de Sânziene/Forêt interdite by Alain Guillermou in 1955, Pe strada 

Mântuleasa/Le vieil homme et l’officier by Alain Guillermou in 1977, Domnișoara 

Christina/Mademoiselle Christina by Claude B. Levenson in 197828. Nonetheless, Paruit 

had an advantage—he was part of the Parisian community of Romanian intellectuals, 

along with Eliade.   

 My first research of Paruit was severely incomplete, such that, I assumed that he 

must have not been very familiar with Eliade’s work. However, his ties with the Romanian 

exile community in Paris were forged some ten years before this translation in 1981. He 

also had a very close friendship with Emil Cioran and, through Cioran, he had access to 

Eliade’s way of thinking, since Cioran and Eliade maintained a close relationship. Thus, 

instead of assuming that his choices were geared towards producing a linguistically sound 

French text, I started considering these choices as somewhat informed by Eliade29. 

Furthermore, Paruit explained in a 2009 interview with Marc Semo:  

[Emil Cioran] et plus encore son ami Mircea Eliade écrivaient souvent en un 
mauvais roumain, ce que leur reprochait Eugène Ionesco. En revanche, dès qu’ils 
utilisaient le français, qui était en Roumanie la langue de la culture et de l’élite, ils 
étaient attentifs à s’exprimer avec la plus grande clarté, ce qui transformait 
totalement leur façon d’écrire. 

(Samo, second paragraph) 

Paruit goes on to explain that, once Cioran and Eliade moved to France, their Romanian 

started showing signs of that strong presence of the French language. Thus, according to 

Paruit, much of the confusion within the text may be the Romanian original, specifically 

the form of the Romanian original, rather than the French translation underestimating or 

misinterpreting the text. However, I believe that he faced the same difficulties in 

translating “Ivan” as I did, and that these difficulties are a combination of Eliade’s style, 

the Romanian standards for literature and the intricacies of Romanian linguistics. On the 

one hand, even though the “kinship” (Benjamin 77) between French and Romanian is 

much stronger than either of these to English, the long descriptive passages setting the 

                                                        
28 As stated in Allen and Doeing’s Mircea Eliade: An Annotated Bibliography  
29 It is possible that Paruit and Eliade spoke about this project, yet, I found no information 
indicating this. 
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stage and Cadet Second Lieutenant Darie’s philosophical ramblings are difficult even in 

intralingual translation—translation within the same language (Jakobson 139). As 

mentioned, Eliade’s prose sometimes lacks the literary tropes for the stories to be self-

sufficiently captivating (Gheorghiu 157), which is likely in part due to the demonstrated 

linguistic skills. Yet, Eliade had a very clear goal in his prose—to show that the sacred is 

camouflaged in the profane, a goal which could be compromised by the language itself.  

While I am not looking to discredit Paruit’s experience with Eliade’s text—by all 

counts, his experience with translating Eliade’s work is quite vast—in my commentary, I 

tried to point out details of the original that are not obvious in the French version; from 

using the French as a guide, I wound up in the sphere of retranslation. My overall goal for 

the English translation was to produce a version that is not necessarily better than the 

French, but not worse either. Yet, it encouraged me to look into retranslation to 

understand the relationship between the texts in play: the 1968 Romanian original, the 

1981 French translation and the fresh English translation.  

In accordance to a history-as-progress model, it is widely presumed that 
subsequent translations [retranslations] will succeed in bringing forth more 
appropriate, more “faithful” texts, “closer” to the “original”, or texts which will be 
more suitable for the needs and competence of modern readers: in short, they will 
be in one way or another “better”, than the previous translations.  

(Susam-Sarajeva 2). 

Paul Bensimon agrees with this statement in his introduction of an edition of the academic 

journal Pamplisestes, entitled “Retraduire”. Bensimon describes the initial product as 

“naturalized” and “integrated” (ix), terms that are generally frowned upon in translation 

nowadays. Berman agrees as well, again, in philosophical terms: “C’est dans l’après coup 

d’une première traduction aveugle et hésitante que surgit la possibilité d’une traduction 

accomplie” (Berman 1990: 5). 

Revisiting translated literature can surge out of a need to correct, which is the 

famous case of Milan Kundera, who became a self-translator following the discovery of his 

mistranslated text, or, out of a need for “réactualisation” (Gambier 413). Yet, the 
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consensus is that, whether sought or not, improvement is an inevitable consequence of 

retranslation.  Evidently, the end-product of my work in relation to the French translation 

is not a retranslation—the intended monolingual reader can never experience it as a 

retranslation, but the process of using a translated work in the same language to produce a 

new version is strikingly similar. In the following section, in addition to disclosing my 

thought process, I will present quotes from the text which demonstrate that the 

production of my English translation subscribes to the process of retranslation.  

 

English Translation Relevant Categories  

My initial intention for this commentary was to create categories based on Antoine 

Berman’s “Translation and the Trials of the Foreign”, which provided a simple framework 

for a translation commentary: twelve “tendencies”, deforming and inevitable to a certain 

degree. Yet, because these deformations present the problem but not its solution, and 

because they focus on differences between languages, which does not fully accommodate 

my retranslation claims, they are too restrictive and repetitive for the project’s goal. 

Ultimately, I focused on conclusions based on my research on Eliade – what connects this 

story to his network of literary works, rather than language-related differences alone, and 

factored in the French translation. My commentary presents a number of the French 

version’s losses because they acted as a first translation to my retranslation not only by 

uncovering the Bermanian deformations that could be avoided, but also by revealing 

elements of Eliade’s style that needed to be emphasized. In my commentary, first, I 

tackled “Proper Names”, an element with significant importance for Eliade, as his names 

are always carefully selected to resonate with his work on the history of religions. The 

second category, “Mots Clefs”, are words that appear again and again and that likely 

contribute to the author’s signature style; this category is recommended by Berman in his 

“Esquisse d’une méthode”. These recurring words build Eliade’s underlying network of 

signification, the “hidden dimension”, which “constitute[s] one aspect of the rhythm and 

signifying process of the text” (Berman 2010:284). Finally, I developed the “Character 
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Profiles”, whose purpose is to build very clear images of how the reader should see each 

character, a category that I felt is absent in the French version and that I consider vital to 

Eliade’s prose.  

The quotes below are organized by language, chronologically according to the time 

of publication: Romanian first, French second and English third. I also included a literal 

translation with notes for clarification following the Romanian. Occasionally, I have made 

adjustments to these literal translations to fit the context in which they appear, since my 

purpose is to use the literal translations as a relay rather than build a linguistic analysis 

between Romanian and English. For example, the reflexive form “ne lovim” appears as 

“bump into” rather than “we hit ourselves”, which is the word-for-word rendition.  

 

Proper Names 

 [T]ranslation of proper names is not a trivial issue but, on the contrary, may 
involve a rather delicate decision-making process, requiring on the part of the 
translator careful consideration of the meanings the name has before deciding how 
best to render it in the target language.  

(Zarei and Norouzi 159) 

 

Rouhollah Zarei and Somayeh Norouzi quote Sadeghi Ghadi to emphasize the 

importance of considering translating or adapting proper names. Zarei and Norouzi go 

on surveying current theories and proposing strategies to overcome the burden of proper 

names. 

 At first glance, names can appear to be pure entertainment, yet, generally, in any 

given language, proper nouns, more than any other word class, can carry a plethora of 

information such as sex, gender, approximate geographical location, approximate age, 

social class, and cultural connotations that subscribe perhaps only to their original system. 

That said, in literature, names help build a physical portrait of the element in question, 
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whether a person or a place etc., which, in turn, forges a bond between the reader and the 

story.  

In the translation of names, as Peter Newmark points out, the first step is 

"determin[ing] whether a name is real or invented" (1993:15). The latter demands a sort of 

poetic creativity, where the translator is faced with rendering a morphologically and/or 

phonologically catchy name. To name an example, from the famous Harry Potter 

collection, the British name Severus “Snape” (reprimand, verb) becomes in French 

Severus “Rogue” (arrogant, adjective) and in Romanian Severus “Plesneală” (strike, noun) 

(List of Characters in Translations of Harry Potter). Even more telling is the translation of 

the legendary “Hogwarts” (combination of words hog and wart, noun), which, in French, 

becomes “Poudlard” (combination of words "poux", an insect - louse, and "lard", meaning 

fat, noun), and remains untranslated in Romanian (List of Locations in Other Languages). 

On the other hand, if the names are real, the process involves a creativity-informed-by-

research whereby the translator substitutes the source language name with an equivalent 

name in the target culture. It could be as simple as "Ivan", "John", "Jean", "Ion", etc., but 

the equivalency is rarely evident. For example, the surname "Popescu"—arguably, the 

most common surname in Romania—could take the shape of "Smith" in English, 

"Dupont" in French for France, and "Tremblay" for Québec. Obviously, this kind of 

adaptation does not come about without a strong reason. On the one hand, a glance 

through scholarship on the translation of proper names through adaptation reveals it to be 

an issue especially when the source and target cultures are extremely different: from 

English into Persian (Ahanizadeh, Zarei and Norouzi), from English into Arabic (Al-

Hamly and Farghol), from English into various Chinese dialects (Shu, Zheng), etc. Saeideh 

Ahanizade quotes John Searle in that names carry "senses", that the reader must be able 

to "substitute [the name] with an identifying description of the referent," otherwise the 

name "would fail to perform a definite reference" (64). While names may be mono-

referential, they are multi-functional, carrying heavy cultural weight. "Ivan"—the Russian 

“John”—is perhaps the simplest and most common name in any language, thus readily 

translatable. However, a quick search in the Oxford English Dictionary uncovers a cultural 
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undertone that is geographically and temporally specific. "Ivan”, from a mainly European 

perspective, refers to a Russian soldier or, rather, to all Russian soldiers. It is equivalent to 

the American “Charlie” for a Vietcong fighter or the English “Jerry” for a German soldier. 

This is likely insider information that is lost in the transfer of the name “Ivan” from 

Romanian to English. Considering the likelihood that the majority of the North American 

audience does not have the same relationship with the World Wars as Europeans do—the 

magnitude of the fighting was not felt as if it were geographically close—the cultural 

weight that the story carries is rendered subtle, not readily accessible for this audience. By 

titling his story "Ivan", Eliade emphasizes three pieces of information, accessible to all, yet 

deducted with ease by the original readership. "Ivan" implies, first, that the story is set 

during a World War, second, that the three soldiers represent the Axis Powers and the 

wounded soldier, Russia, thus representing the Allies, and third, that the war in question 

is WWII, given that Romania did not fight on the German side in WWI. Yet, “Ivan”, as 

merely a derogatory general appellation of the Russian soldier, is not as obvious as 

“Charlie”—the most mediatized name for “enemy.” Apocalypse Now (1979), First Blood 

(1982), Platoon (1984), Good Morning Vietnam (1987), even Forrest Gump (1994) and 

American Gangster (2007) are just a few Hollywood productions that reached an 

international level of popularity, consequently promoting the appellation to a variety of 

audiences. In theory, this slight equivalence opens the possibility of adaptation, that is, 

domestication, since the reader may otherwise not identify the degree of hostility between 

the two enemy camps—the Axis Powers versus the Allies. As the intended reaction relies 

on the ability of the reader to recognize the clues left by the author, the translator must 

creatively reinvent them in the target text. The issue here is that changing one reference 

involves changing all references. Ukraine, the Romanian City of Iași (Jassy), the "Russian 

Brandts" would have to be changed to equivalents in the Vietnam war—in case "Ivan" is 

rendered as "Charlie". This, in practice, would be more problematic than the original 

issue.   

However, the most problematic characteristic in translating Mircea Eliade’s names 

lies in their hidden depth, which requires several layers of creativity on the part of the 
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translator. As Gheorghe Glodeanu points out, Eliade's names are not chosen lightly (286); 

they always seek to fully affect the development of the fantastic, to contribute to the 

unfolding of the sacred within the profane. His names contain clues that divulge details 

about the fate of the characters who bear them. His source of inspiration is, of course, his 

scholarly work. Glodeanu gives the example of “Zaharia Fărâmă” (Zachary Crumb) of the 

short story “The Old Man and the Bureaucrats”. “Zaharia” is a Hebrew name that means 

"remember Yahweh", the ancient God King in the territory that is now Israel. His name 

foretells Zaharia’s destiny of returning to the sacred and re-establishing his origins. 

Mythical time is Eliade’s key source of inspiration, that is the prehistoric times of religions 

before religions, which he presents in the span of the three volumes of A History of 

Religious Ideas. Glodeanu and Matei Călinescu demonstrate that Eliade very often draws 

from ancient religious or spiritual figures to build his characters' personalities (290). 

Conclusively, the names of the three Romanian soldiers Darie, Zamfira and Iliescu can be 

traced back in Eliade's research.  

Darie is a variant of “Darius the Great”, “the first of the true Zoroastrian among 

Achaemenian kings” (Moulton viii), having departed from “earlier superstitions” that his 

predecessors accepted because they were “in accord with their character” (Moulton xi). 

Zoroastrianism is an ancient Iranian religion worshiping the spirit of good, Ahura 

Mazdhā, as preached by the prophet Zarahustra (Eliade 1978: 303). Zarahustra’s 

revelation as opposed to other religions built around Ahura Mazdhā is that man is free to 

choose between good and evil. Thus, Darie represents reform.  

Zamfira is a surname from the word “zamfir”. According to the 1929 dictionary of 

Romanian Language “zamfir” is an old mispronunciation of “safir”—the Romanian term 

for the precious stone “sapphire” (Șăineanu). “Safir” is also a Muslim name meaning 

“ambassador”, “mediator”, “intercessor” (Ahmed 183). Especially in Zamfira’s case, the 

origin of his name confirms, if not foretells, his role in the story. He is an ambassador of 

the hidden sacred and an intercessor for Darie and Iliescu as well in some respects.  
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Iliescu is a surname formed of “Ilie”, English “Elias”, variant of “Elijah”, and the 

ending “-escu” denominating “son of” (Constantinescu lviii). Elijah appears in Eliade’s 

Religious Ideas as representing a period of transition during the first century B.C., when 

Israel was considering accepting various religions. Elijah opposed this idea of accepting 

several belief systems and declared “Yahweh sole sovereign in Israel” (Eliade 1978: 342), 

claiming that only Yahweh can end the draught and fertilize the soil.  

When Darie tumbles deep into his own psyche in dream state, he meets two gentlemen by 

the names of Procopie and Arhip. Albeit not religious, these two names also have a hidden 

significance that describes their purpose in the story. As Lucian Strochi points out, “pro-

copie” (“pro copy”) and “arh(et)ip” (“archetype”) announce the consolidation of Darie-

Ivan-Procopie-Arhip at the end of the short story.  

In light of these discoveries, the translator is faced with a realistically impossible 

task to translate or adapt these names. They must recreate the subtle references to these 

ancient religions, while not inventing names, but rather choose them from an existing 

bank of names, since the original names of these characters, including Procopie and Arhip, 

are all real names currently in use in the Romanian language. “Zamfira” could become 

“Safir” or “Safirul”—adding the suffix “-ul” could give it a more authentic Romanian 

nuance. “Iliescu” could be “Eliascu” or “Elijascu”. Yet, using false names destroy the 

natural rhythm of the text. To recreate such a fluid system of names is a task that implies 

either a phenomenal creative break or countless hours of research. The former would fall 

prey to and be criticized for its subjective nature and the latter would suffer the fate of 

“Charlie”—substitution of all references in the existing system with those of a similar one 

pre-existing in the target culture. Aside from reinventing the names or substituting them, 

Van Coillie proposes eight other strategies, yet all but one are truly pertinent to this short 

story, that is, “non-translation plus additional explanation” (125), where the necessary 

information is provided within the text or a footnote. Although still disruptive, from a 

translator’s perspective, this is the most effective and least destructive strategy.  
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When dealing with real events that are geographically specific, finding equivalents 

is no simple task. For the translation into English of the short story “Ivan”, I explored the 

aforementioned strategies with the intent of communicating something that seemed 

severely understated in the French translation. Eventually, I concluded that any type of 

modification of the names Eliade used would be by no means satisfying. On the other 

hand, for the Romanian public, as Glodeanu points out, despite the abundance of 

connections, the meaning of these names can still be categorized as esoteric in the original. 

The sublayer can only be uncovered by those proficient in Eliade’s theory, or those willing 

to research their roots. The general reader would not engage in the lengthy research 

required to uncover these meanings. Arguably, this shortcoming of the common reader is 

universal since, in any piece of literature, references are bound to be obscure to at least 

part of the audience, if not to the majority. Admittedly, the target reader will be supplied 

with more information than the source audience, since, as mentioned, the references are 

not obvious to the general public; yet, compensation has to be used when there is a lack of 

equivalence, otherwise the theoretical value of the short story is completely obscured by an 

apparently uncertain literary style.  

 

Mots Clefs 

Eliade has many favourite terms, which are, perhaps, part of the popular lexicon of 

the time. Yet, for this category, I have identified three recurring words with a major impact 

on the development of the story and, thus, words that have to be treated with care in the 

translation. I will start with the morpheme “eviden-”, important due to its connection with 

the most iconic line of the story, namely, “a series of mutually contradicting certainties”. 

The adjective/adverb “curios” will follow, a term that becomes significant as the story 

progresses due to the interesting way Eliade uses it. Finally, I will look at the adjective 

“adevărat”, which creates certain issues in English that impede it from being completely 

transferred over.  
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“Eviden-” 

 Variations of this morpheme echo throughout the text and they create an 

important musicality. This musicality plays a fundamental role in establishing the 

unexplainable nature of certain elements of reality. These paradoxical elements are at the 

very core of Eliade’s main theme, as they are manifestations of the sacredthe intangible, 

spiritualwithin the profanethe tangible and logical. In English, recreating this pattern 

proved to be impossible on account of the differences in the use of the words containing 

“eviden-” between Romanian and English, whether lexically or musically.  

Romanian 
Word 

French Dictionary 
Translation 

English Dictionary 
Translation 

Description of 
Romanian 

evidență, -e 

noun 

évidence, certitude obviousness, certainty 

  

something that is visible 
and does not need to be 
proven 

evident, -ă 

adjective  

évident, claire, 
certain, indubitable 

evident, obvious, clear, 
certain 

the quality of being 
visible, identifiable 

evident 

adverb 

évidemment, 
naturellement, 
effectivement 

evidently, obviously, 
certainly, clearly, 
undoubtedly  

obviously, however, of 
course, absolutely 

Table 4.1 

Noun 

As the main element in the signature line of the short story, the noun “evidență” was quite 

delicate to handle. “Evidenţe”, “évidences” and “certainties”, are described as something 

that is perceived as true. While the Romanian and the French versions emphasize that this 

truth is perceivable almost physically, the English does not. The best translation for 

“evidență” and “évidence” in this context would be “obviousness”, yet, as the plural is 

morphologically messy, I appealed to synonyms. I considered changing the grammatical 

category to use the adjective “obvious”, but, as the most defining sentence in the story, a 

rendition the like of “a series of things that are obvious but also mutually contradicting”, 

does not preserve the awkwardness of unprocessed thought, but, rather, it is just 
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gramatically awkward. Cadet Second Lieutenant Darie returns to this expression several 

times in the story, and describes it as “imperfect”30, “trivial”, and “stylistically 

problematic”31, thus, the sentence should be slightly awkward. I reached a compromise by 

using “certainties”. This is a case of destruction of underlying networks of signification, in 

Bermanian terms. Using “certainties” severed the echo created by the recurrence of the 

morpheme “eviden-”, yet, as Berman concludes about these textual deformations, this is 

sometimes inevitable. The noun “evidență”/“évidence”/“certainty” appears nine times32 in 

the story, always within the context of a series of instances. 

Pentru că ne lovim deodată de o serie de evidenţe mutual contradictorii, dacă mă 
pot exprima astfel... (74) 

Literal: Because we bump into a series of mutually contradicting obviousnesses, if I 
can express myself this way…  

Car nous nous heurtons aussitôt à une série d’évidences mutuellement 
contradictoires, si j’ose m’exprimer ainsi… (95) 

Because we suddenly run into a series of mutually contradicting certainties, so to 
speak… (38) 

Adjective  

The adjectival and adverbial forms of this noun look to amplify the impact of the noun. In 

terms of using “evident” to describe a person, I encountered a textbook case of 

collocations. While Romanian and French agree on using the adjective “evident”/“evident” 

to describe a person in a sarcastic way, English uses “obvious”. This would resonate well 

with “obviousness”, if it were stylistically usable.  

 […] Laura, fata aceea de la Iaşi [a]vea, şi are încă, modul ei propriu de a fi 
evidentă. (82) 

Literal: Laura, that girl from Iaşi, had, and has still, her own way of being obvious.  

                                                        
30“expresia aceea aproximativă” (80)/“cette formule approximative” (104)/”that imperfect 
expression” (44) 
31“banală şi stilistic incertă” (82)/“banale et d'un style douteux” (107)/“trivial and stylistically 
problematic” (48) 
32Pages in Romanian/French/English: 74/95/38, 80/104/44, 80/104/44, 82/107/48, 82/108/48, 
85/113/49, 86/114/250, 91/121/57, 91/122/57 
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[…] Laura, cette fille de Iaşi […] avait, elle a toujours, sa propre manière d’être 
évidente. (108) 

[...] Laura, that girl from Iaşi, had, and still has, her own way of being obvious. (48) 

When not used to describe a person, my use of “obvious” in relation to the contradictions 

resonates with my previous use of the adjective for Laura. This is purely accidental, as this 

is the most fitting in the context. The French is, again, more successful as “contradictions 

évidentes” echoes “évidences contradictoires”, whereas my “obvious contradictions” 

express a lesser connection to “contradicting certainties”.  

[…] [C]ontradicţiile sau inconsecvenţele sunt de două moduri: cele evidente chiar 
dinlăuntrul sistemului de referinţă, şi cele care ni se descoperă ca atare, ni se arată 
că sunt contradicţii sau inconsecvenţe numai când le privim din afara sistemului. 
(85) 

Literal: The contradictions or the inconsistencies are of two modes: the ones 
obvious even from the inside of the system of reference and those that are 
discovered to us as such, they show themselves as contradictions or inconsistencies 
only when we look at them from outside the system.  

[…] [L]es contradictions ou les inconséquences sont de deux types : les premières 
évidentes de l’intérieur même du système de référence, les secondes nous 
apparaissent en tant que telles, c’est-à-dire contradictions ou inconséquences, 
uniquement lorsque nous les envisageons de l’extérieur du système. (111) 

[…] [T]here are two kinds of contradictions, or inconsistencies: those that are 
obvious even from the inside of their system of reference and those that unravel as 
such, those contradictions or inconsistencies that reveal themselves only when we 
look at them from outside the system. (51) 

Adverb 

The adverbial form of the morpheme “eviden-” is the most prominent. Unlike its 

counterparts, the adverb “evident” is used in a variety of situations that I have divided into 

four categories: as a natural conclusion, as concession, as agreement, and as a sarcastic 

remark. It is unfortunate that the English version does not allow the original musicality to 

follow through, yet, throughout the translation, certain connections have been echoed.  

Natural Conclusion: when “evident” is used as a form of introducing a natural, obvious 

conclusion. Darie uses “evidently” to conclude his analytical, philosophical remarks. In 

English, “evidently” works well in this context, since it is a more elevated form for "clearly" 
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and "obviously". French was able to and did follow through with repeating the morpheme 

"éviden-" that mirrors the story's signature line when Darie "concludes" his ideas.  

First occurrence: Darie enters the first dream. He is speaking to an audience about the 

unnatural size of the grave that Zamfira and Iliescu were digging for Ivan as he was falling 

asleep. 

Evident, […] atunci mi-am dat seama că visez […]. (77) 

Literal: Evidently, that’s when I realized that I am dreaming.  

Évidemment, […] à ce moment-là je me suis rendu compte que je rêvais […]. (99) 

Evidently, […] that’s when I realized that I was dreaming […]. (41) 

Concession: when “evident” could be replaced by “however”. Interestingly, the French 

version abandons "évidemment" in favor of "naturellement" (second, fourth, fifth and 

sixth occurrences of the Romanian "evident" as listed below). In fact, French also uses 

"bien évidemment" in one instance; perhaps the French version classified what I evaluated 

as concessions part of the natural conclusions category. "Naturellement" can announce 

axioms—things that cannot be proven yet that are known to be true, while "bien 

évidemment" can only be proven theories—what has been shown through evidence and 

calculation. In contrast, I interpreted this use of the Romanian "evident" as a slight shift. 

Likely, the French translator did not consider the chain to be significant enough to appear 

in the translation yet, it seems important to note that the French alters the pattern of the 

Romanian morpheme "eviden-" despite having the possibility not only to achieve it but, 

above all, to do so in a graceful manner.  

Second occurrence: Procopie explains why he believes that Ivan blessed them but not in 

the true sense of the meaning. He believes that Ivan likely spoke to them in a positive way, 

which did not suffice as Zamfira and Iliescu had a much more precise request.   

Dar, evident, nu asta aşteptau Zamfira şi Iliescu de la el […]. (79) 

Literal: But, evidently, this is not (what) Zamfira and Iliescu expected from him.  

Mais, naturellement, Zamfira et Iliescu attendaient autre chose de lui […]. (102) 
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Evidently, that’s not what Zamfira and Iliescu were expecting from him […]. (44) 

Fourth occurrence: Darie further explains his claim that the formula was, in fact, an 

epiphany for the very idea of existence, still in front of Procopie and the rest of the crowd 

at Madame Machedon’s appartment. However, he cannot remember the epiphany because 

it happened in a dream. 

Dar, evident, aşa cum se întâmplă mai întotdeauna în vis, acum nu mai mi-aduc 
nimic aminte... (80) 

Literal: But, evidently, the way it happens almost always in dream, now I can’t 
remember anything.  

Mais, naturellement, comme le plus souvent quand il s’agit de rêves, maintenant je 
ne me souviens plus de rien… (104) 

But, evidently, as it almost always happens with dreams, now I cannot remember 
anything… (45) 

Fifth occurrence: Darie wakes up and reiterates his analysis of how Ivan’s condition and 

fate have affected him. This time around, he is in front of a new crowd, that is Zamfira and 

Iliescu. He dives deeper into his analysis, while remarking that he was not able or could 

not have been able to achieve that level of clarity at the moment of the event. 

Probabil că exemplul lui Ivan îmi revelase propria mea condiţie umană, deşi, 
evident, nu-mi dădeam seama de asta. (82) 

Literal: Maybe that the example of Ivan revealed to me my own human condition, 
although, evidently, I couldn’t realize it at the time.  

L’exemple d’Ivan me révélait probablement ma propre condition humaine, alors 
même que, bien évidemment, je ne m’en rendais pas compte. (108) 

Ivan’s case probably revealed to me my own human condition; although, evidently, 
I didn’t see this at the time. (48) 

Sixth occurrence: Darie explains to Arhip why he continued to let Zamfira and Iliescu lead 

the way, although, in his opinion, they were going the wrong way. 

Evident, mă încredeam în simţul lor de orientare. Amândoi erau siguri că mergem 
în direcţia cea bună. (84) 

Literal: Evidently, I trusted in their sense of orientation. Both were sure that we 
walk in the good direction. 
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Naturellement, je me fiais à leur sens de l’orientation – ils étaient sûrs tous deux 
d’aller dans la bonne direction. (110) 

Evidently, I trusted their sense of direction. They were both sure that we were 
going the right way. (50) 

Agreement: “evident” could be replaced with “of course”. In terms of expressing complete 

agreement in English (third and eighth occurrences listed below), it was possible to 

establish a connection with the “certainties” of the famous formula by using “certainly” 

and, while not crucially significant and obvious for the reader, this still represents a small 

success in the translation.  

Third occurrence: Procopie contradicts Darie’s claim that the formula “a series of mutually 

contradicting certainties” could entail an epiphany related to the Unknown God of the 

Greeks, “Agnostos Theos”. Darie agrees with his statement and points out that they have 

agreed on what it is not.  

Evident, evident, dar sunt fel de fel de zei şi dumnezei necunoscuţi.... (80) 

Literal: Evidently, evidently, but there are sorts and sorts of unknown gods and 
gods.  

Évidemment, évidemment. Mais il y a toutes sortes de dieux inconnus. (103) 

Certainly. Certainly. But there are all sorts of unknown gods and divinities… (45) 

Eighth occurrence: Ivan gives Darie his interpretation of the theological origin of the 

mysterious phrase; namely, it is likely that Darie drew inspiration from the “gnostic 

myths” in Hindu religions and not the Unknown God of the Greeks that Darie had used as 

an example. Darie’s reply: 

Evident, evident. Asta a remarcat şi Procopie. (92) 

Literal: Evidently, evidently. This is (what) Procopie remarked too.  

Certes. Certes. Procopie l’avait d’ailleurs remarqué. (123) 

Certainly. Certainly. That’s what Procopie remarked as well. (60) 

Sarcastic remark: Lastly, as Darie does sarcastically describe Laura as “obvious”, the 

English allowed for another small connection. This connection is accidentally perfect, 
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since it is the English language that allows it. It is also slightly more significant than the 

aforementioned "certainly", since sarcasm adds weight to the term.   

Seventh occurrence: Darie tells Arhip that Laura believes that Ivan blessed them. This 

statement appears in-between two of Arhip’s replies that are unrelated to Ivan in any way. 

Namely, prior to the statement, Arhip responds to Darie that, yes, they should wait for the 

rest of their group to catch up to them, implying that it would be dangerous for the two of 

them to continue climbing Piatra-Craiulua, a dangerous summit, on their own. Following 

Darie’s remark about Laura, Arhip lectures Darie about smoking while doing physical 

effort. After Arhip’s interjection, Darie completely abandons Laura’s conviction and starts 

on another side of the story. This marks Darie’s observation as random and sarcastic.  

Evident, Laura e convinsă că […] Ivan ne-a binecuvântat [...]. (84) 

Literal: Evidently, Laura is convinced that Ivan blessed us.  

Laura est évidemment persuadée qu’Ivan nous à bénis […]. (111)  

Obviously, Laura’s convinced that […] Ivan blessed us […]. (50) 

To conclude, it seems that the French version broke the chain of the morpheme “eviden-” 

despite having the possibility to transfer it completely. Although other options like 

“naturellement” or “certes” could well be defended as better choices, the importance of the 

morpheme could completely trump these explanations if considered as a random 

morpheme. In the following pages, I have quoted the occurrences of the Romanian adverb 

“evident” and labeled them in terms of situation: natural conclusion, concession, 

agreement, and as a sarcastic remark. Each entry describes the parameters under which 

the adverbs appear to better illustrate how the situations were categorized.  

 

“Curios” 

Out of the list of Eliade's Mots Clef in "Ivan", "curios" is the item with most occurrences, 

yet, what is most striking about this word is its interesting use.  
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Romanian 
Word 

French Dictionary 
Translation 

English Dictionary 
Translation 

Description of 
Romanian 

curios, 
curioasă 

adjective 

curieux, étrange 1.(person) curious, 
inquisitive, 2. (person or 
thing) odd, strange 

it describes a person 
interested in learning 
and discovery or a thing 
or an affair that is odd 

Table 4.2 

“Curios” is an adjective that matches its French (curieux) and English (curious) 

counterparts. It is an adjective primarily used to describe a person who wants to know 

something, whether knowledge in general or information about a specific thing or 

situation. However, out of the fifteen occurrences of this word in the story, only one fully 

subscribes to this denomination—the tenth occurrence, when Arhip declares his interest in 

Darie's story. In order to honour the repetitive pattern of this mot clef, I used the 

expression "to spark interest", since, in my translation of the story, "curios" becomes 

"interesting" in most cases. 

M-ai făcut curios... (84) 

Literal: You made me curious.  

Vous m’avez rendu curieux. (111) 

You’ve sparked my interest… (50) 

While the primary denomination is used once, “curios”, in the story, often describes 

something strange—which remains its less expected usage. “Curios” reappears in several 

parts of the story and is uttered by several characters and, precisely because it draws 

attention to itself, it is a mot clef. The formula “E(ste) curios”, commonly translated as “it’s 

strange”, points out to the reader that there is something unexplainable about the subject, 

which, for Eliade, signals the sacred within the profane. However, unlike its English 

counterpart, “curios” announces a sort of enthusiasm about the anomaly, while “strange” 

focuses on the negative aspect, attributing a worrisome attitude to the speaker. In 

translation, attributing a curious side to strange is vital to the story as it builds a positive 

tension between the noumenal world and the mystical, by emphasizing the obscure and 
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contradicting relationship between some noumenal elements. Furthermore, echoing this 

curiosity throughout the story is even more important to the main theme of progressively 

discovering the sacred within the profane. That said, naturally, my first draft translated all 

accounts where “curios” expresses something odd as the obvious “strange”. However, 

upon further consideration, “interesting” proved to be more fitting for recreating that 

positive curiosity towards the mystical. “Interesting” is ambiguous and it encourages the 

reader to look at the context to decide whether it is positive or negative. The most obvious 

example is Darie’s curious feeling of déjà vu; he expresses this feeling overtly during his 

encounters with Procopie and Arhip, attributing to them Ivan’s seemingly non-physical 

characteristics—a natural observation, since these characters prove to be mirror images of 

himself. The resemblance does not scare Darie, nor does it embarrass him, but he only 

goes as far as to investigate and discover the connection at the end. Arguably, “interesting” 

expresses too much interest in the subject matter, yet, I evaluated that avoiding the 

negative connotation of “strange” or “odd” or “weird” is more important than enhancing 

the enthusiasm in translation. As another possibility, I considered regaining some of the 

attention that "curios" achieves in the original by using the English "curiously", yet this 

form did not fit in all situations, forcing the English version to use a very awkward "it's 

curious that" or to break the chain of repetition.  

The French translation, on the other hand, tells a different story. First, the 

repetitive nature of the word is not transferred and, second, it does not emphasize the 

enthusiasm in "curios", which is prominent in the English version. The French version 

uses four different words: "étrange", "bizarre", "curieux" and "drôle" in their adjectival as 

well as their adverbial forms. Below, I have extracted all occurrences and categorized them 

into types of situation.     

Situation 1: the uncanny yet exciting feeling of déjà vu. I translated "curios" in this 

category as "interesting" to allow the enthusiastic side of discovery to surface. The French 

version uses a different term each time.  
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First occurrence: Darie tells Procopie about the feeling that they had met before from the 

beginning of their conversation. My impression of the Romanian is that it is ambiguous 

compared to both the French and the English, the former leaning towards a more 

unpleasant outlook, while the latter towards a more pleasant one.  The French here paints 

a darker picture, using "étrange"—a worrisome inability to understand, and amplifying the 

angst with "brusquement"—a more violent stop-and-start than my "all of a sudden".  

Ce e mai curios, începu el deodată, este că am avut de la început impresia că ne-am 
mai întâlnit. (78) 

Literal: What is stranger, he started all of a sudden, is that I had from the 
beginning the impression that we met (again). (“mai” = adverb that emphasizes, 
untranslatable)   

Le plus étrange, dit-il brusquement, c’est que, moi, j’ai eu aussitôt l’impression que 
nous nous étions déjà rencontrés. (101) 

What’s more interesting, he started all of a sudden, is that, since the beginning, I've 
been under the impression that we've met before.  (43) 

Second occurrence: Laura describes her reaction to Darie’s confession above. While the 

Romanian remains neutral, both French and English continue on their respective 

intensified paths. The French opts for the less polished "bizarre", but does not stray away 

from the unpleasant side of discovering the unknown, even amplifying it with “vraiment”; 

the English remains the same.  

Este în orice caz curios, exclamă Laura, pentru că nu mi-l închipuiam aşa pe Ivan. 
(78) 

Literal: It is in any case strange, exclaimed Laura, because I wasn’t picturing Ivan 
like that. 

C’est vraiment bizarre, s’écria Laura, je ne voyais pas Ivan comme ça. (102) 

It’s interesting in any case,” exclaimed Laura, because this is not how I pictured 
Ivan. (43) 

Twelfth occurrence: Darie remarks that Arhip resembles Ivan. To better illustrate the 

reasons why his encounter with Ivan was out of the ordinary, Darie lists a series of obvious 

questions that the soldiers should have but did not ask themselves. The statement follows 

Arhip’s interpretation of this odd behaviour, where he explains that looking from the 

outside in is an advantage while the reverse is not. The French version leans towards 
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playful with "drôle" while the English, towards stimulating, using the same "interesting". 

“Interesting” was a fortunate fit in this instance since, in my understanding of the 

Romanian, the context does not provide sufficient information to decide whether Darie is 

anxious or enthusiastic. “Interesting” recreates this ambiguity and, like “curios”, it draws 

attention to itself. 

E curios, începu el târziu, dar acum, că te privesc mai bine îmi dau seama cât de 
mult semeni cu Ivan. (85) 

Literal: It’s strange, he started late, but now, that I look at you better I realize how 
much you resemble Ivan. 

C’est drôle, dit-il, en vous regardant mieux je m’aperçois que vous ressemblez 
beaucoup à Ivan. (112) 

It’s interesting, he added a good while later, now that I look at you better, I realize 
how much you resemble Ivan. (51) 

Situation 2: the irony in coincidence. Given the diversity of the parameters in which the 

irony occurs, I did not follow through with echoing the morpheme "interest-". The terms 

changed according to the level of formality, which depended on the interlocutors.  

Third occurrence: Procopie answers Laura’s question regarding the idea that Ivan's case 

revealed something new about the Unknown God. He starts his reply by pointing out that 

he had already asked himself this question. On stage are people in Darie's social group—an 

upper-middle class crowd judging by their professions: the lieutenant, a judge, doctor 

Procopie; details about Laura, her mother, Mrs. Machedon, and Adela are not listed. Since 

adverbial forms are recognized as elevated speech, I considered the form "interestingly" as 

a fitting candidate. Not only because it honours the pattern of the morpheme "interest-" 

but also because it recovers some of the formality of this situation. The French easily 

recreates the formal environment just by using polite pronouns and conjugations; in 

English, these cues have to be forced by means of vocabulary. The French marks 

Procopie's enthusiasm by using the adverbial form of "curieux". 

E curios că şi eu mă întrebam cu ce seamănă toată întâmplarea asta. (79) 
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Literal: It’s strange that I was asking myself with what this whole occurrence 
resembles.  

Curieusement, je me demandais aussi à quoi ressemble toute cette histoire. (103) 

Interestingly, I, too, was wondering what this whole occurrence resembles. (45) 

Fourth occurrence: Darie tells Zamfira and Iliescu what happened in his dream. He points 

out that the lieutenant had agreed with his initial orderto shoot Ivan on the spot, which 

is ironic. I opted for the colloquial expression "It's funny" as opposed to "It's interesting", 

to illustrate a more informal situation. To note: the French version wrongfully attributes 

this statement to Zamfira, while, in the original, Darie is the speaker. On account of this 

confusion, I cannot evaluate the French as part of the same context.  

Ce e mai curios e că domnul locotenent spunea că rău am făcut, că am pierdut prea 
mult timp. (81) 

Literal: What’s stranger is that (sir) lieutenant was saying that we did wrong, that 
we lost too much time. 

Le plus drôle, mon lieutenant, c’est que vous disiez qu’on avait tort, qu’on perdait 
notre temps. (106) 

What's funny is that the lieutenant was saying that we were wrong to carry Ivan, 
that we wasted too much time. (47) 

Ninth occurrence: Darie confirms to Zamfira and Iliescu that he had, in fact, forgotten 

how he intended to continue the mysterious sentence regarding the contradicting 

certainties, precisely as he had admitted in the dream. In this context, the irony is 

worrisome. As Darie presents forgetfulness as happening in an almost circular motion, he 

makes the term more eerie than the previous occurrences, yet, above all, the content 

surrounding the statement leads the translation towards "strange". Here, the French and 

the English agree.  

Ce e mai curios, începu el cu o voce gravă, aproape severă, este că atunci, în vis, 
aveam dreptate. Am uitat. Am uitat ce mă pregăteam să-i spun lui Ivan. (82) 

Literal: What’s stranger, he started with a serious voice, almost severe, is that then, 
in the dream, I was right. I forgot. I forgot what I was preparing myself to say to 
Ivan.   
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Le plus étrange, dit-il d’une voix grave, presque sévère, c'est qu'à ce moment-là, 
dans mon rêve, j'avais raison. J'ai oublié. J'ai oublié ce que je m'apprêtais à dire à 
Ivan. (108) 

[He] continued on a serious tone, almost severe: What’s stranger, is that, then, in 
the dream, I was right. I forgot. I forgot what I was about to tell Ivan. (48) 

Fourteenth occurrence: Ivan tells Darie about their longstanding relationship of random 

forgotten encounters where they tackled the same topics, forgetting, every time, the 

conclusions of their discussions and even forgetting that they ever met. Ivan picks up the 

idea of forgetfulness that Darie had drawn earlier in the story of the word "curios" and 

exposes it as a vicious circle. Ivan, however, does not consider this eerie or worrisome; on 

the contrary, he looks at the idea of recurring forgetfulness with enthusiasm. The French 

and the English agree on this, the French even taking it a step farther, by reusing the term 

that was associated with enthusiasm earlier in the story (third occurence), that is, 

"curieux" in its adverbial form.  

Şi, e curios, aceleaşi probleme reveneau necontenit în discuţiile noastre, continuă 
Ivan. (91) 

Literal: And, it’s strange, the same issues would come back continually in our 
discussions, Ivan continued.  

Or, curieusement, les mêmes questions revenaient sans cesse dans nos 
conversations. (121) 

And, interestingly, the same topics would always resurface in our discussions, 
added Ivan. (59) 

Situation 3: the eeriness of illogical conclusions. Although the English could continue to 

use “interesting”, the context does lean towards the unpleasantness of “strange” in these 

cases, making the use of “interesting” unfit. 

Eleventh occurrence: The statement is the onset of Darie’s list of obvious questions that he 

believes the soldiers should have immediately asked about Ivan situation: his wounds, 

location etc. The French and the English agree that this instance of “curios” is odd, the 

French focusing on the unpleasantness of this realization. By using “strange”, the English 

also takes the route of the unlikely, yet, it is less eerie and more ambiguous.   
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Ce este mai curios […] este că o singură clipă nu m-am întrebat ce căuta acolo Ivan. 
(84) 

Literal: What’s stranger is that one single moment I did not ask myself what Ivan 
was doing there.  

Bizarrement, je ne me suis pas demandé un instant ce qu’il pouvait bien chercher 
là, Ivan. (111) 

What’s stranger, […] is that not even once did I wonder what Ivan was doing there 
[…]. (50) 

Thirteenth occurrence: Ivan is surprised that Darie is still not accepting the fact that he, 

Ivan, Procopie and Arhip are mirror images of the same nameless entity. The French skips 

the term entirely, translating only the description following. 

Ivan îl privi curios, aproape cu surprindere, apoi zâmbi, ridicând din umeri. (90) 

Literal: Ivan looked at him strangely, almost with surprise, then [he] smiled, 
shrugging. 

Ivan leva les yeux, non sans une certaine surprise, puis sourit et haussa les épaules. 
(120) 

Ivan gave him a strange look, almost surprised, then he smiled and shrugged. (58) 

Fifteenth occurrence: As Darie crosses over into the spirit world, he still struggles to 

understand and accept what is about to happen. The process is worrisome, yet very far 

from panic. The French and English follow through on their respective paths, “bizarre” 

and “strange”.  

Şi i se păru deodată curios că nu aude nici paseri, nici avioane, nici măcar uruitul 
surd al camioanelor ruseşti pe care le văuse de curând trecând pe şosea. (93) 

Literal: And it suddenly seemed strange to him that he didn’t hear birds, nor 
planes, not even the muffled rumble of the Russian trucks that he had seen passing 
on the road a short while before/not long before.  

Il lui parut bizarre de n’entendre ni les oiseaux ni avions, pas même le sourd 
grondement des camions qu’il venait de voir passer sur la route. (125) 

Suddenly, it felt strange that there were no birds or planes, not even the muffled 
rumble of the Russian trucks that he’d recently seen passing on the road. (62) 

Although not attributed to a person, in four instancesthat appear together, 

Darie expresses interest in the subject matter, that is, curiosity. In the fifth and sixth 
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occurrences, Darie describes his dream to Zamfira and Iliescu. It is not fully clear how he 

feels about not being able to understand the dream, whether it encourages him to 

understand or, on the contrary, if it impedes him. Yet, it is in the seventh and eighth 

occurrences, where he further explains the same idea, that curiosity becomes obvious. 

Initially, the French opts for a surprised "drôle" yet it shifts towards the worrisome 

inability to understand which is "bizarre" and follows through with this choice in the next 

two occurrences. In English, I opted for the more ambiguous “interesting” because it can 

change its effect but not its form, which is my overall goal.  

Curios vis, reîncepu după o lungă tăcere. Nu-i pot da de rost. De ce mi s-o fi părut 
mie atunci, în vis, că ce mă pregăteam să-i spun lui Ivan, aici, acum câteva ceasuri, 
când m-aţi strigat voi din urmă, era atât de important? E curios, nu e aşa? întrebă 
întorcând capul spre Zamfira. […]Nu, eu mă gândeam la altceva, de-aceea 
spusesem că-i curios. E curios pentru că în vis eram convins, pe de o parte, că acele 
câteva cuvinte pe care începusem să i le spun Iui Ivan anunţau lucruri foarte 
profunde […]. (82) 

Literal: Interesting dream, he started again after a long silence. I can’t make sense 
of it. Why did it seem to me then, in the dream, that what I was preparing to say to 
Ivan, here, a few hours ago, when you called me from behind, was so important? 
It’s strange isn’t it? He asked turning his head towards Zamfira. No, I was thinking 
of something else, that’s why I said it’s strange. It’s strange because in the dream I 
was convinced that, on the one hand, those few words that I had started telling 
Ivan were announcing very profound things. 

Drôle de rêve, dit-il après un long silence. Je n’arrive pas à en comprendre le sens. 
Pourquoi ai-je eu l'impression, dans mon rêve, que ce que je m'apprêtais à dire à 
Ivan, ici, il y a quelques heures, quand vous m'avez appelé, était tellement 
important? C’est bizarre, n’est-ce pas? demanda-t-il en se tournant vers Zamfira. 
[…] Non, je pensais à autre chose, voilà pourquoi j’ai dit que c’était bizarre. Bizarre 
parce que dans mon rêve j’étais certain d'une part, que les quelques mots que 
j'avais commencé à dire à Ivan annonçaient des idées très profondes […]. (107) 

Interesting dream, he started again after a long silence. I can’t make sense of it.  
Why did I think, in the dream, that what I was about to tell Ivan a few hours ago, 
here, when you guys called me, was so important? It’s interesting, isn’t it?” He 
asked, turning towards Zamfira. […] No, I was thinking about something else; 
that’s why I said it’s interesting. It’s interesting because, in the dream, on the one 
hand, I was convinced that the few words that I had started to tell Ivan entailed 
something profound […]. (47)  

In translation, the text faces further complications using the morpheme “strange” 

in two very different instances. In English, I chose to avoid using it in other contexts than 

when Eliade uses “curios”. The French translation experience differs from that of the 
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English version, using “étrange” in one instance and avoiding the struggle altogether due 

to a morphological difference in another. In the first case, when translating the adjective 

“straniu”, which is a more intense “strange”, both the French and English are able to use 

the term “strange”. In English, I chose to avoid it by using “weird”. The French, however, 

opted for “étrange”.  

Ar fi trebuit să se ridice şi el, să arate limpede că s-a pus capăt discuţiei, dar parcă o 
stranie, deşi plăcută, oboseală îl pironea acolo, în fotoliu. (80) 

Literal: He should have stood up too, to show clearly that the discussion had come 
to an end, but it was like a strange, yet pleasant fatigue was pinning him down 
there in the armchair.  

Il aurait dû se lever aussi afin d’indiquer clairement que son propos était clos, mais 
une sorte de fatigue étrange et agréable le clouait au fond de son fauteuil. (104) 

He should have stood up as well, to clearly mark the end of the discussion, but a 
weird yet pleasant fatigue pinned him there, in the armchair. (45) 

Secondly, while in French, the noun “necunoscut” becomes “inconnu”, the only direct 

translation into English would be “stranger”. I chose to avoid it by using, awkwardly 

perhaps, “new person”.   

[C]um Ivan îţi este inaccesibil, încerci să-l regăseşti în fiecare necunoscut pe care-l 
întâlneşti. (85) 

Literal: As Ivan is inaccessible to you, you try to find him again in every stranger 
you meet. 

Ivan vous étant inaccessible, vous essayez de le retrouver dans chaque inconnu que 
vous rencontrez. (112) 

[S]ince Ivan is out of your reach, you try to find him in every new person you meet. 
(51) 

 

“Adevărat” 

Unlike the previous two mots clef I listed, “adevărat” does not have a very strong 

presence in the story, appearing a total of nine times, yet only in six different instances, as 

it is repeated several times within the same phrase.   
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Romanian 
Word 

French Dictionary 
Translation 

English Dictionary 
Translation 

Description of 
Romanian 

adevărat, -ă 

adjective 

vrai 1. true, truthful, 2. real 1. the opposite of a lie or 
something false 2. that 
which exists  

Table 4.3 

 “Adevărat” is used in the story for its two main denominations: true and real, both 

main descriptors for differentiating the sacred from the profane; its limited occurrence is 

not representative of the unparalleled role that “adevărat” plays in the story. Naturally, 

creating a similar morphological pattern would be ideal. The systematic similarities 

between Romanian and French, make it possible for “adevărat” to be completely 

transferable in French, appearing as “vrai” or “vraiment”. The French does, however, omit 

“vrai” in some cases. In English, recreating the pattern was made more complicated by the 

inability to use “true” and “real” interchangeably. I chose to focus on “true” as a mot clef. 

Below, I have extracted all occurrences of “adevărat” to illustrate the incompatibility 

between “true” and “real”.  

“True” 

First occurrence: Zamfira encourages Darie to speak to the wounded Ivan, considering he 

is “a philosopher”. Within the context, Zamfira points out that Darie is the only one with 

some sort of formal higher education. Darie, mockingly repeats Zamfira’s assertion, 

showing clear disbelief in his ability to communicate with Ivan. While the French omits it, 

in English, “adevărat” can be transferred as “true” or “real”, with an inclination towards 

“true”. “Real” is a common collocation for objects, while “true”, for people. Thus, I opted 

for “true”. The French version omits the original expression, thus a comparison between 

versions is not possible.  

Darie oftă fără voia lui şi-şi trase chipiul pe frunte. Cu adevărat filozof! exclamă, 
încercând să zâmbească. (72) 

Literal: Darie sighed without his will and pulled his cap on his forehead. “Truly 
philosopher!” He exclaimed, trying to smile. 
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Darie ne put s’empêcher de soupirer. Tu parles d’un philosophe! fit-il en esquissant 
un sourire désabusé. (91) 

Darie could not help but sigh and pulled his helmet forward. A true philosopher! 
He exclaimed, trying to force a smile. (35) 

Third occurrence: The lieutenant (French: le capitaine) tells Darie that, as leader of the 

group, it was his responsibility to pull rank over Zamfira and Iliescu, who were determined 

to carry the wounded Ivan to the nearest village. Darie agrees with this statement and uses 

the common expression “it’s true”, which is identical across the board.  

E adevărat, vorbi Darie zâmbind absent. Dar pe de altă parte, de câte ori 
îndrăznisem să comand, în acele şase zile, ieşise prost. (77) 

Literal: It’s true, spoke Darie smiling absently. But on another side, every time I 
had dared to command, in those six days, [it] came out badly.  

C’est vrai, répondit Darie, un sourire distrait aux lèvres. Mais d’autre part, chaque 
fois que j’avais osé donner des ordres, durant ces six journées, ça avait mal tourné. 
(99) 

That’s true, said Darie, smiling absently. But on the other hand, every order I dared 
to give during those six days didn’t work out. (42) 

Fourth and fifth occurrences: Darie recounts to the crowd in Iaşi his thought process 

during the event where the soldiers found Ivan. The event had a truly existential effect on 

Darie, forcing him to put things in perspective. Here, both “true” and “real” could be used, 

yet “true” not only was a better fit, but also continued the pattern that I tried to achieve. 

[T]urburat de credinţa şi nădejdea lui Zamfira, [...] mi-am spus:  dacă ar fi 
adevărat, dacă Ivan, aşa cum este el, paralizat, aproape mut, trăgând să moară 
într-o margine de drum, dacă Ivan ne poată mântui cu adevărat atunci ascunde 
un mister impenetrabil şi cutremurător [...]. (79) 

Literal: Troubled by the faith and hope of Zamfira, I told myself: if it were true, if 
Ivan, as he is, paralyzed, almost mute, in his last moments, on the side of a road, if 
Ivan can bless us truly then he hides a mystery impenetrable and shattering.  

[T]roublé par la foi et l’espérance de Zamfira, […] [j]e me suis dit : si c’est vrai, si 
Ivan, tel qu’il est, paralysé, presque muet, mourant au bord d’un chemin, si Ivan 
peut vraiment nous sauver, alors il cache un mystère terrible et impénétrable […]. 
(102) 

Rattled by Zamfira’s faith and confidence, I told myself: if it is true, if Ivan, as he is, 
paralyzed, unable to talk, dying on the side of a road, if Ivan can truly save us, then 
he holds a mystery, impenetrable and astounding. (44) 
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Sixth occurrence: Ivan presents his analysis of Darie’s comparison between Ivan’s ability 

to bless the Romanian soldiers and the Unknown God. While not in agreement with Darie, 

Ivan asserts that Darie’s comparison is still a valiant attempt at processing the mystical 

experience. In this case, “true” and “real” are not interchangeable. 

Şi cu toate acestea, ceva era adevărat în comparaţia dumitale, dar numai dacă 
privim lucrurile dintr-o cu totul altă perspectivă. (92) 

Literal: And with all of these, something was true in your comparison, but only if 
we look at things from a completely other perspective. 

Et pourtant il y avait du vrai dans ta comparaison; mais seulement si l’on envisage 
les choses selon une toute autre perspective. (123) 

And, still, there was some truth in your comparison but only if we adopt a new 
perspective. (60) 

“Real” 

Second occurrence: Among Darie’s ramblings to Ivan, he draws a comparison between 

their present situation and an unwritten short story, whose subject he does not develop. 

Here, the English collocation pattern is in favour of “real”.  

Ca într-o nuvelă celebră, pe care încă n-a scris-o nimeni, dar care va fi desigur 
scrisă într-o zi, pentru că e prea adevărată, dacă înţelegi la ce fac aluzie [...]. (73) 

Literal: Like in a famous short story that no one wrote yet but that will surely be 
written one day because it’s too real, if you understand what I am alluding to.  

Comme dans une nouvelle célèbre, que personne n’a encore écrite, mais qui sera 
certainement écrite un jour, parce qu’elle est trop vraie […]. (93) 

Like in a famous short story that hasn’t been written yet but that will surely be 
written one day. Because it’s too real, if you know what I mean [...]. (36) 

Seventh, eighth and ninth occurrences: Darie, tired of switching between dream and 

reality, finally reaches his end. “Real” is the perfect match in this case. Although “true” 

would be more convenient, it would be too awkward and it would attract too much 

attention to itself.  

Vasăzică, e adevărat?  întrebă Darie fără să deschidă ochii. De data aceasta e 
adevărat? […]  
E adevărat, domnule elev. (102) 
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Literal: So then, it’s real? Asked Darie without opening [his] eyes. This time it’s 
real?  
It’s real, cadet sir.  

C’est donc vrai ? demanda Darie sans ouvrir les yeux. Cette fois-ci c’est vrai? 
C’est vrai, mon lieutenant. (138) 

So then it’s real? Asked Darie with his eyes closed. This time it’s real?... 
It’s real, sir.” (72) 

 

Character Profiles 

As established, Mircea Eliade’s purpose in his prose is to illustrate his scholarly 

work, namely, to expose the sacred side of the coin, which, in profane terms, is the 

spiritual and irrational. Yet, it is precisely due to its unearthly nature that the sacred 

explains and gives meaning to paradoxical elements present on the profane side. To 

expose the sacred, Eliade recreates two kinds of participants: archaic and modern, two 

opposite ends of the spectrum. His ultimate goal is to convince the modern man to 

reaccept their archaic, mystical roots. In “Ivan”, Eliade appoints an archaic man, Zamfira, 

to lead the modern man, Darie, into this acceptance. These two protagonists appear in 

antithesis; the difference in social class between Darie and Zamfira is evident in the way 

they express themselves. The level of language that Zamfira employs is not just informal 

but colloquial, characteristic of an oral lower register: his sentences are either very simple 

or they contain mistakes and his vocabulary is peppered with regionalisms. Moreover, as 

he tries to repeat words that he hears, he makes semantical mistakes, exposing his limited 

academic skills. This is not to say that he appears less intelligent or rude; his use of a lower 

level of language does not impede him from addressing his peers—Darie in particular—

with the utmost respect and he repeatedly proves his shrewdness. The way he speaks 

merely emphasizes his roots and his purpose in the story as dictated by Eliade's theory, 

namely, the role of the archaic man. His way of speaking reveals an understanding of the 

profane that is simplistic, instinctual and practical. Darie, on the other hand, speaks with 

correct grammar even through his spontaneous existential ramblings; only towards the 

end, he and Ivan both start loosening their verb tenses to forms more commonly 
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associated with oral speech, all the while maintaining a high level of respect even in 

informal situations. This, of course, represents Darie’s acceptance of the sacred, which will 

have to be obvious in translation. In terms of vocabulary, Darie does not generally use 

regionalisms like the others, yet he does not use specialized language either. As a 

philosophy student, he is a well-read person with an array of terms at his disposal. 

However, he continues to opt for different languages, in spite of the fact that he continues 

to fail to truly communicate in those languages; it is clear that he is only speaking to 

himself. When he describes to Ivan the events that changed his life or the ill-fated 

beginnings of the Romanian people, he could be eloquent and clear, yet, as he spirals into 

the sacred side of the world, he loses the ability to bring up empirical proof. Darie is 

derailed in this rural landscape, having trouble reading the land like the other two. He is 

out of his comfort zone and, although reluctant to accept it, he knows that he is at a loss 

and follows Zamfira’s lead. Zamfira’s view of the profane is a collage of symbols that he 

can interpret using the knowledge he inherited from his ancestors, making him a map of 

sorts. Yet, despite bestowing Zamfira with the power of the group’s leader and placing his 

life in Zamfira’s hands, Darie’s profane way of interpretation surfaces in his language, 

which is vulgar and unkind at times.  

Iliescu generally speaks properly and respectfully; he always addresses Darie in a 

formal way. Unlike Zamfira, Iliescu is able to tap into the city-life mentality; his ideas are 

often more polished than Zamfira’s, yet less so than Darie’s. He likely comes from the 

middle class and, most importantly, his background is a combination of archaic and 

modern. He often chooses to follow Zamfira’s lead; he supports Zamfira’s symbolic 

interpretations and he remains in a safe place between Darie’s urban philosophical 

preoccupations and Zamfira’s sometimes naïve obsession with rituals. As mentioned 

previously, Iliescu is able to acknowledge sacred symbols, yet he never initiates their 

interpretation, instead following Zamfira’s lead. He is the only one who reacts somewhat 

violently to Ivan’s inability to understand the four languages spoken and accuses Ivan of 

treachery. This shows that he has lost some of the compassion characteristic of the 

Archaic, yet he is not fully anchored into the modern intellectual either. Due to his 
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position in the middle of the spectrum, Iliescu is a strategist; he can use Zamfira as a map 

to calculate their next move. In other words, he is equipped with the ability to make the 

right choices by applying modern intelligence to Zamfira’s raw data. In terms of language, 

he seems to be able to choose whether to employ lower grammatical forms and regional 

vocabulary, as mentioned, yet he often opts for the less complicated language specific to 

the archaic people and rightfully so, considering that they happen to be in the middle of 

nowhere. 

Since the onset of this project, I knew that class division would be an issue coming 

from Romanian into English because of the absence of a distinct polite form in English 

pronouns, that is, and absence of a T-V distinction—the French “vous” and the Romanian 

“dumneavoastră”. Yet, I realized the importance of properly transferring these character 

profiles as I dug into their rendition into French. As mentioned, the distinction between 

archaic and modern is at the core of Eliade’s prose, thus amplifying the importance of 

accurate representation. Placing Darie and Zamfira at opposite ends on the axis of 

corruption from archaic to modern is, of course, vital and it has to be achieved by 

mimicking Eliade’s tropes: Darie's proper grammar and his depth of thought, Zamfira's 

colloquial choices, his religious remarks and compassionate attitude, compared to the 

others involved. Certainly, neither end of the spectrum is extreme, especially since the 

participants are young adults, merely discovering the world. Darie's position in society is, 

of course, the most obvious as he is at the centre of the story. The Romanian and the 

French versions use the polite forms "dumneavoastră" and "vous" when he is addressed to 

reveal his superiority; his use of these forms uncover the status of other characters also. In 

translation, these relationships have to be established. Below, I have extracted a set of 

quotes that establish these relationships. To note: the Romanian original uses three levels 

of formality: informal, semi-formal and formal. What I call the semi-formal are forms that 

were once the singular forms of the polite pronouns, but which are now used in a semi-

formal manner; the once plural form "dumneavoastră" has taken over the singular address 

of the polite form. 
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Second person 
singular 

informal semi-formal formal 

personal   tu dumneata dumneavoastră 

direct object tine, te dumneata, te dumneavoastră, vă, v- 

indirect object ție, îți, ți ție, îți, ți dumneavoastră, vă, v- 

possessive al tău, a ta,  

ai tăi, ale tale 

al/a dumitale 

ai/ale dumitale 

al/a dumneavoastră 

ai/ale dumneavoastră 

Table 4.4 

Zamfira and Iliescu —› Darie: formal. In the quote below, Zamfira not only uses the 

formal pronoun, but he amplifies the formalness by addressing Darie as “domnule elev” 

(mister cadet). The French translation removes the amplifying “domnule”, but establishes 

Darie’s superiority by inserting his military rank; the English, completely loses the effect of 

the formal pronoun, but manages to point out the difference in status between the two by 

using what originally amplified the statement, namely “sir”. 

E pentru dumneavoastră, domnule elev, spuse. Poate îl păstraţi ca amintire… (68) 

Literal: It’s for you (formal), mister cadet, [he] said. Maybe you keep it as souvenir.  

C’est pour vous, mon lieutenant33. Ça vous fera un souvenir. (85) 

It’s for you, sir. Maybe you can keep it as souvenir… (29) 

Iliescu only addresses Darie directly a few pages later, yet since the beginning, it is obvious 

that Zamfira and Iliescu occupy the same rank, therefore Iliescu would also address him 

formally.  

Darie —› Zamfira and Iliescu: informal or semi-formal. Darie uses the informal or the 

semi-informal second person to address both Zamfira and Iliescu. In the quote below, 

Darie turns towards Iliescu, “forcing a smile”, to point out that Iliescu’s rudeness will not 

                                                        
33 Although Darie appears as a lieutenant here, the French translation does mention elsewhere that 
Darie is an “aspirant”, a lieutenant in training. The original term is “elev”.  
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have a positive effect on the situation. The French translator changed the point of view to 

an all-inclusive subject “on” and follows up with the all-inclusive indirect object pronoun 

“nous”. The French translation does not emphasize Darie’s superiority over Zamfira and 

Iliescu; in fact, in the few instances where Darie addresses only one of the two soldiers, he 

employs the impersonal “on” form rather than the “tu”. On the other hand, the English 

version needed to compensate for the absence of the T-V distinction, therefore over-

emphasizing every opportunity. 

Dacă-l înjuri, cum o să te mai binecuvânteze? (70) 

Literal: If you (informal) cuss him, how will he even bless you (singular informal)?  

Si on le traite d’enfoiré, il ne risque pas de nous bénir. (88) 

How is he going to bless you if you curse him? (32) 

Darie, Zamfira and Iliescu —› Ivan: informal. It is no surprise that the Romanian 

soldiers would address the enemy in an informal manner.  

The Lieutenant —› Darie: semi-formal. The Romanian original employs the semi-

formal possessive pronoun “dumitale” as shown in Table 4. This pronoun is, 

grammatically speaking, the singular of the formal “dumneavoastră” and uses second 

person singular conjugations. Its current use is informal and oral and it satisfies situations 

where neither extreme is fitting, such as between acquaintances; however, it leans more 

towards the informal. As quoted previously, Zamfira and Iliescu address Darie using the 

“dumneavoastră” form, thus pointing out the difference in layers of formality. Further on, 

Darie addresses the lieutenant using the “dumneavoastră” form. The French translator 

opted for a formal situation and I used an unavoidably informal address, yet, this time, not 

all-together wrongfully.  

În orice caz, îl întrerupse locotenentul privindu-l cu simpatie, aproape cu căldură, 
vina a fost, de la început, a dumitale. Nu trebuia să-i laşi să-l transporte. (77) 

Literal: In any case, the lieutenant interrupted him, looking at him pleasantly, 
almost with warmth, the fault was, from the beginning, yours (singular semi-
formal). You (singular informal or semi-formal) shouldn’t have let them transport 
him.  
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En tout cas, c’était votre faute, dès le début, dit le capitaine34 sur un ton dont la 
cordialité tranchait avec l’apparente sévérité du propos. Vous n’auriez pas dû les 
laisser le transporter. (99) 

In any case, interrupted the lieutenant, looking at him with compassion, almost 
with warmth, the fault was yours to begin with. You shouldn’t have let them take 
him. (41) 

Darie —› The Lieutenant: formal. Darie addresses the lieutenant—his superior—as 

Zamfira and Iliescu address him, using the formal “dumneavoastră”. While the French 

version can mirror the Romanian original, in English, yet again, I used “sir” as a way to 

show the formal relationship.  

Nu v-am recunoscut adineaori, începu încurcat. Era încă întunerec. (93) 

Literal: I didn’t recognize you (formal) a moment ago, he started, embarrassed. It 
was still dark.  

Je ne vous avais pas reconnu tout à l’heure, mon capitaine, bredouilla-t-il. Il faisait 
encore noir. (124) 

I didn’t recognize you just now, lieutenant, sir, he stammered. It was still dark. (56) 

Procopie —› Darie: uncertain. Procopie never addresses Darie directly.  

Arhip —› Darie: semi-formal. When Arhip appears in the story, he uses what seem to be 

informal conjugations. However, he actually intends for “dumneata”, the semi-formal that 

the lieutenant uses with Darie and which conjugates following the informal pattern. This 

clue in their relationship appears later in their conversation. The French translator 

rendered their relationship formal, as it has with the lieutenant and I, yet again, took an 

informal route.  

Şi aş vrea să ascult şi sfârşitul povestirii, adăugă. M-ai făcut curios... (84)  

Literal: And I would like to also listen to the end of the story, he added. You 
(singular informal or semi-formal) made me curious.  

Et puis j’aimerais entendre la fin de votre histoire. Vous m’avez rendu curieux. 
(111) 

                                                        
34 Since the French translator opted to attribute the rank of lieutenant to Darie, the original 
lieutenant becomes captain.  
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But I’d like to hear the end of your story, he added. You've sparked my interest…” 
(50) 

Moments later, it becomes clear that the Romanian Arhip does not share the predicament 

of the French one. Although the French version maintained the tone set at the beginning 

of this segment, the Romanian Arhip becomes very direct—borderline rude—by scolding 

Darie about wanting to light a cigarette. The English version recovered the informality, but 

lost the implications of the semi-formal “dumneata”, namely that the two are not close; 

they are, at best, acquaintances.  

Nu mai aprinde ţigarea, îl întrerupse Arhip. Mai aşteaptă. Eşti încă obosit. Te-a 
obosit şi pe dumneata urcuşul. (84) 

Literal: Don’t light (singular informal or semi-formal) the cigarette anymore, Arhip 
interrupted him. Wait more. You’re (singular informal or semi-formal) still tired. 
The hike tired you (semi-formal) too.  

Vous ne devriez pas fumer. Attendez un peu, dit Arhip. Reprenez d'abord votre 
souffle. L'escalade vous a fatigué aussi. (111) 

“Don’t light that”, interrupted Arhip. “Wait a minute. You’re still tired. The climb 
tired you out too”.  (50) 

Darie —› Arhip, first encounter: semi-formal. Darie addresses Arhip once, as part of a 

group of various scientists, whom he accuses of wrongfully interpreting the world as 

something that can be grasped. He uses the form “dumneavoastră” as plural of the semi-

formal “dumneata” in the first half of the next quote, and “dumneata” in the second half, 

as he refers to Arhip only. It is clear that he reciprocates Arhip’s vision of their 

relationship, that they are neither strangers nor friends. The French version continued 

with the formal and the English, with the informal.  

Dumneavoastră, tehnologii, sociologii, psihologii, sunteţi oameni foarte ciudaţi. 
Dar nu cred că lucrurile sunt întotdeauna atât de simple pe cât le vedeţi 
dumneavoastră. Ci să fiu foarte sincer când ţi-am spus că semeni cu Ivan, ce mă 
turbura mai mult în această bruscă descoperire nu era speranţa că, prin dumneata, 
aş fi putut ghici ce se petrecuse în mintea lui Ivan […]. (85) 

Literal: You (semi-formal plural) technologists, sociologists, psychologists, are 
people that are very weird. But I don’t think that things are always so simple as you 
(semi-formal) see them. To be really honest, when I told you (semi-formal) that 
you resemble Ivan, what troubled me more in this sudden discovery wasn’t the 
hope that through you I could have guessed what had happened in Ivan’s head. 
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Vous autres, technologues, sociologues, psychologues, vous êtes des gens vraiment 
bizarres. Mais je ne crois pas que les choses soient toujours aussi simples que vous 
le pensez. À la vérité, quand je vous ai dit que vous ressembliez à Ivan, ce qui me 
troublait surtout dans cette découverte soudaine, ce n’était pas l’espoir de deviner 
par votre truchement ce qui se passait dans l’esprit d’Ivan […]. (112) 

You technologists, sociologists, psychologists are odd people. But I don’t think 
things are always as simple as you see them, sir.  To be quite honest, when I told 
you that you resembled Ivan, what troubled me more in this sudden discovery, 
wasn’t the hope that, through you, sir, I could figure out what went through Ivan’s 
mind […]. (51) 

Darie —› Procopie and Arhip, as he confuses Ivan for them: formal. Darie subtly 

enters a dream where he hears himself called by a man under a tree. He first believes that 

this man is doctor Procopie, then Arhip and, finally, he discovers that this is Ivan. Despite 

not having addressed Arhip formally in their previous conversation, he strangely does at 

this point in the story. In both cases, Procopie and Arhip, the French translation 

transfered the relationship, using the formal “vous” but omits “domnul” (mister), an 

element which further adds to the respect or the social distance between the two. In 

English, I lost the majority of that distance in the absence of the formal pronoun. While 

Procopie’s case was unrecoverable, Arhip’s presented the opportunity to add a “sir”.  

Dar ce-i cu dumneavoastră aici, domnule doctor? Cum ați ajuns aici ? […] În 
aceeași clipă își dădu seama de confuzie și încercă să se scuze. E întuneric, nu v-am 
recunoscut. Sunteți domnul Arhip. Dar tot nu înțeleg ce căutați aici. (89)  

Literal: But what are you (formal) doing here mister doctor? How did you get here? 
[…] In the same moment, he realized he confusion and tried to apologize. It’s dark, 
I didn’t recognize you (formal). You (formal) are mister Arhip. But I still don’t 
understand what you are doing here.  

Mais que faites-vous là Major35? Comment êtes-vous arrivé là? […] Mais il comprit 
aussitôt le quiproquo et, confus, bredouilla une excuse: Il fait noir, c’est pourquoi 
je ne vous avais pas reconnu. Vous êtes Arhip. Mais je ne comprends pas ce que 
vous faites là. (118) 

But what are you doing here, doctor? How did you get here? […] At that moment, 
he realized that he had confused him. Embarrassed, he tried an awkward apology. 
It’s dark, I didn’t recognize you, sir. I know you are Arhip. But I still don’t 
understand what you are doing here. (56) 

                                                        
35 The French version translates “doctor Procopie” as “Major”. 
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Darie —› Ivan, final encounter: semi-formal. Despite starting off the conversation 

addressing first Procopie and then Arhip, using the fomal “dumneavoastră”, Darie shifts 

gears into the semi-formal immediately and completely once he discovers that this man is 

Ivan. It is possible that the formal was initially used to emphasize the fact that Darie is 

starting to accept his descent into the archaic and is distancing himself from those whom 

he previously considered his peers. Yet, he may have only been responding to a register 

proposed by his interlocutor. It only becomes clear that he is using the semi-formal 

“dumneata” later in the conversation. Both French and English transfered the relationship 

as informal.    

Aşadar, ştiai româneşte, şi nu ne-ai spus nimic. Ne-ai lăsat să ne chinuim. (89) 

Literal: Therefore, you (informal or semi-formal) knew Romanian and you didn’t 
tell us anything. You (informal or semi-formal) left us to agonize (ourselves). 

Par conséquent, tu parlais le roumain et tu ne nous as rien dit. Tu nous as laissés 
nous donner toute cette peine… (119)  

So then, you knew Romanian and you didn’t say anything. You let us torture 
ourselves… (57) 

 

Îmi pare rău dacă te contrazic, începu încurcat, dar sunt sigur că te înşeli. Pe 
Procopie şi Arhip i-am cunoscut de curând, iar pe dumneata te-am întâlnit ieri, 
alaltăieri, cum spuneai, în marginea porumbiştii. (91) 

Literal: I’m sorry if I contradict you, he started embarrassed, but I am sure that 
you’re wrong. Procopie and Arhip I met only recently, and you (semi-formal), I met 
yesterday or the day before yesterday, on the edge of the cornfield.  

Excuse-moi de te contredire, mais je suis sûr que tu te trompes. J’ai fait la 
connaissance de Procopie et d’Arhip tout récemment et toi, je t’ai rencontré hier ou 
avant-hier, comme tu le disais, à l’orée d’un champ de maïs. (121)  

I’m sorry to contradict you, he started, but I’m sure that you’re wrong. I only met 
Procopie and Arhip recently; and you, I’ve only met yesterday or two days ago at 
the edge of the cornfield, as you said. (58) 

Ivan, Procopie and Arhip —› Darie: formal and semi-formal. Ivan (as himself, 

Procopie and Arhip) opens Darie’s dream by asking him why he was afraid. Not only that 

he uses the formal pronoun, but he also addresses Darie as “domnule” (mister). In French 
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both accounts are transferred, while in English both are lost, but one only partially. 

Inspired by French, the “philosopher” is capitalized to illustrate a sort of reverence. The 

effect is somewhat different, considering the Romanian original did not insist on 

admiration; merely, it showed great respect.  

De ce v-a fost frică, domnule filozof? se auzi întrebat în şoaptă. (89) 

Literal: Why were you (formal) afraid, mister philosopher? he heard himself asked 
in whisper.   

Pourquoi avez-vous eu peur, Monsieur le Philosophe? lui demanda doucement une 
voix. (118) 

What were you afraid of, Philosopher? Whispered someone. (56) 

A few lines into their conversation, Ivan switches to the semi-formal “dumneata”. This 

switch does not happen immediately after Darie addresses him informally. There is no 

obvious reason for why he proceeds this way, yet there is a possible speculation that Ivan 

is showing a loss in respect for Darie. At this point in their conversation, Ivan is criticizing 

Darie’s reaction to the possibility of eternal life in the sacred. Ivan believes that Darie is 

wrong to be afraid of the possibility that he may never rest, as this is an invitation to 

rejoice rather than a reason to despair. Darie, stuck in his profane way of interpreting the 

world, cannot imagine that he could escape boredom in billions of years to come. Ivan 

seems to find this immature. The French translator disagreed with this interpretation and 

opted to use the formal. English, having no other choice, proceeded informally.  

Ce n-am înţeles, continuă Ivan, a fost deznădejdea dumitale, domnule filozof, frica 
dumitale că nu te vei odihni niciodată. Dar de ce vrei să te odihneşti? (90) 

Literal: What I didn’t understand was your (singular semi-formal) hopelessness, 
mister philosopher, your (singular semi-formal) fear that you (informal or semi-
formal) will never rest. But why (singular informal or semi-formal) do you want to 
rest? 

Je n’ai pourtant pas compris une chose: votre désespoir, Monsieur le Philosophe, 
votre peur de ne jamais vous reposer. (120) 

What I didn’t understand, added Ivan, was your disbelief, Philosopher, your fear 
that you will never rest again. But why would you want to rest? (57) 
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Zamfira 

Despite not being the main protagonist, Zamfira sets the tone of the short story; he is the 

one first uttering one of the iconic phrases of the story, namely “trage să moară”.  

Trage să moară, spuse. (68) 

Literal: He draws near death, he/she said.  

Il se meurt, dit-il. (85) 

He’s dying. (29) 

In the original Romanian, Zamfira opts for a colloquial expression that is fairly dated, 

“trage să moară”, whose closest English counterpart expression is “he is in his last 

moments” or “he is breathing his last”. The French and the English versions, however, are 

clearly focused on the unavoidable destination of this action rather than the manner in 

which this action is happening. The French translator employs a very posh “il se meurt”, 

choice which earned Paruit a very crude review by Jean-Louis Courriol.  

Le “trage să moară” prononcé par Zamfira à l’adresse de ses compagnons d’errance 
est rendu par un pompeux et ridicule “il se meurt” qui nous place dans un contexte 
de tragédie classique au lieu de nous introduire dans l’univers dramatiquement 
prosaïque de soldats en déroute qui ne songeraient pas à dire autre chose que, par 
exemple “il est en train de mourir” ou “il n’en a pas pour longtemps”. 

(Courriol 267) 

Courriol proposes accentuating the temporal aspect—in grammatical terms, a present 

continuous rather than present simple—as the best alternative to the overly dramatic “il se 

meurt”. However, he may have not considered that the syllabic pattern of 

“să moară” and “se meurt” are close in terms of sonority. The expression is used three 

times on the very first page—and seven times in total— in the Romanian original. Perhaps 

this reoccurrence motivated Paruit's decision. I had initially chosen “he’s about to die”, but 

eventually decided against it as the expression felt too impersonal. I made the decision to 

use a simple but efficient “he’s dying”, which is not all-encompassing. In Romanian 

dictionaries, whether in the 2000s, the 1950s (Macrea, Petrovici, Rosetti et al), and even 
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1929 (Șăineanu), the expression “trage să moară” consistently appears as “to be in agony 

in the final moments of life” (DEX 98 and 2009). Both French and English fail here to 

captivate the agony in the same short and colloquial style. Most importantly, both 

translations strip the assertion of all clues about the speaker. From the beginning, the 

original adds detail to the portrait of the character who uses this sort of colloquial 

language. Elements later in the story reveal Zamfira’s rural roots, whose lexical fashion 

favours regionalisms and whose interjections often involve God. Eliade’s clues about 

Zamfira’s roots are subtle: small grammatical oddities and regional or archaic lexical 

choices. In addition to the “trage să moară”, “ostenit”—a regional form of “tired”—is 

another one of Zamfira’s terms; the others adopt and start using this term throughout the 

story, thus it is Zamfira that sets the pace once again. In English, I generally did not 

manage to follow through with the reoccurrence of the morpheme “osteni-”, but I focused 

on using informal words and expressions: “worn out” (53), drained (66), “to try hard” (35), 

“to go through the trouble of” (58 and 64), even “to break one’s back” (40). The French 

version also breaks the pattern, translating the adjective “ostenit” as “fatigué” (114) or 

“faible” (as “faiblesse” 129) and the expression “a-și da osteneala” (to break a sweat) by “se 

donner du mal” (91, 97, 106, 120 ) or “se donner de la peine” (127).  

 Zamfira’s battle with Romanian lexical complexities is best illustrated in two 

instances in the story. First, there is the problem of the neutral gender in Romanian which 

is characterized by a masculine singular and a feminine plural. Of course, considering that 

the neutral gender does not have forms that are specific to it, that is, it borrows from the 

masculine and the feminine, it can and does create confusion. In the example below, 

Eliade uses Iliescu to emphasize Zamfira’s mistake. 

Visuri, spuse Zamfira. Cine poate să le dea de rost? (82) 

Literal: Dreams (masculine plural), said Zamfira. Who can give them meaning? 

Des rêves... répondit celui-ci. Qui peut les comprendre? (107) 

The dreams, answered Zamfira, who can figure them out? (48) 
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Au şi visele tâlcul lor, dacă ştii cum să le tălmăceşti, vorbi Iliescu. (82) 

Literal: Dreams (feminine plural) have their own meaning, if you know how to 
interpret them.  

Les rêves, ça a un sens si on sait les deviner, dit Iliescu. (107) 

Dreams have a message if you know how to read them. (48) 

As illustrated, Zamfira and Iliescu use different plural forms of the noun "vis" (dream). 

Currently, the meanings of the two differ, in that, Iliescu's "vise" refers to what we 

experience in sleep state, and Zamfira's "visuri" refers to plans that are difficult to attain. 

It is unclear whether this differentiation was already established in the 1960s when the 

short story was written, yet, limited knowledge of proper Romanian can be assumed for 

two reasons: first, the masculine plural "visuri" is the marked one of the two, and second, 

Zamfira confuses other terms. This distinction between "vise" versus "visuri" is lost in 

translation. The French translator rendered a marked form by using the indefinite article 

"des" instead of the definite "les", and, in English, I copied the solution by adding the 

definite article "the". This article switch, however, only manages to signal an awkwardness 

in both languages, which illustrates a different version of Zamfira. While in the original, 

Zamfira merely lacks fine tuning, in translation he leaves the reader wondering what is 

happening to him. At most, the two translations manage to distinguish Zamfira from 

Iliescu and Darie by association, but the complexity of Zamfira’s academic standing that 

Eliade achieves in language-play, is lost.  

 Another such instance occurs when Zamfira attempts to use Darie’s metaphor to 

describe making their way into the cornfield. Zamfira is obviously not familiar with the 

verb “a afunda”, which describes immersing an object or one’s own person in a liquid. 

Here, Darie uses it metaphorically.  

Pe-aici ne afundăm în porumbişte... (83) 

Literal: Through here we immerse ourselves back in the cornfield. 

Par ici, on s'enfonce dans le maïs. (108) 

We're diving back into the cornfield. (49) 
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Zamfira uses a term that is similar in form but that has a completely different meaning, 

namely, the verb “a înfunda”, which describes stuffing or plugging something to create a 

clog.  

După aceea ne înfundăm din nou în porumbişte şi ne odihnim. (83) 

Literal: After that we stuff ourselves back into the cornfield. 

Après, on retournera s'enfoncer dans le maïs et on se reposera. (109) 

After that, we’ll drive back into the cornfield and rest. (49) 

This lexical switch can be attributed only partly to Eliade’s mastery, since it is the 

Romanian language’s inherent playfulness that conditions this connection. The French 

translation omitted the difference, perhaps out of a lack of a similar pair of terms. The 

English, however, uses a pair that are less likely to be confused—"dive" and "drive"—but 

that achieve part of the original effect.  

Zamfira’s sentences are generally well formed, yet simplistic and, in order to 

expose him as the archaic man, Eliade alters his grammar in small instances. Thus, Eliade 

appeals to the complexities of the Romanian verb: the conditional and subjunctive modes. 

The Conditional 

Doamne-ajută! că dacă vă scrânteaţi piciorul tocmai acum, nu era bine. (86) 

Literal: God help! Because if you twisted your leg just now, it wasn’t good.  

Bon Dieu ! C'est pas le moment de vous fouler une cheville (116) 

Oh my God! If you twisted your ankle just now, wouldn’t be good. (54) 

 

Dacă v-am fi legat braţul pe loc, era ca şi cum nimic nu s-ar fi întâmplat... (95) 

Literal: If we had tied your arm on the spot, it was like nothing would have 
happened. 

Si on vous avait fait un garrot de suite, ç'aurait été vraiment un rien" (127) 

If we tied up your arm on the spot, would be like nothing happened…” (63) 
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 In the examples presented, Zamfira tries forming two hypothetical situations in the 

past. He starts off well, using the imperfect and the conditional perfect, respectively, but 

clumsily uses the imperfect instead of the conditional perfect in the second half. 

Romanian, as French, uses the imperfect tense to express descriptions and habitual 

actions in the past.  In the first example, Zamfira reacts to Darie having tripped on a dry 

root, thus not a case for the imperfect. The French translator avoided the if-clause and, 

thus, the mistake. In the second example, he corrected the verb mode, but forced an 

unlikely contraction to reproduce the effect, namely “ç'aurait”. Jean-Louis Courriol 

disagreed with this choice claiming that such a contraction is “pénible” since “ça aurait” 

would be “[le] seul possible, normal et spontané dans un dialogue de ce type” (Courriol, 

267). Courriol’s stance seemes to completely overlook the Romanian original, its mistakes 

and, most importantly, the reasons behind the mistakes. Without these clues, his 

evaluation can only be linguistic and can only steer away from honouring the character 

profiles as decided by Eliade. In English, I was inspired by the French version and made 

use of oral speech patterns—I omitted the subject and simplified the tense by using the 

simple past rather than the past perfect continuous. 

The Subjunctive 

Dar de Dumnezeu şi Iisus Cristos tot trebuie c-a auzit el, şi cruce nu se poate să nu 
ştie să facă. (70) 

Literal: But of God and Jesus Christ it must be that he heard still, and it can’t be 
that he doesn’t know how to make the sign of the cross.  

Mais il aura quand même bien entendu parler du bon Dieu et de Jesus-Christ et il 
est pas possible qu’il sache pas faire le signe de la croix (88) 

But he must’ve heard of God and of Jesus Christ and it can’t be that he doesn’t 
know how to make the sign of the cross. (33) 

In Romanian, Zamfira fails to fulfill the subjunctive that the verb “trebuie” (must) 

demands. Zamfira says “trebuie c-a (contraction: că a) auzit el” – “a auzit” being the 

indicative composite past version of the verb “a auzi” (to hear). The correct sequence is 

“trebuie să fi auzit el”, “să  fi auzit” being the subjunctive past version of the same verb. 

The two utterances—the correct and the incorrect one—can both be translated as “it must 
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be that he heard” in the most literal way possible. Thus, the grammatical mistake is 

inevitably corrected in the process. In the sentence that follows, Zamfira uses the 

subjunctive again and he does so correctly. It is clear that Eliade wants to point out 

Zamfira’s academic shortcomings. In French, the meaning was transferred, yet the 

impression that the reader should have of Zamfira is altered: he is someone whom the 

reader will later discover as a young man likely born and certainly raised in rural Romania 

of the early 1920’s. “Il aura bien entendu parler” and “il est pas possible qu’il sache pas” is 

a complex sequence of tenses that is unlikely for Zamfira. Since English does not allow the 

same mistake to be transferred, I tried compensating with a verbal contraction. This 

contraction, however, cannot salvage much; the subjunctive’s need for fine tuning is 

unequalled. “Il est pas possible qu’il sache pas” is a literal translation of the Romanian, but 

in English, the use of subjunctive was replaced with a slightly awkward—yet familiar in 

oral language—use of “can’t be” instead of “it’s impossible”. This orally-oriented 

translation follows the pattern started in the previous sentence, creating a consistency 

between them rather than a major gap. He uses the conjunction “că” immediately after the 

verb “trebuie” (must) gain, yet, this time, likely what is missing is a comma. Zamfira’s 

intonation is faulty here more so than his understanding of morphology and syntax. 

Nu mai spuneţi nimic, domnule elev, vorbi Zamfira. Trebuie că sunteţi ostenit. (86) 

Literal: Don’t say anything anymore, mister cadet, said Zamfira. You have to be 
tired.   

Vous ne dites plus rien, mon lieutenant, chuchota Zamfira. Vous devez être 
fatigué... (114) 

You shouldn’t be talking, sir, said Zamfira. You’ve got to be worn out… (53) 

From the context, Zamfira does not intend to give an order—he’s genuinely concerned 

about Darie, yet he expresses himself awkwardly and comes off as crass. The French 

translator disinfected Zamfira’s less polished speech pattern by correcting the subjunctive, 

but points out his informal tone by omitting the “ne” that forms the French negation in 

combination with “pas”. Zamfira performs this elision throughout the text. While Eliade 

prioritizes form as a way to sustain his theme, the French translator usually favours 
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meaning with compensations elsewhere in the text that show Zamfira’s limited academic 

training:  

Vorbiţi-i dumneavoastră, domnule elev. Spuneţi-i ceva să vadă că-i vrem 
binele…(71) 

Literal: Talk to him, mister cadet. Tell him something to see that we want what’s 
good for him.  

Causez-lui mon lieutenant. Dites-y quelque chose, qu’il voye qu’on lui veut pas de 
mal… (91) 

You talk to him, sir! Tell him something, we want what’s best for him…”  (34) 

While the Romanian original is grammatically correct, the French translation intentionally 

uses the impersonal object pronoun to lower Zamfira’s understanding of grammar. In fact, 

the French translation took advantage of an opportune sequence to simulate what Eliade 

does elsewhere—“visure” versus “vise”. To emphasize Zamfira’s academic level as opposed 

to the others’, Eliade again has one of the other characters properly repeat what Zamfira 

says improperly. In the example above, Darie replies with a question using the correct 

object pronoun: “Lui dire quoi?” (91). Provided with the correct form, Zamfira reiterates 

properly: “Dites-lui n’importe quoi […]” (91). However, as illustrated in the above quote, 

the French Zamfira initially uses the right pronoun in the imperative “causez-lui” and only 

in the second instance, “dites-y”,  he attributes the impersonal “y” to Ivan. In addition to 

performing an unlikely mistake, this misuse following a proper use or the indirect object 

"lui" creates a slightly uncomfortable inconsistency.  

 

Darie 

 Zamfira’s way of being, his instincts and innocence are taken for granted by the 

modern city folk as it is made obvious in the below conversation between Darie and his 

fellow city dwellers of Iași. 

Am avut desigur noroc, continuă Darie. Dar Zamfira avea instinct de jivină 
sălbatecă, parcă simţea de departe apropierea omului şi ne ascundeam pe loc. (97) 
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Literal: We had of course luck, continued Darie. But Zamfira had the instinct of a 
wild animal, as if he would feel from afar humans approaching and we would hide 
on the spot.  

Nous avons eu de la chance, c’est sûr, reprit Darie. Mais Zamfira avait un instinct 
de bête fauve, on aurait dit qu’il sentait l’homme de loin et alors nous nous 
cachions aussitôt. (132) 

“We were lucky, of course”, answered Darie, “but Zamfira had the instinct of a wild 
beast. It’s like he could feel people getting close and we would hide on the spot”. 
(67) 

The context around this statement does not show foul intentions on Darie’s part. Yet, the 

tone of the statement is quite cruel; Darie uses the term “jivină”, a regional term, an odd 

choice for Darie, since he is completely out of tune with the regional; as Zamfira remarks, 

Darie does not seem to have experienced the countryside, at least, lately. The term is 

loaded on several counts; just by looking at the dictionary definitions of that time period, 

Eliade’s word choice proves to be much more confusing than expected. Where declared, 

dictionaries agree that this term is of a southern Slavic origin; Serbian, Bulgarian, 

Croatioan, Slovakian, Czech, all use variants of this term to describe a wild animal, or a 

domesticated bird, or according to August Scriban’s dictionary, the insect family of locusts. 

To recall, grasshoppers36—insects that are part of the locust family, have a minor role in 

the story—they help immerse the reader in the rural landscape and they act as a clue for 

Darie to realize that he is crossing over into the sacred. Scriban pinpoints the use of 

“jivină” in Moldavia—where Iași is situated, and in the south—including the region of 

Oltenia. Eliade, the literary author, is notorious for carefully planning his every choice to 

satisfy Eliade, the philosopher. “Jivină” is much more than just an animal, yet my research 

on Eliade’s thought process in this case has not proven fruitful. The only certainty in the 

case of “jivină” is that it stands out. Thus, in translation, the best of imperfect choices is to 

recreate Darie’s cruel tone. The French translator emphasizes this idea by using a stronger 

term, “bête”, which inspired me to use “beast” instead of “animal”. “Animal” would be the 

                                                        
36 The French version translates the word “greier”, which is “grasshopper” as “cigale”. This is a 
forgivable mistranslation, considering that they also make a loud noise. The issue in this 
matter is that the cicadas are less likely to be characteristic of the region that Eliade 
describes—a region where trees are rarely found and where grasshoppers are likely to thrive, 
given that they feed on plants such as cereal.  
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safest translation, considering that Eliade pairs it with “wild”. Since the term “beast” 

already implies that the animal is wild, reinforcing the instinctual nature can only draw 

attention to the expression.  

 Cadet second lieutenant Constantin Darie is the main character of the story. The 

universe or the story is constructed and deconstructed around him—the modern man 

discovering his people’s long-forgotten sacred roots. Darie inevitably thinks of himself as 

superior; he is led by the voice of reason rather than signs found in nature. The modern 

man believes reason to be the only logic worth knowing in their profane world, yet the 

sacred disagrees, promoting instinct as the only path to survival. Darie is a good man but 

he is not kind; he comes off as a snob, even rude at times. While Zamfira is positive and 

hopeful, he is a realist; Darie, on the other hand, is often confused and confusing. He 

distinguishes himself from others by claiming that he’s more experienced than he actually 

is, yet this is an illusion, since he considers the experiences he has read about as his own 

experience. Darie is poetic and sophisticated, yet, paradoxically, he fails to communicate 

albeit speaking a lot—an expected outcome of the modern man encountering the sacred. 

He has reached the point where he needs to escape the concrete profane to give the 

profane meaning; his monologues are abstract existential ramblings, yet his sentences are 

always well put together: he does not pause or shift direction without completing a 

sentence. Second to the scenery descriptions, Darie’s replies are the most stylistically 

problematic in translation. Sentences carrying several subordinates are quite typical for 

Romanian, yet, in light of Darie’s profile, the translation needs to follow a similar pattern. 

The story portrays someone whose ideas are complicated and long, yet weaved together in 

the vocabulary and grammar of a well-read individual. The French language is more 

accustomed to this style than English, thus the challenge is likely more cumbersome in the 

latter. 

Cred că a fost cea mai profundă, dar şi mai nemiloasă autoanaliză din toate câte am 
încercat în viaţa mea. Simţeam atunci că intuisem ceva care îmi rămăsese 
întotdeauna inaccesibil, că ghicisem, cum să spun? însuși principiul existenței 
mele, poate nu numai al existenței mele, adăugă coborând glasul. Simţeam că 
ghicisem misterul însuşi al oricărei existenţe umane. Şi expresia aceea 
aproximativă – “o serie de evidenţe mutual contradictorii” – era o primă încercare 
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de traducere a misterului pe care tocmai îl pătrunsesem şi eram pe cale de a-l 
analiza şi formula. (80)  

Literal: I think that it was the most profound, but also the most merciless self-
analysis of all that I have tried in my life. I felt then that I had intuited something 
that had always remained inaccessible to me, that I had guessed, how can I say it? 
the principle of my existence itself, maybe not just my existence, he added lowering 
his voice. I felt that I had figured out the mystery itself of any human existence. 
And that approximate expression – “a series of mutually contradicting evidences” 
– was a first try of translation of the mystery that I had just pierced and I was on 
the way to analyze and formulate it. 

Je crois que ce fut l’auto-analyse la plus profonde, mais aussi la plus impitoyable, 
de toutes celles que j’ai jamais tentées. Je sentais alors que j’avais l’intuition d’une 
chose qui m’était toujours restée inaccessible, que je devinais – comment dire ? –
 le principe même de mon existence ; et peut-être pas seulement de la mienne, 
ajouta-t-il en baissant la voix. Il me semblait percer le mystère même de toute 
existence humaine. Et cette formule approximative – “une série d’évidences 
mutuellement contradictoires” – représentait simplement une première tentative 
de traduction du mystère que je venais de pénétrer et que je m’apprêtais à analyser 
et définir. (104) 

I think that it was the most profound, but also most unforgiving self-analysis of all 
that I had attempted in my life. I felt then that I had intuited something that had 
always been out of my reach. I had figured out – how should I put this? – the very 
principle of my existence; maybe even beyond my own existence, he added 
lowering his voice. I felt that I had figured out the very mystery of any human 
existence. And that approximate formula – “a series of mutually contradicting 
certainties” – was the first attempt to translate that mystery that I had just 
uncovered and I was on the verge of analyzing and defining it. (45) 

Darie’s word choices stand out as they allude to two contradicting profane disciplines 

simultaneously; he thinks in terms of arts and sciences, crossing back and forth between 

the two. The noun “formulă” (formula) in the quote above is a such an example. Often, 

these expressions transfer literally in French, yet not in English. To avoid altering the 

Romanian Darie in English, I opted for collocations rather than for direct dictionary 

equivalence, yet, still, the French translation provided a good point of reference. I have 

extracted some examples below, yet excluded the obvious cases of “principiul existenței” 

(the principle of existence), “misterul existenţei umane” (the mystery of human existence), 

and the iconic “o serie de evidenţe mutual contradictorii” (a series of mutually 

contradicting evidences), which was discussed in the previous section, “Mots Clefs”. 

“cea mai profundă, dar şi mai nemiloasă autoanaliză” 
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Literal: the most profound, but also the most merciless self-analysis 

“l’auto-analyse la plus profonde, mais aussi la plus impitoyable” 

“the most profound, but also most unforgiving self-analysis” 

While the Romanian and French versions agree on an extreme form of pity, the English, 

neutralizes it into a general “forgiving”, without the implication of an extreme 

punishment. 

“expresia aceea aproximativă […] eram pe cale de a-l analiza şi formula.”  

Literal: “that approximate expression […] I was on the way to analyze and 
formulate it” 

“cette formule approximative […] que je m’apprêtais à analyser et définir.” 

“that approximate formula […] I was on the verge of analyzing and defining it.”  

The French version uses a denomination of “expresie” that Darie uses in the following 

sentence, a denomination that alludes to mathematics, namely “formula”. Darie uses the 

verb “a formula” (to formulate) at the end of the paragraph, which completely justifies the 

French choice. Sciences are a practice of the profane that negate the symbols of the sacred. 

The Romanian original plays on the term “formulă” (formula), oscillating between its 

main denomination—a mathematical equation, and its figurative one—a literary trope. 

Conversely, the play on the term “expresie” (expression) is inversed: the literal meaning is 

related to the arts, while the figurative, to sciences.  

“era o primă încercare de traducere a misterului pe care tocmai îl pătrunsesem” 

Literal: a first try of translation of the mystery that I had just pierced 

“une première tentative de traduction du mystère que je venais de pénétrer” 

“the first attempt to translate that mystery that I had just unlocked” 

The literal translation into French here is correct, yet the naturalness of Darie’s idea is 

broken. The Romanian noun “mister” (mystery) co-occurs with the verb “a pătrunde”, yet 

the French noun “mystère” does not naturally co-occur with “pénétrer”; rather “découvrir” 

or even “décrypter” for an amplified effect, are a more natural choice. In English, I 

considered first “uncover”, yet “unlock”, albeit not the most common choice, seemed more 
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accurate as compared to the original. The goal, however, is met by both translations. Darie 

tends to use metaphors that feel natural, yet that are unexpected. 

 Darie aspires to literary production, he himself is impressed with his lyricism, so 

much so that he does not change his mode of expression based on his audience, as it would 

be expected. Although he does not believe Zamfira and Iliescu capable of remembering all 

the information he wishes them to transmit to his beloved Laura, he continues to test his 

verbose suppositions on them. 

Ce revelaţie extraordinară anunţa această expresie care, acum, mi se pare destul de 
banală şi stilistic incertă! (82) 

Literal: What an extraordinary revelation announced this expression that, now, 
seems to me quite commonplace and stylistically uncertain!   

Quelle révélation extraordinaire était-elle annoncée par cette formule qui me paraît 
à présent assez banale et d'un style douteux? (107) 

What an extraordinary revelation this expression entailed, but it now seems quite 
trivial and stylistically problematic! (48) 

Darie struggles to gain understanding of the sacred. The profane lacks essence, yet it 

denies visibility of the sacred, putting Darie at a disadvantage since he is essentially 

restricted by profane abstract language. This statement encompasses Darie’s realization of 

the limits of his tools and it is quite striking. He describes his iconic expression “o serie de 

evidențe mutual contradictorii” as “commonplace”, “unoriginal”.  It is obvious that Darie 

exaggerates just how commonplace his expression is: first, the expression is clearly too 

abstract and complex to be described as commonplace, second, his audience, Zamfira and 

Iliescu, are common folk who are unlikely to use such jargon, with respect to the 

expression in question as well as its description: “banală” and “stilistic incertă”. The 

Romanian and the French versions used cognates to express “commonplace”. While the 

cognate “banal” exists in English, I chose a term that is more common than “banal”, but 

more dramatic than “unoriginal”, that is “trivial”. Again, opting for naturalness rather than 

literal accuracy, “trivial” and “expression” are good collocations. The second half of his 

description, namely “stilistic incertă” (stylistically uncertain), is even more problematic, as 

the original Romanian is grammatically far-fetched. The noun “expresie” and the adjective 
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“incert” are by no means collocations, in turn creating a translator’s dilemma. The French 

and the English translations took different routes: the French translator chose to assume 

the adjective “incert” (uncertain) as “unlikely”, while I considered it as “ambiguous” in 

English. Darie uses two terms that are naturally unlikely to appear together: the abstract 

concept of expression cannot have a changing nature. Darie’s use of a lyrical trope 

compromises the stability of his statement and it is the very cause of the translator’s 

dilemma. However, it is clear that the French and the English translations worked towards 

the same goal: to recreate the dramatic atmosphere, while not allowing the statement to 

become too awkward; the French version employed the adjective “douteux” and, the 

English “problematic”. Despite their differences, the common ground is their respective 

co-occurrence pattern, yet, this word-choice on the part of the French translation caused a 

disagreement in punctuation: while the Romanian original uses an exclamation point, 

proposing a choice between excitement and desperation, the French version indicates 

confusion with an exclamation point that is undoubtedly meant to reinforce the term 

“douteux”.  

 Throughout the story, Darie uses vocabulary associated with the sacred — religious 

terms and expressions that are characteristic of Zamfira. While the sacred is not 

synonymous with Christianity or religion, mysticism often takes shape in these. Thus, 

Zamfira’s interjections always have to do with God: 

Minunea lui Dumnezeu. (71) 

Literal: God’s wonder. 

Dieu merci. (89) 

My God! It’s a miracle. (34) 

 

Dumnezeu să-l ierte. (76) 

Literal: God forgive him. 

Dieu ait son âme. (98) 
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May God rest his soul. (40) 

 

Doamne ferește. (88) 

Literal: God protect. 

Dieu nous en garde. (116) 

God forbid. (55) 

 

Instances where Darie adopts mystic vocabulary start appearing as the story progresses 

and these are vital to recreating the process of discovery as it is originally presented. 

Darie’s monologue that onsets his philosophical dilemma happens in the first episode of 

the story, when the three soldiers find the badly wounded Russian soldier. This monologue 

spreads across several pages and it poses a major problem for translation. From this 

passage, I have extracted a segment where Eliade uses the word “cer” (sky) as a 

denomination for both “heaven” and “sky”. This dual characteristic of “cer” plays a vital 

role in showing how absorbed Darie is in his profane understanding of the world. 

Dacă aş fi murit la 12 martie, aş fi fost un om fericit, pentru că mă duceam în Cer; 
au Ciel, Ivan, auprès de la Sainte Trinité, acolo unde, cu ajutorul preotului—dacă a 
mai rămas vreunul—ai să ajungi şi tu, curând. Dar dacă îmi va fi dat să mor azi, 
mâine, poimâine, eu unde mă voi duce? În orice caz, nu în Cer, pentru că la 13 
martie am aflat că Cerul pur şi simplu nu există. Nu mai există, Ivan! Din clipa 
când înţelegi, cum am înţeles eu la 13 martie, că Cerul e doar o iluzie, totul s-a 
terminat. Nu mai există nici Cer, nici sus, nici jos căci Universul e infinit, n-are nici 
început, nici sfârşit. (73) 

Literal: If I would have died on March 12, I would have been a happy human, 
because I was going to heaven; au Ciel, Ivan, auprès de la Sainte Trinité, there 
where, with the help of a priest—if there’s any left—you will arrive too, soon. But if 
it’s given to me to die today, tomorrow, the day after tomorrow, where will I go? In 
any case not to heaven, because on March 13th I found out that heaven simply 
doesn’t exist. It doesn’t exist anymore, Ivan! From the moment when you 
understand, as I understood on March 13, that heaven/the sky is just an illusion, 
everything is done. Neither sky, nor up, nor down exist anymore because the 
universe is infinite, it doesn’t have a beginning nor an end. 

Si j’étais mort le 12, j’aurais été heureux, parce que je serais allé au ciel; au ciel, 
Ivan, auprès de la Sainte Trinité, là où tu vas bientôt te retrouver, avec l’aide d’un 
prêtre, s’il en reste… Mais si je dois mourir aujourd’hui ou demain ou aprés-
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demain, où irai-je, moi ? En tout cas pas au ciel parce que j’ai appris le 13 mars que 
le ciel n’existait pas. Il n’existe plus Ivan. A l’instant où tu comprendras, comme je 
l’ai compris un 13 mars, que le ciel est une simple illusion, tout sera fini. Il n’y a 
plus de ciel, ni de haut, ni de bas, car l’univers est infini, il n’a ni début, ni fin. (94) 

Had I died on March 12th, I’d have been a happy man, because I’d have gone to 
heaven, au Ciel, Ivan, auprès de la Sainte Trinité, where you’ll soon find yourself 
with the help of a priest—if there’s any left. But if I’m meant to die today, 
tomorrow, or the day after, where will I go? In any case not to heaven because, 
after March 13th, I found out that heaven simply does not exist. It doesn’t exist 
anymore, Ivan! From the moment you start to understand, like I understood on 
March 13th, that heaven is just an illusion, it’s over. There is no heaven anymore, 
not above, not below. Because the universe is infinite; it has no beginning and no 
end. (37) 

Eliade uses the noun “cer” (sky) six times. He also capitalizes it to signal that this usually 

common noun is, in this case, more powerful.  In the first three instances, “cer”/“ciel” is 

clearly used for its religious connotation “heaven”, however, the last three are left 

ambiguous.  

“Cer” as “ciel” as “heaven”: Eliade eliminates any kind of doubt about his metaphorical use 

of the sky by inferring destiny.  

Dar dacă îmi va fi dat să mor azi, mâine, poimâine, eu unde mă voi duce?  

Literal: But if it’s given to me to die today, tomorrow, the day after tomorrow, 
where will I go? 

Mais si je dois mourir aujourd’hui ou demain ou après-demain, où irai-je, moi?  

But if I’m meant to die today, tomorrow, or the day after, where will I go?  

 “Cer” as “ciel” as “sky” and “heaven”: While the passage starts on a mystical tone, it takes 

a quick turn towards science.  With the mention of the universe being “infinite” and the 

“sky” being an illusion, Eliade creates a double-entendre of “heaven” but also “sky”—the 

primary translation for “cer”. While the French term “ciel” is identical to the Romanian 

“cer”, English was unable to produce a similar effect. The reference made to the physical 

inexistence of the sky, to the illusion created by light scattering into the atmosphere is 

completely lost. 

[…] Cerul e doar o iluzie, totul s-a terminat. Nu mai există nici Cer, nici sus, nici jos 
căci Universul e infinit, n-are nici început, nici sfârşit.  
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Literal: The sky/heaven is just an illusion, everything is done. Neither sky, neither 
up, neither down exist anymore because the universe is infinite, it doesn’t have a 
beginning nor an end.  

[Q]ue le ciel est une simple illusion, tout sera fini. Il n’y a plus de ciel, ni de haut, ni 
de bas, car l’univers est infini, il n’a ni début, ni fin.  

[H]eaven is just an illusion, it’s over. There is no heaven anymore, not above, not 
below. Because the universe is infinite; it has no beginning and no end.  

While the French language generally allows the transmission of the mystical connotations 

via literal translation, it is clear that the French version did not always consider it vital. 

During Darie’s first dream, he explains his thought process to his crowd in Iaşi. 

Cum mă credeam urmărit de nenoroc şi piază-rea, şi mi-era teamă să nu-i pierd şi 
pe ei, pe ultimii doi, mă hotărâsem să le mai dau un singur ordin: să ne despărţim; 
să ne îndreptăm spre sate, ei pe un drum, şi eu pe altul... De-aceea poate, m-am 
lăsat ispitit de speranţa lor absurdă: că binecuvântarea lui Ivan, care trăgea să 
moară, ne va purta noroc. (77) 

Literal: As I thought myself followed by bad luck and evil spirit, and I was afraid to 
lose them too, the last two, I had decided to give them one other order: to break up; 
to head towards the villages, them, on one road and me, on another. Because of 
that maybe, I let myself be tempted by their absurd hope: that the blessing of Ivan, 
that was dying, will bring us luck… 

Me croyant poursuivi par la guigne, par la malchance, je craignais d’en faire subir 
les conséquences à mes deux derniers hommes. J’avais donc décidé de leur donner 
un dernier ordre: nous séparer; ils se seraient dirigés vers le front par un chemin et 
moi par un autre… C’est peut-être pourquoi je me suis laisse aller à l’espérer 
comme eux, bêtement, que la bénédiction d’Ivan, qui se mourait, nous porterait 
bonheur…  (100)  

Since I believed that I was ridden with bad luck and evil spirits, and I was afraid to 
lose them too, the last two, I had decided to give them one last order: to part ways. 
I wanted us to head to the village on different paths—the two of them together and 
I, alone…Perhaps, that’s why I fell into the temptation of their absurd hope, that 
Ivan, while dying, would bless us and that this would bring us luck… (42) 

Despite admitting to Ivan that he has been disenchanted of the sacred on March 13th, 

Darie also says that he believes himself cursed. The expression “piază-rea” (evil spirit) has 

lost some of its mystical effect even in the Romanian language—it has been reduced to a 

sort of a “bad omen”; yet it is most important to distinguish it from the “bad luck” that is 

already mentioned in the sentence. The French translator opted for the synonyms “guigne” 

and “malchance”, transforming the distinction into a repetition and erasing the mystical 
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history of “piază-rea”. In English, I chose “evil spirits” to better represent this history as 

opposed to the current dictionary translation of the expression, which is essentially just 

“bad luck”. Similarly, in the example of “m-am lăsat ispitit” (I let myself be tempted), the 

French translator neutralized the mystical nuance into “espérer”. Again, I considered the 

religious side of the term “ispitit” (tempted) as vital to the development of the story and 

emphasized it by using an expression that clearly references Christianity, that is “to fall 

into temptation”.  

Iliescu 

 As Eliade places Zamfira and Darie on opposites ends of the spectrum, Iliescu 

should be the healthy middle. Iliescu is the true realist, strategist and mediator between 

Zamfira and Darie. He shares some of Zamfira’s interpretive ability but not his naïveté, 

and he can develop the best logical strategy because he does not let himself fall into 

existentialist riddles. However, unlike the other two, Iliescu is more aggressive and 

impatient; he is the first to propose that Ivan has bad intentions and he is the only one to 

use foul language. This, of course, happens only once and the swear-word that Iliescu uses 

is not obscene, on the contrary, it is quite innocent in terms of language; it is the intention 

that has an impact on the story.  

Grijania lui de bolşevic! izbucni Iliescu printre dinţi. Se preface că nu ne înţelege... 
(70) 

Literal: His Eucharist of Bolshevik! Burst out Iliescu through his teeth. He is 
pretending he can’t understand us… 

Un enfoiré de bolcheviste, oui, grommela Iliescu. Il fait semblant de pas 
comprendre. (88) 

This damn Bolshevik! Grumbled Iliescu. He’s pretending he can’t understand us… 
(33) 

Iliescu’s use of a church-related swear-word is not a coincidence, of course. In English, the 

word “damn” has lost most of its religious weight and, even on a basic level, it is an 

imperfect match to the original “grijanie”; the intention of “damn” is not that of a gentle 
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nudge, but rather a harsh slap to the receiver. The French version further amplified the 

aggression and draws away from the religious aspect for unclear reasons.  

 Like Zamfira, in translation, Iliescu must use an informal register that is more 

characteristic to speech than the written word, yet this does not exclude the ability to 

speak in a grammatically correct way.  

Ce-a mai fost şi pe-aici! […] Şi dumneavoastră dormeaţi dus, iar noi ne-am văzut 
de treabă… […] Noroc că n-au ajuns până aici. Au bătut ce-au bătut cu brandturile, 
şi apoi nu s-au mai auzit. (81)  

Literal: What was here too! And you were in a deep sleep and we saw to our work. 
[…] Luckily that they didn’t arrive up to here. They knocked what they knocked 
with their Brandt mortars and then they weren’t heard anymore.  

Qu’est-ce que ça a pu tonner! […] Vous vous dormiez à poings fermés et nous, on a 
continué notre boulot. […] Heureusement qu’ils tapaient pas jusqu’ici. Ils ont tiré 
pendant un bon moment et puis on n’a plus rien entendu (105) 

What a show you missed! […] You were fast asleep. And we went about our 
business… […] Lucky they didn’t get up to here. They dragged it on for a while but 
then they stopped. (46) 

Iliescu uses expressions that are informal and grammatically correct yet structurally 

untranslatable: “ce-a mai fost” (what was), “ne-am văzut de treabă” (we saw to our work), 

“au bătut ce-au bătut” (they knocked what they knocked). Naturally, both French and 

English took on their respective routes to reach the colloquial level of Iliescu’s expressions. 

Yet, in the universe of this short story, what matters most here is achieving a relative 

distance from the other two characters. Above all, the challenge in translation is to 

differentiate him from English Zamfira, who is inevitably a more diluted version of 

Romanian Zamfira, considering a lot of his regional weirdness is lost in the process. The 

French translation, having assigned Zamfira better diction, did not place Iliescu very far—

Iliescu and Zamfira both omit the “ne” of the French negation, yet, unlike Zamfira, Iliescu 

does not awkwardly contract the subject with a verb that forms the past tense with “avoir”, 

namely “ça” and “a pu”37.  

                                                        
37 In the French translation on page 127, Zamfira says “ç’aurait été”. 
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Compared to Zamfira, Iliescu is better able to speak properly. It seems as if he can choose 

whether to make mistakes or not. In the following example, while addressing Zamfira, he 

conjugates the verb “a avea” (to have) in the wrong mode, tense and person. 

N-avea grijă, îl întrerupse Iliescu, că ne strecurăm. Scăpăm noi şi de data asta… 
(81) 

Literal: [He] didn’t have a worry, interrupted Iliescu, because we’ll sneak by. We’ll 
get away this time too.  

T’en fais pas, dit Iliescu. On se faufilera. On s’en tirera cette fois-ci aussi. (106) 

Don’t you be worried, interrupted Iliescu, we’ll manage to get through this too… 
(47) 

Iliescu employs the Romanian “avea”, the indicative imperfect of the third person singular, 

as opposed to the imperative singular “ai”, which is the correct conjugation in this 

situation. In the French translation, the conjugation is adjusted but the “ne” that 

introduces the French negation is omitted. Yet, while rendering it informal, this change 

does not transfer the message: Zamfira and Iliescu communicate in deeper manner than 

just using the “tu” rather than the “vous”. The consensus of what mistakes to make in 

these situations is not available to Darie, thus it further distinguishes him from the others. 

English also fails this transfer; the combination of “to be” and the adjective worried in a 

negative form is not nearly as marked as in Romanian.  

There is a slight chance of recovery a few replies later, yet the reply is, this time directed at 

Darie. In the original, Iliescu hardly ever fails to speak a high caliber Romanian when 

addressing Darie. In the following example, Iliescu is informal and only mildly 

grammatically odd.  

Aşa sunt ordinele, spuse Iliescu. Dar, aţi văzut şi dumneavoastră, ne-a purtat 
noroc... (81) 

Literal: Like this are the orders, said Iliescu. But, you saw it too, he brought us 
luck… 

C’est les ordres, rappela Iliescu. Mais vous avez vu, mon lieutenant, il nous a porté 
bonheur. (106) 
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That’s how the orders are, said Iliescu. But you saw it too, sir, he brought us luck… 
(47) 

While the French translator opted for a combination of a singular verb and a plural object, 

I lengthened the statement to a more awkward state, using “that’s how the orders are” 

instead of “those are the orders”.  

 On the other hand, when dealing with a more complex tense structure, Iliescu fails 

to produce it perfectly, seemingly not by choice.  

Că dumneavoastră pierduserăţi prea mult sânge, şi aveaţi febră, şi poate de aceea 
ne-aţi cerut să reîncărcăm carabina, că nu mai ştiaţi pe ce lume sunteţi, slăbit şi 
nemâncat, si ostenit. (96) 

Literal: That you had lost too much blood, and you had a fever, and maybe that is 
why you asked us to reload the rifle, that you didn’t know what world you are on 
anymore, weakened and hungry, and tired.  

Que vous aviez perdu beaucoup de sang, que vous aviez la fièvre et c'est peut-être 
pour ça que vous nous demandiez de recharger votre fusil, parce que la faiblesse et 
la faim et la fatigue vous enlevaient le jugement. (129) 

That you had lost a lot of blood and you had a fever and maybe you asked us to 
reload your rifle because you are out of it and you were weakened and hungry and 
tired. (63) 

In this passage, Iliescu’s error is barely noticeable, yet it is an error nonetheless. Iliescu is 

describing a situation in the past using a string of verbs that are not in sequence but in 

parallel. For this sort of description in the past, Romanian, as French, uses the imperfect 

tense. When pairing the verbs “to know” and “to be” to create a sentence along the lines of: 

“you didn’t know what world you were on”, he misconjugates the second verb in the 

present. In this example, the French translator rearranges the sentence and completely 

avoids using the two actions in question.  

 Iliescu’s vocabulary is close to Zamfira’s, that is, colloquial, yet the creativity and 

the complexity of his ideas show that he shares more of Darie’s formal training than 

Zamfira.  

Au şi visele tâlcul lor, dacă ştii cum să le tălmăceşti, vorbi Iliescu. (82) 
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Literal: Dreams have their own meaning, if you know how to interpret them.  

Les rêves, ça a un sens si on sait les deviner, dit Iliescu. (107) 

Dreams have a message if you know how to read them. (50) 

The noun "tâlc" and the verb "a tălmăci" are colloquial words that belong to the same 

semantic field, that of the interpretation of signs. My initial translation of Iliescu's 

statement was "Dreams have a meaning, if you know how to interpret them", which is an 

accurate rendition of the content in the original. The issue with using these neutral terms, 

albeit accurate in meaning, is that they strip the statement of its underlying messages. 

First and foremost, the vocabulary that Iliescu uses is regional and is charged with 

spiritual meaning. The French version was unable to recreate the regional aspect but it 

uses the mystical “deviner”—alluding to a prophecy and what is revealed by intuition. The 

English translation suffered the same transformation, abandoning the collocation between 

“dream” and “interpretation” in favor of “reading”, which is more common in the mystical 

arts.   

 Iliescu’s creativity surfaces in language when he tries to speak to Ivan using a 

Slavic-sounding original concoction. Unlike Darie, Iliescu does not have formal training, 

yet he does have a strong spirit of observation—including a musical ear. However, no 

matter how inventive he may be, his attempt is incorrect and likely impossible to grasp on 

the Russian side.  

Priatin! Ivan, priatin! (76) 

Literal: Friend (with Russian-sounding ending), Ivan, friend! 

Tovaritch! Ivan, tovaritch! (96) 

Comraditch, Ivan, comraditch! (40) 

The French version took a creative path, in that, instead of translating the original word 

used “prieten” (ami/friend), it employs “tovarăș”—the Romanian word for “comrade”. I 

copied the strategy using a synonym that is easily associated with Russian Communism; 

yet, the association is not present in the original, likely because the story precedes the 

Communist era in Romania. 
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Conclusion  

Mircea Eliade, best known for his work surveying the history of religions, wrote the 

short story “Ivan” in Romanian in 1968, yet it was published as part of a volume of short 

stories in 1977. Alain Paruit, renowned French-Romanian translator picked up this volume 

of short stories and translated it for Gallimard in 1981. And now, half of a century after the 

first publication of the short story, it has appeared on the stage of translation again, this 

time, to be rendered in English. In the thirty years that separate the French translation 

and my own, translation norms have likely gone through quite a lot of change. As Gideon 

Toury asserts: 

Along the temporal axis, each type of constraint may, and often does move into its 
neighboring domains through processes of rise and decline. Thus, mere whims 
may catch on and become more normative, and norms can gain so much validity 
that, for all practical purposes, they become as binding as rules; or the other way 
around, of course.  

(Toury 206) 

Adequacy and acceptability are relative; the expectations of the audience, as Douglas 

Robinson puts it, are mandated by the type of project that is sought (8). In literary 

translation, this equation is especially powerful, considering literature is carried on across 

time. Thus, it is unfair to evaluate the French translation against the current translation 

fashion that is certainly more open to adequacy than the France of the 1980s; considering 

the rise of global awareness, it is unlikely that the 1980s’ reader be just as comfortable 

with the strangeness of foreign literature as they are nowadays. Jean-Louis Courriol’s 

article, “La traduction, acte littérarire mineur?”, published in the same year as Paruit’s 

translation of “Ivan”, proves to be a strong illustration of the French translation practices 

of the time, in that, they were geared towards acceptability. In his article, Courriol’s 

premise is that French-Romanian translators are to blame for the lack of recognition of 

Romanian literature on the international stage. Courriol is of the opinion that Romanian 

literature had been overlooked because it was often perceived as a literature of “imitation” 
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and, thus, uninteresting for the French audience. However, Courriol believes that, above 

all, the “incompetence” displayed in the French translations of Romanian literature 

showed a lack of respect for basic translation principles that are usually observed for 

“major cultures” (263). In light of such a claim, it comes as no surprise that Courriol goes 

on to ruthlessly dismantle micro instances of Paruit’s translation to corroborate his 

evaluation. Courriol uses a series of isolated cases ranging from minor grammatical 

mistakes to inaccuracies in terms of register. In short, he shows no empathy towards the 

translator. Yet, Courriol too fails to show realistic consideration, always using one possible 

solution as the “only” solution, in addition to providing no analysis of the Romanian 

original lines of the French quotes exctracted. His analysis leaves the impression that 

translation is a simple equation, not considering the cultural significance of “Ivan”. While 

Courriol rightfully recognizes Paruit’s general lack of rigour in terms of connotations and 

register—which I illustrated in the “Character Profiles” section—, his description of the 

translation as “bancale” and “déroutante” (267) for the target audience is grossly 

inaccurate. Paruit may not have used target audience-oriented expressions at all times, 

nor appreciated perfect register levels to transcribe some of the occurrences demolished 

by Courriol, but his translation is not the embarrassing series of missteps that Courriol 

makes it out to be. It seems to me that Courriol not only focuses on linguistic aspects, but 

completely omits the cultural ones and, above all, Eliade’s literary style. By today’s 

standards, Paruit’s translation displays a lot of qualities that cannot be ignored. Certainly, 

there are a few elements that I deemed domesticating—in my commentary, I pointed out a 

number of deficiencies. In fact, it was Paruit’s ennobled rendition of Zamfira, the archaic 

man, that inspired me to look into retranslation as a possible theoretical model for my 

commentary. In that respect, I found Paruit’s version enormously valuable to my 

translation process. Moreover, looking at reviews of Paruit’s French translations of Eliade 

and other Romanian authors, the general consensus is that they are good translations. 

With respect to the short story collection Uniformes de général, reviewer Marguerite 

Dorian deems it “excellently translated from the Romanian original” (1982: 99). That said, 

to factor in Paruit’s translation and my English version as a case of retranslation, I will 

quote Paul Bensimon: 
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La première traduction procède souvent – a souvent procédé – à une 
naturalisation de l’œuvre étrangère; elle tend à réduire l’altérité de cette œuvre afin 
de mieux l’intégrer à une culture autre. Elle s’apparente fréquemment – s’est 
fréquemment apparentée – à l’adaptation en ce qu’elle est peu respectueuse des 
formes textuelles de l’original. 

(Bensimon 1) 

Yves Gambier writes that, in the 1985 edition of the French dictionary Le Grand Robert, a 

retranslation is defined as “traduction d’un texte lui-même traduit d’une autre langue” 

(413), with no specification as to whether two or three languages are involved. In fact, this 

definition implies that the first translation is a relay, more than a text in the same target 

language. Gambier, however, clearly states in his article that he considers retranslation as 

happening within the same target language. Still, this sort of unclear wording does evoke 

the idea that there may not be a need to restrict the target language. The prerequisite for a 

re-translation is a sequence of texts: an original, its translation and another translation 

that is aware of the previous one. The only necessary differences between the two 

translations are: a period of time—retranslation is “une activité soumise au temps” 

(Gambier 415), and a clear declaration that the more recent translation used the older 

version as guide, no matter the degree to which this happened. Certainly, other scholars 

who have expressed an opinion or a study on the matter, like Gambier, always clarify that 

the two translations happen within the same target language (Gambier, Bensimon, Susam-

Sarajeva). Yet, it stands valid that the idea of “same” is problematic, as Șebnem Susam-

Sarajeva points out: 

From the beginning, I wish to note that the notion of “same” target language is 
problematic. As Gideon Toury points out, if a comparative study of translations 
done in different periods of time “is to have real significance, at least the notion of 
(one) target language would have to be modified in view of the fact that languages 
undergo constant changes. 

(Susam-Sarajeva 30)   

In her article on the retranslation, Susam-Sarajeva looks at retranslations of texts by 

Roland Barthes in Turkish and Hélène Cixous in English. She challenges several 

mainstream assumptions about retranslation: they do not only occur in the case of 
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canonical texts, they do not always correct a tendency towards acceptability in the initial 

translation, nor do they always reveal an aging of the initial translation. Susam-Sarajeva 

urges that we see retranslation from the opposite end; rather than investigating the causes 

behind certain retranslations, we should be looking for reasons to retranslate more. 

Berman shares this opinion, as usual bringing the matter into the philosophical court; 

“aucune traduction n’est jamais une “première version”” (Berman 1990: 4). For Berman, 

retranslation is an absolute must due to the fact that translation is a time-stamped activity 

(1990: 1) that can always be re-cleansed into a more adequate version: 

La retraduction surgit de la nécessité non certes de supprimer, mais au moins de 
réduire la défaillance originelle.  

(Berman 1990: 5) 

Looking at my own process, my choices have been cleansed since my first version, as 

Berman would expect. The more I looked at my word choices to compare to the French 

translation, the more I changed them into denominations closer to their literal forms. The 

most basic expectation of retranslation is that alterations will happen only to areas that 

need changing, areas that no longer subscribe to the contemporary norms. As mentioned, 

my encounter with the French translation was conditioned by a need for a relay language, 

yet it quickly turned into an “initial translation”. The French version is the original “Ivan” 

that has passed through the lens of translation, a great value regardless of the language.  

The first version of English “Ivan” was hand-written in a composition notebook. Even with 

the French version by my side, the result was a tattered text whose margins were bleeding 

with questions. Going into the second version, I started putting together a trilingual 

commentary, which forced me to rethink my choices at a micro level. The French text 

constantly led me back to the original; there had to be a justifiable reason behind each of 

my choices. In spite of my desire for adequacy, my natural tendency was towards 

acceptability and the most significant effect of the French version was to comb out what 

did not come from the original but from my own personal repertoire. Of course, the 

French was equally useful in confirming my interpretation but with each version; I would 
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ask myself the same questions: What does the Romanian original mean? Could it have 

meant something different fifty years ago? What does the French version say about it? 

And, is it a personal choice to write this way? During this back-and-forth, I discovered 

elements I had omitted and others that the French had misrepresented according to my 

analysis. Perhaps, had it not been for the French translation, I would have not noticed the 

impact that Zamfira’s language has on the story. There are particular instances that I had 

not originally noticed; these instances are quite subtle in the original. Zamfira, whom I 

evaluated as the most iconic character of the story, albeit not the main protagonist, is a 

prime example of my retranslation approach to the English translation. The quotes that I 

used in relation to Zamfira in the section “Character profiles”, which showcase Zamfira’s 

academic short-falls, illustrate elements whose importance I realized while going back and 

forth between the three texts, the Romanian, the French and the English. For example, the 

case of “visuri” versus “vise” (dreams) – the odd plural form, which Paruit had translated 

as “des rêves” rather than “les rêves”. Another instance where I copied Paruit’s creative 

solution was his rendition of Iliescu’s invented Russian word “priatin” (misspelling of  

prieten – friend) as “tovaritch”. Perhaps without Paruit’s aid, I would have not used a 

termination that is globally associated with Russian, namely, “-itch”. However, in spite of 

recognizing some of Zamfira’s mistakes, the French Zamfira is very well spoken and key 

moments in the story are absent; most notably, Zamfira’s mistaken pronunciation of “a 

afunda” (to immerse, to dive) as “a înfunda” (to stuff), which I translated as “to dive” and 

“to drive”. In fact, the variation between the way the three soldiers speak is not very 

noticeable in the French translation. Of course, the fact that Paruit does have Zamfira 

speaking oddly here and there, indicates that he noticed Zamfira’s way of speaking. I do 

recognize that this ennobled version of Zamfira may have not been Paruit’s choice; first, he 

was at the mercy of Gallimard, and, second, the translation norms at the time were likely 

more geared towards acceptability rather than adequacy, thus, Zamfira would have had to 

change to accommodate style.  

Moreover, there are a few description passages that have been omitted in the French 

version. These passages, albeit not critical for the development of the story, did force me to 
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speculate about the reasons behind it. For example, when Darie comes back to the group 

after having gotten carried away into one of his ramblings, Zamfira describes Ivan’s 

response to Darie’s monologue, saying that he believes that Ivan is asking for water that 

they do not have. Instead, Zamfira tries offering Ivan a sugar cube. The original describes 

someone grabbing one of the cubes and eating it. It is unclear whether the subject is 

Zamfira or Darie, yet, the context points to Zamfira.  

Luă din palma deschisă o bucată de zahăr şi începu s-o sugă. (74) 

Literal: He took out of the open hand a piece of sugar and he started sucking it.  

He grabbed a cube and started sucking on it. (38) 

The French translation should have had this sentence on the bottom half of page 95. 

Another such case is the second part of Darie’s gesture when he prepares to speak to Ivan: 

Darie oftă fără voia lui şi-şi trase chipiul pe frunte. (72) 

Literal: Darie signed unwillingly and pulled his cap on his forehead.  

Darie ne put s’empêcher de soupirer. (91) 

Darie could not help by sigh and pulled his helmet forward. (35) 

As illustrated, these passages are far from being significant, yet, as a translator, Paruit is 

but a lens through which the material can cross over into another language. He is not 

entitled to alter the original text in such a manner, but he has assumed this right in the 

past. In her study Cioran, Eliade, Ionesco: l’ouibli du fascisme, Alexandra Laignel-

Lavastine extracts a note from Paruit’s translation of Mihail Sebastian’s Journal 

explaining why he chose to not translate certain passages: 

[Ce sont] des passages qui n’auraient pas été compréhensibles pour le lecteur 
français sans de longues notes sur les circonstances ou des personnages roumains 
de l’époque. 

(Boisserie 222) 

This comes to show that Paruit did make unnecessary changes in other cases.  
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There are, of course, many other such examples in the heated discussion between 

the French and the English translations, and I have listed only a few to illustrate that this 

conversation happened. I believe that I am quite fortunate to have had the French 

translation act as training wheels for my English version and I see the process as a 

retranslation. Of course, the English reader would not be able to see it that way, nor would 

the French, yet, in terms of the process itself, it was nothing short of a retranslation, where 

the first version fuels the confidence needed to survive a literary translation, as well as 

provides the arsenal to interrogate the original.  

During my defence examination, I was asked about what I hope to achieve with this 

project in the literary translation field, and, as any scholar, my hope is to push the 

boundaries of retranslation theory. Of course, my study is but the start of an idea in that 

direction; not only that much more practice needs to be recorded, but there are a few 

layers that should be added to this type of analysis. Fist, as indicated by Berman, other 

translations by Aain Paruit of Eliade and especially of other Romanian writers should be 

compared with the French “Ivan” to determine how Paruit’s Eliade is different from other 

writers Paruit translated. Second, considering that an English Eliade already exists in 

literature, these translations could be useful aswell. Eliade’s prose was translated by quite 

a few different people, among which Mac Linscott Ricketts, whom we know was in direct 

contact with Eliade, Mary Park Stevenson, who translated several works, and, Christopher 

Moncrieff, who recently translated Eliade’s early novels Diary of a Nearsighted 

Adolescent (tr. 2016) and Gaudeamus (tr. 2018). Lastly, as suggested by my defence 

committee, consulting criticism by non-Romanian speakers writing in English would help 

expose how the existing English Eliade is received. Of course, comparing this reception to 

the original Romanian audience would help iron out the insecurities in my assumptions on 

how Eliglish Eliade should sound.  

Raquel de Pedro looks at the translatability of texts and evokes Albrecht Neubert’s 

classification of texts as: exclusively source language-oriented, mainly source-oriented, 

both source- and target-oriented, and solely target-oriented. Obviously, the translatability 
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varies with an upwards inclination from the first category mentioned, the exclusively 

source-oriented. I believe that “Ivan” is mainly source-oriented; it is clear that Eliade did 

not look to give the reader a map into his references. Perhaps “Ivan” was not written to be 

enjoyed but to present another side of the coin and to awaken questions that the reader 

may have not considered. The original audience, as well, has to go to great lengths to 

uncover the multi-layered symbolism in Eliade’s literature. Thus, “Ivan” does not “lend 

itself to translation”38, yet better versions can be achieved in subsequenst retranslations; 

Eliade’s theory combined with the different readings of the original that is obvious in 

translation and the various world views of different languages will inevitably better these 

subsequent retranslations. 

  

                                                        
38 Walter Benjamin described the translatability of a text as the ability to “lend itself to translation” 
(Bnjamin 76). 
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fi dat sii mor azi, miiine, poimiline, eu unde ma voi duce? In nici un 
caz, nu in Cer, pentru ca la 13 martie am aflat ca Cerul pur §i simplu
nu existi'i. Nu mai existli, h•an ! Din clipa cand in\elegi, cum am 
fn\eles eu la 13 martie, cii Cerul e doar o iluzie, totul s-a tenninat. 
Nu mai_ exista nici Cer, nici sus, nici jos, caci Universul e infinit,
n-are mci inceput, nici sfilr§it. �i atunci, te intreb, eu unde ma
due? ... �tiu, te intreb degeaba, pentru ca te-ai hotarat sa nu raspunzi. 
Dar i\i raspund tot eu. �i i\i raspund cu 8 noiembrie, cu .al doilea 
inceput Pentru ca la 8 noiembrie, cred ca ai ghicit asta, am in\eles 
ceva poate chiar mai important. Am in\eles ca nu e nevoie sli te du�i 
undeva, pentru ca e§ti deja acolo. La nemarginire, Ivan, raspund cu 
o a_M n�ma:ginire. Pe?tru ca, asculta-mli bine, eu, ca §i tine, ca,§i
to\1 ce!lal\1, eu, n01, oamemi, suntem indestructibili. Nici
brandturile voastre, nici avioanele nem\e§ti nu ne pot distruge. 
Suntem aici de la inceputul Lumii, §i vom mai fi chiar dupli ce se va 
stinge §i. ultima stea din ultima galaxie. �i atunci, i\i dai seama, 
Ivan, nous sommes foutus, et sommes foutus pour l'eternite. Pentru 
ca, daca sunt indestructibil, unde ma due, azi, maine, poimaine, 
cand mi-o veni §i mie randul? Nu ma pot duce nicaieri, pentru ca 
sunt deja acolo, §i sunt peste tot, in acela§i timp. Dar asta e 
1ngrozitor, sa fii peste tot §i totu§i, 1ntr-un anumit fel, sa nu fii, pentru 
ca nu mai e§ti viu. E ingrozitor, sa nu te po\i odihni niciPdata, cum 
se odihneau mo§ii §i striimo§ii nO§tri. Caci ei se duceau unde le era 
scris: unii fo cer, al\ii sub pamiint, al\ii Ia marginea Plimantului, dar, 
fn\elegi, ei se puteau odihni. Dar noi, Ivan, ce se va fntampla cu noi? ...

l§i slilta din nou rani\ele pe umlir §i grlibi §i mai mult pasul. 
- ... �i acum, daca te-ai hotiirl sii rupi juriimantul tacerii; flirii

indoiala cli_ m-ai_ fotre_ba: dar dupi'i 8 noiembrie, ce s-a intamplat
dupa 8 n01embne? �1 pentru cii l�J¥J>Qil!lui n� cere sii fim 
since,.! Ji deschi§i unii fa\a de al\ii, a§ fi obligat sa-\i raspund. Dar
mli ve1 m\elege? Pentru ca ne lovim deodata de o serie de evidenfe 
mutual contradictorii, daci1 ma pot exprima astfel... ----- -

Se auzi strigat din urma, §i de-abia atunci i§i dadu seama ca o 
pomise singur foainte, cu cainele Jilnga el. Cei doi a§ezaserii rlinitul 
la umbra rari1 a unui salcam, i§i scoseserii ci1§tile §i se §tergeau pe 
obraz.· Darie se apropie stanjenit, silindu-se sa zambeascli. 

- A bolborosit mereu pe limba Jui, in ruse§te, facu Iliescu.
- Parcli ar fi cerut api1, ii intrerupse Zamfira, dar nu mai avem.

�i cilnd i-am ariitat budi\ele de zahiir, a inchis ochii. Nu vrea. 
Lua din palma deschisii o bucatii de zahiir §i incepu s-o suga. 

- Cat ii vede\i de tinerel §i de slab e greu, relua Iliescu, §i am
obosit. Ne-am gilndit sa ne odihnim aici la umbra. Ca satul tot nu se 
vede. 

- Poate ca i§i vine §i el in fire, adiiugii Zamfira.
Darie a§ezase rani\ele pe iarba arsii priifuitii §i ingenunchease

Janga riinit, ascultandu-i incordat rasuflarea grea precipitata. 
- Mil intreb cum de mai triiie§te, vorbi tarziu. De-abi� i§i mai

trage sufletul... 
Intinse bra\ul, apucii una din rani\e §i !ncepu sii caute. Ranitul 

ii urmiiri cu privirea, tresarind la rilstimpuri din tot trupul, parca ar 
fi fost scuturat de friguri. 

Darie intoarse capul spre Zamfira §i-1 1ntrebii coboranc!_ glasul: 
- Ce facem cu el? Ca nu-I mai Pl!tem duce §i e tarziu. II liisiim

sa se chinuie aici, sau 11 ajutiim noi sii moara? 
Z�mfira se codi §i-§i plecii privirile. 
- Dacii ne-am. trudit §i I-am dus pana aici ... Poate se indurii

Dumnczcu §i-i da putere sa ne binecuvantcze. Pentru ca, imi dau eu 
cu paferea, acum vrea sii ne binecuvfi.nteze ... 

- L-am auzit §i eu, intervcni Ilicscu. L-am auzit cand a spus
Christu. Daca-1 mai \inem de vorba, poate o mai duce un ceas. Ca 
satul nu e departe. 

Darie i§i aprinsese \igarea §i-i privi pe to\i trei pe rand, zambind. 
- Nu se vede nimic, spuse. Unde te ui\i, numai lanuri de porumb,

numai lanuri... 
Cainele se oprisc la ca\iva metri, scancind sfios, cu ochii a\inti\i 

asupra buca\elelor de zahiir. Zamfira oftii. 
- Sii-i mai spunem de-ale noastre, ca poate pe astea le in\elege

mai bine. Cat ne-am odihni noi aici, sa-1 \inem de vorbli, sa-i 
spunem cum o sii fie fo sat. 

Iliescu se illtoarse cu tot trupul spre rlinit §i focepu deodata, cu 
un glas nou, necunoscut, parca ar fi vorbit unui copil bolnav: 

- Ivan, nu mai e mult §i ajungem in sat. �i o sa fie bine la voi
in sat, o sii fie ca la noi in sat... 

- Spune-i ce-o sa-i dam, ii tntrerupsc Zamfira. Apa proaspiita
din bel§ug ... 

- Ivan, continua Iliescu apropiindu-§i §i mai mult fa\a de el, la
voi ill sat sunt Jivezi cu tot felul de poame, cu prune, §i pere, §i ciite 
altele, §i-o sa-\i aducem cate vrei ... 

- O sa-\i spele femeile obrazul, ii intrerupse Zamfira, o sa le
culce In pat. .. 
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- Nu mi-a fost fricli. M-a luat deodata cu frig §i nu §tiam ce am,
§i atunci an:i inceput sa fug ... Asta a fost tot. ..

Ivan il privi lung, cu simpatie, §i zambi din nou. 
- Mi-a\i vorbit frumos adineaori, ieri, alaltaieri, cand o fi fost:i

asta. Mi-a placut mai ales pentru ca a\i in\eles, atilt de tanar! ell 
suntem indestructibili. 

- Vasllzicll, ai fnJeles tot, §Opti Darie.
- Ce n-am in\eles, continua Ivan, a fost deznlidejdea dumitale,

domnule filozof, frica dumitale, cli nu te vei odihni niciodata. Dari 
de ce vrei sll te odihne§ti? De-abia am inceput. Ce-avem in spateJe·, 
nostru? Poate nici un milio11 de ani §i incli! Dacli incepem sli 
numaram de la homo sapiens, doar cateva zeci de mii de ani. !;ii uita-te i 
in fa\a noastra, miliarde §i miliarde de ani!.... 

Darie ii ascultase surprins, concentrat. 
- Miliarde de ani, repeta in §Oaptli. !;,tiu, §tiu, dar ce sli facem •

cu ele, cu miliardele de ani? 
- Sli insufle\im Plimiintul, §i apoi sistemul solar, §i galaxiile, §i

tot ce-o mai fi pe-acolo, §i pe care nu le §tim incli. Sli le insufle\im, l 

adica sli le aducem la via\li §i sli trezim spiritul care zace alienat in 
orice via\ll. Sll binecuviintam intreaga Crea\ie, a§a cum vli place la i 
unii dintre durnneavoastrli sli spune\i. 

- Vasllzicli, Zamfira avea dreptate. Ne-ai binecuvantat §i pe noi.
- Da §i nu. Cum prea bine spunea doctorul Procopie ...
- Dar de unde §tii durnneata de Procopie? ii intrerupse Darie.
Ivan ii privi curios, aproape cu surprindere, apoi zaml:ii ridi- 1 

cand din urneri. 
- Acum §tirn tot. Mai exact, tot ce ne jntereseazli. !;ii durnneata

rnli interesezi pentru cli \i-a fost rnilli de mine §i mi-ai vorbit. !;ii de ' 
asernenea ma intereseazli Zamfira §i Iliescu pentru cli s-au ostenit sa 
ma duca in sat. !;ii apoi rn-au ingropat, nu. ca mi-ar fi plisat dacli sunt 
sau nu ingropat, dar rn-a rni§cat giindul !or ... 

Darie incepu deodata sli se frece pe frunte. 
- Bliie\ii! §Opti. Unde-or fi bliie\ii?
- Sunt mai incolo, pe camp, te a§teapta. N-ai grijli; se odihnesc

§i ei. De altfel, n-arn sli te \in nici eu prea rnult, ca in curand trebuie
sll plec rnai departe. Dar voiam sll mai starn de vorbli. Ne-am intfilnit
atat de rar in ultirnul tirnp, in marginea porurnbi§tii, dar atunci nu ,
ne-am recunoscut,. nu puteam vorbi, la doamna Machedon, apoi pe .
munte, sub Piatra-Craiului... Erau timpuri cand ne intfilnearn mai
des. Darie i§i dadu deodata searna ell rade.
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- Imi pare rau dacll te contrazic, incepu incurcat, dar sunt sigur
ell te in§eli. Pe Procopie §i Arhip i-am cunoscut de curand, iar pe 
dumneata, te-am intalnit ieri, alaltllieri, cum spuneai, in marginea 
porumbi§tii. 

- Ne cunoa§tem de mult, ii intrerupse Ivan, nici nu indrllznesc
sli-\i spun de cand ne cunoa§tem. Dar nu ne recunoa§tem decal cand 
e prea·tarziu. 

Darie ii privea adanc, concentrat. �i, ca de obieei cand ii 
interesa discu\ia, bllgll automat mana in buzunar, sll-§i caute pachetul 

· cu \igllri. Dar de data aceasta gestul ii fusese dc-ajuns.
- Cred ell in\eleg ce vrei sli spui, §Opti clatinand din cap. In

. fond, o via\li, o intreagll existen\li umanll se poate dezvolta, implini 
§i incheia 1n cateva !uni, uneori poate chiar §i mai pu\in.

- �i, e curios, acelea§i probleme reveneau neeontenit in dis
cu\iile noastre, cont.inuli Ivan. Bunaoara, seria de eviden\e mutual 
contradictorii. De cate ori §i in cate limbi nu mi-ai vorl:iit de asta ... 

- Ce e mai grav, adaugii Darie cu melancolie, ce e mai grav e
ca nu n1ai mi-aduc aminte ce voiam sa spun cu asta. Mai precis, nu 

. mai· mi-aduc aminte de. urmare. Incepusem fraza aceasta, ma
· pregiiteam. sli-\i prezint un intreg sistem, cand m-au chemat baie\ii

§i am pierdut firul.
- Ai spus tot ;;e trebuia spus. Ce trebuia spus deocamdata,

sublinie cu 1n\eles. Restul ai sii-1 spui mai tiirziu. Mi 1-ai mai spus, 
§i ai sa vezi ca are. sii-\i placa Ii dumitale cand 1-oi descoperi din
nou ...

II privi cu caldura §i totu§i cu ironic, aproape provocator. 
- Cand te ascu1t, Ivan, am impresia ca ascult pe Arhip. Ultima

oarli cand am vorbit cu el... 
. - Cand a fost asta? ii intrerupse Ivan. Acum cate sute de ani,
sau cate !uni? In ce via\a? ... Nu trebuie sa ma in\elegi gre§it, adauga 
vazand ell Darie ii prive§te ineruntat, nedumerit. Nu e vorba de 
limp, ei de decalajul intre eviden\ele mutual contradictorii, cum i\i 
place dumitale sa spui. Imi pare rliu ca te-am intrerupt, relua dupa 
.lm rastimp caci Darie continua sa taca. Te-am mai 1ntrerupt o data, 
nu-\i mai aduci aminte acum, pentru ca e prea mare decalajul intre 
eviden\e, te-am intrerupt tocmai cand te pregateai sa ne explici i'n ce 
sens folosise§i expresia agnostos theos. 12:liU!YCJ!LI!Lfa\li�IL 
�terioi::,_imaginea unui Ivan oarecum inmormantat in propriul 
Jui trup. �i voiai s1i spui ca a§a arata uneori Durnnezeu. Spiritul 
Suprem, capturat, inchis de Materie, orbit, alienat, ignorandu-§i 
propria Jui identitate. Dar ce Dumnezeu era acesta? In orice caz, nu 
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Appendix B: “Ivan” (French) 

Eliade, Mircea. “Ivan”. Uniformes de général. Paris: Gallimard, 1981, pp 85-139. 
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